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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 Mother Claire and Father Jean – as their family called them – asked me 
to write the introduction to the narrative composed by Mother Claire to tell the 
story of their common vocation.  Mother Claire did not wish to write the story 
herself and confided the task to me.  She knew, as intelligent and cultivated as 
she was, that all works must be enlightened by the conditions of the time or 
risk misunderstanding the significance of the work.  “You explain the genesis 
and the intentions of this story”, she told me.  A difficult task – and she agreed 
– by which she charged me to make known what she thought should be 
written, but of which she believed she should not be the author. 
 
 Both had already arrived at an advanced age – they were beyond seventy 
– and the idea had never occurred to them to write what had been.  It would 
not even be exact to say that the logic of their spiritual life excluded in 
advance, implicitly but absolutely, any work of redaction.  Both proposed to 
disappear from this world as they had lived, in obscurity and oblivion, known 
as very little before God alone.  It was in 1970, that familial relations brought 
me to visit Mother Claire for the first time in the Carmel of Louvain.  Warmly 
welcomed, I was invited to return again, and I never missed the opportunity.  
Quite rapidly our encounters became more frequent.  Residing in a foreign 
country, we both had the greatest pleasure to recall our common patrimony 
that we could not speak about with anyone else.  Truly, I listened more than I 
spoke; Mother Claire knew so many things which she shared with great 
simplicity and a certain charm.  We enjoyed even more speaking about the 
faith, not without pain on certain days where we saw the Church so cruelly 
mismanaged, but we always knew the joy of finding ourselves in profound 
agreement on all the tasks and blessings of fidelity.  Little by little Mother 
Claire began to speak to me of her common vocation with Father Jean.  Later, 
she often repeated to me that she had felt “impelled” to tell me in detail the 
story that they had practically never spoken of to anyone since her entrance 
into Carmel.  She had never experienced the need, she explained, in fact she 
never had any spiritual director other than Father Jean, who knew all as well 
as she did.  Very touched by her confidence, moved by the quality of her 
confidences, I listened to Mother Claire with an intense attention, not wanting 
anything to escape of this treasure she was unfolding before me.  I was in awe 
before the intelligence of Mother Claire and in particular of her knowledge of 
spiritual realities, in awe before the infinite delicacy and perfect equilibrium of 
her sensibility, in awe before her absolute generosity, a faultless rectitude.  I 
appreciated in this history as much the exquisite quality of human sentiments 
as the elevation that often reached the sublime, and with such modesty, of 
religious fervor.  I learned that Mother Claire and Father Jean, one in Carmel, 
the other in his priestly community, separated by distance and the cloister for 
several decades, who had been deprived, sometimes during long periods of 
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time, from seeing each other and even from corresponding. After the ordination 
of Father Jean, seven long years passed before he returned to see Mother Claire 
at Louvain, yet they lived always in the grace of the sacrament of their 
marriage.  One of the first things that Mother Claire wanted to tell me, without 
ambiguity, was that their marriage was never in any way annulled; and to this 
end, knowing the rights of canon law, she tried, with great delicacy, to make 
me understand that after their marriage they lived the normal life of a very 
united married couple. 
 
 When Claude d’Elbée was, contrary to all expectation, called to the 
priesthood1, that which his wife, loving and intuitive, became aware of before 
him, this was not but an idea: she effaced herself to allow her husband full 
liberty to follow his call.  From this moment and throughout their life, a 
common accord that engaged their most profound beings and was offered to 
them even as an exigency of their love, they began to detach themselves from 
each other, as much and sometimes more than what their consecration 
demanded, so much did each want to give the other to God.  An astonishing 
fact is that:  at the time when everything converged to separate these two 
beings: the material conditions of their life, the misunderstanding of their 
family circle, their resolution, and the daily tasks that consumed so much of 
their time, the more rigorously did Father Jean and Mother Claire detach 
themselves on a certain level, the more they found themselves united on 
another level.  The more they detached themselves, the more God united them.  
Father Jean liked to repeat: “Between us it is no longer union, it is unity,” and 
he referred to the words of Jesus on unity in the sacerdotal prayer.  They were 
very conscious, according to the time in which I knew them, that the sacrifice 
was the secret of their unity. 
 
 Unexpected recipient of such confidences and also of an exceptional 
grace, I experienced a double concern:  it was inconceivable that such a grace 
be given to these spouses so that the remembrance might perish with them, 
without the Church having the opportunity to draw a lesson and profit from it.  
Thus, my witness, in the circumstances in which we live, did not have any 
chance not to be heard and understood.  Even worse, because the situation of 
Father Jean and Mother Claire was totally out of the ordinary, equally because 
they belonged to two illustrious families in France and abroad, the aristocracy2 

                                                           
1 Evidently, I do not ignore a more rigorous technical language that requires that I always 
speak of a priesthood of the second degree, in respect to the Episcopal, ministerial, or 
presbyteral, to distinguish it from the common priesthood of the faithful.  In many cases, to 
simplify the redaction, there where no confusion is possible, I simply speak of the priesthood.  
It is thus that Mother Claire speaks.  This is also the habitual language of Christians which 
does not hold any ambiguity.  
 
2 Father Jean, Count Claude d’Elbée, who had just lost four of his brothers in the service of 
France, descended from Maurice d’Elbée, general of the Catholic and Royal Army during the 
War of Vendée, who gravely wounded in Cholet and then imprisoned at Noirmoutier, was taken 
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one can imagine that their disappearance would not perhaps occur – as they 
imagined – totally unnoticed.   What would become then of their very beautiful 
and illustrious history, misunderstood by journalists impelled to blacken a 
page sensationally, or solicited by an adventurer of doctrinal questions, to 
sustain one does not know what thesis of the marriage, religious life and the 
priesthood?  Based on all that I had heard of their situation even during their 
lifetime, I was right to be concerned. She was dismayed that I should suggest 
such a thing!  However, I could not permit myself to ask Mother Claire to write.  
I shared my concerns with her: on one hand the interest of their story for the 
Church, and on the other hand safeguarding the truth of their lives.  I simply 
asked her to pray to God to enlighten her in case it was His will that she write. 
I presented my profound conviction to her that the story of their life would be 
as precious for the vocation of marriage as the religious or sacerdotal life.  
Mother Claire listened kindly, in truth a little amused – we did not forget that 
she was old enough to be my mother – and promised me to pray, with the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
on an armchair by the troops of the Republic, to be shot to death.  On her father’s side, Mother 
Claire was descended from Roman de Sèze who was one of the lawyers of Louis XVI; she 
descended, by her maternal grandfather, from a great Austrian family that enjoyed, at the 
Imperial Court of Austria, particular privileges, but who was called by the czars to serve in the 
imperial army and relocated to Russia.  Thus, the grandfather of Mother Claire, the Baron de 
Mohremheim, was the ambassador of Russia to Copenhagen, then, I believe in London and 
finally in Paris.  The grandmother of Mother Claire was a lady in waiting and her mother a 
damsel in waiting to the Empress.   If the mother of Mother Claire, who was a remarkable 
woman – she spoke five languages – had not been catholic and, in her youth was not, and for 
this reason was distanced from the court of Denmark she would very probably have been asked 
in marriage to the Crown Prince.  On her maternal grandmother’s side, Mother Claire was 
descended from Korff, a family found in Germany, Latvia, Russia and France.  The branch to 
which she belonged, the Korff of Saladrew is descended from a Knight of the Temple who, in 
the XIII century, on returning from the Crusades, fixed his residence in the Baltic countries.  
The family property was seized in Riga, Latvia.  There were several illustrious generals in the 
line, and in contemporary times, a cousin of Mother Claire married the Count von Stauffenberg 
who, on July 20, 1944, having been involved in an attempt against Hitler, was shot that very 
night.  Mother Claire often told me that it was one of her relatives, Baron von Korff, who loan 
his car to the royal family to flee Varennes.   After the failure of this attempt, Queen Marie 
Antoinette, nevertheless, wanted to recognize the service rendered and gave her friend a very 
beautiful lace with the fleur de lys which was reserved for the royal family.  This lace still 
exists. Among other memories, Mother Claire likes to recall the friendship that linked her 
mother to Queen Victoria whom she recalled having visited several times, I believe, notably 
when she visited the continent.  She recalled also the trip she made with her parents to Russia 
where they were presented to the Czar and Czarina on the occasion of splendid military 
gatherings to which her father, as a French officer, was invited.  On the occasion of this voyage, 
she made the acquaintance of several illustrious families of her parentage that she esteemed 
and loved very much, in particular because of the social role there, the memory of which she is 
faithfully attached.  It is in Russia, in the chateau of one of her aunts, that she learned to ride 
a horse, certainly side-saddle.  She kept in contact, until the end of her life, with several of her 
relatives who escaped the unhappiness and cruelty of the October Revolution, and survived the 
“shipwreck” of Russia.   I have known her to be always drawn by all that touched the country 
and her maternal family.  But Mother Claire, for many reasons, could never speak of all of this, 
that gripped her so, to anyone; ever. 
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conviction that God would never ask her to write anything of this nature, and 
of her resolution to write nothing. 
 
 After a certain time, several weeks if not a month, Mother Claire told me 
that in effect she thought that she must write the story of their vocation.  But, 
above all, she needed to consult Father Jean, because it concerned their 
common story.  If Father Jean was in agreement, knowing that he was no 
longer able to assure such a work because he wrote with difficulty, she would 
offer to be the pen of Father Jean as well as her own.  She wrote then to Father 
Jean, considering how much this project was contrary to all that Father Jean 
and she had perceived until then.  She asked me to visit Father Jean and to 
explain to him what I wished to do.  Father Jean welcomed me with great 
kindness and approved immediately and entirely my initiative in which he saw 
the action of the Holy Spirit.  However, he placed an absolute condition, which 
I sometimes remembered in the following years because he held that it was 
essential: nothing was to be divulged during their lifetime.  I could assure that 
and told him that Mother Claire and I thought the same.  After receiving the 
approval of Father Jean who submitted the project to religious obedience 
confirmed by the Carmelite authorities, she began the redaction on February 
11, 1974, feast of the apparitions of Our Lady of Lourdes.  This date was very 
dear to them.  One will read in the story of Mother Claire that, in effect, it was 
on February 1, 1913, at Lourdes that Claude d’Elbée and Louise de Sèze had 
for the first time, a very long and profound encounter where she recognized the 
birth of a great love which would last all their life. 
  

Having arrived at this point of recalling my memories, I do not wish to 
give any reader the impression that Mother Claire finally decided to write 
because of favorable impressions on my part, which would have easily implied 
that their common resolution for obscurity was not well-grounded.  This is not 
so. Their resolution was very firm and well-grounded on what they saw as 
essential in their spiritual life. Mother Claire decided to write, approved by 
Father Jean, after a profound reflection on the events and a situation in the 
Church which is called “a crisis” which seemed to challenge radically all the 
significance of their lives, vowed together, even though by different means, to 
the presbyteral ministry. 

 
 I will not embark on evoking this painful period.  Those who have not 
lived it and who did not suffer the excesses it was necessary to suffer, will not 
believe it. I will say only that I do not think of these events more or less than 
the pope of these years of the Passion of the Church, Paul VI, who had the 
grace of state and all authority to judge and to speak. He did so. His 
courageous words have been conserved and published: they resulted in 
loneliness and denigration.  In remembering the noble figure of Paul VI, I do no 
distance myself neither from the memory of Mother Claire nor from her 
thoughts on this period.  In effect, she wrote to him, when we did not yet know 
each other, on February 2, 1968, on the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage, 
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their “golden jubilee”, already writing in the name of the two spouses. She 
ended the three long pages of her letter by a last paragraph: “Very Holy Father, 
at the hour of so much pain, and the concerns that assail your Holiness, 
permit us to tell you:  we are with you, we would like to place on your way of 
the Cross, a little sweetness and consolation, which reveal our gratitude and 
devotion toward the Church and the Holy See, our filial and profound love for 
your venerable Person and well-loved Holiness…” 
 
 Six years after this letter, Mother Claire, following my visit, began to 
write, because she realized then that their story ran the greatest risk of being 
stripped of its significance and exploited in order to defend theses contrary to 
doctrine and practice of the Church, which had always been the basis of their 
life.  Mother Claire also knew very well that my witness would be incapable of 
restoring the truth; my voice immediately stifled, would be incapable of 
dominating the clamor and that only writing at her hand would preserve their 
grace of a profanation.  Such was the reason for which Mother Claire decided 
to write this story. 
 
 In truth, I have to add that, shortly after having taken the decision to 
write, Mother Claire had to submit to the evidence: their story was, in effect, 
interpreted in reverse of all the reasons why Father Jean and she loved each 
other and would always love each other, had sacrificed themselves, had lived 
and suffered. In a precise case, they were told that, beyond the frontiers, their 
example, in a sense, justified the infidelities of priestly commitments.  With all 
the comprehension and goodness of which she was capable, Mother Claire, 
patiently, explained the fact, that for a wife to separate from her husband to 
permit him to give himself to God –to allow oneself to be possessed by God, as 
she liked to say – and to help him with all her strength, in view of priestly 
ordination and the ministry that would last all of his life was one thing; but the 
intention to make a religious priest abandon his ministry, monastery, and the 
gift of himself to God as Spouse, was another thing. She never succeeded in 
dissipating the misunderstanding: it seems as if others did not understand the 
depth of her personal life and that of Father Jean: their marriage, their 
vocation and their example for the future. This was a great sorrow for her of 
which I was the witness and confidant. Mother Claire was singularly confirmed, 
by this fact, in her decision to write. 
 
 I have been very brief - without doubt too brief – in this report of the 
trials of the Church, which were also those of Mother Claire and which explains 
the redaction of this work.  The reader must know this.  The little that I have 
said must also permit the reader a more just interpretation of the tone 
employed by Mother Claire throughout her story.  The reader will certainly 
appreciate the height of her views, the spiritual elevation of these pages.  It 
would be insufficient to see only the fact of a soul very balanced and advanced 
in the ways of God. It would be inaccurate to attribute these graces to a 
peaceful and, so to speak, otherworldly atmosphere of the cloister which places 
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the soul outside worldly events and just at the edge of its echoes. The 
admirable tone of simplicity and serenity which Mother Claire uses represents 
on her part, with the grace of God and in a very deserving way, a resounding 
victory over the trials of the Church.  The trials reach deep within her because 
the crisis essentially puts in question the priesthood to which she gave her 
husband and for which she prayed and suffered all her life.  She wished – and 
told me explicitly – to write with authority, freeing from these very painful 
conditions this daughter of the Church, as Saint Therese of Jesus liked to call 
her Carmelites.  It is a duty for the redactor of this introduction, unworthy in a 
modest role, to simply recount these crucifying events which permit us to 
understand the genesis of the work and to appreciate the victorious 
detachment of the writer, Mother Claire, who knew how to attain this height, in 
accepting to suffer in silence for God alone. 
 
Mother Claire had to conquer many aversions to undertake this writing, but 
once she took a decision, she proposed a great design, greater even over all the 
life that they experienced: she in her Carmel and he in his ministry, at once 
rigorously separated from one another and intimately united.  Mother Claire 
always commented, when she spoke to me, that it would be as God wished and 
that He would give her the strength to write to the extent that He wished.  God 
wished to stop the story a little after the ordination of Father Jean, with several 
last pages that gave great difficulty to its author in her failing strength, but not 
in her resolution or the concern to do it well.  The Sister infirmarians who were 
so devoted to her and who supported her in these last efforts, know all that this 
cost her3. 
 
 What I say here, must not give the impression that at the end of her life 
Mother Claire’s faculties were diminished.  As proof, I present this episode.  In 
the last months of her existence, she was surrounded by the veneration and 
affection of her Sisters, but relieved of all responsibility. Once, however, 
through kindness, her Sisters asked her to prepare a presentation on certain 
points of the doctrine of Vatican Council II.  The Sisters waited to listen to her 
rendition with the indulgence due her age.  Mother Claire, at the twilight of her 
life, gave a dazzling exposition.  Afterwards, several Sisters explained that no 
one would have risked, after her, to make a presentation or, in any case, that it 
would take great humility to accept a comparison that would be crushing.  
Mother Claire spoke with the greatest simplicity, but in a feminine manner, 
enlightened and nuanced, with the resources of a great culture that she had 
known well, and that remained intact. 
 
 In the state that Mother Claire left her text at the moment of her death, 
March 1, 1980, the essential had been said.  We know how their love was born 
                                                           
3 This will explain to the reader that the end of this story of Mother Claire is somewhat lengthy 
and lacks some relevant details.  In the last weeks of her life, the extreme fatigue of the author 
did not permit her the revisions that would have been desired. 
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and how it was sealed by the sacrament of marriage.  We know how the priestly 
vocation of Father Jean was imposed on each of them, to her first, and to him 
later, and how they abandoned all in their two lives to this outcome that was 
the priestly ordination of Father Jean. The reader will be amazed perhaps, after 
these alert and frank pages that recount the history of their love, to read the 
more austere pages that are written with the minutest detail4 of the ordination 
of Father Jean.  Do not be mistaken.  The minutiae of this story are not the 
result of the worry to be ritualistically exact. Understand only that Mother 
Claire prepared for and then lived this ceremony with an intense attention and 
affection that indelibly engraved the memory in her soul and in her heart.  She 
knew, in participating in this ceremony, that it sealed and consecrated forever 
a very recent past that was so dear to them; she knew also that in this 
ceremony, they lived, as in advance and in anticipation, their entire life, that 
there would never be in their existences nothing more and nothing less than 
Father Jean at the altar, image of Jesus Christ, and in the shadow Mother 
Claire silent, prayerful, offered with him. Mother Claire lived in effect, 
sometimes in great physical or moral suffering, a continual immolation of her 
life, offered at the altar of Father Jean, for the fruitfulness of his priestly 
ministry.  It is this that must accomplish their union and become their “unity”.  
And Mother Claire lived thus, very consciously, as an authentic daughter of the 
great and the little Saint Therese who had so recommended priests to the 
prayer of the Carmelites.  God knows how much Mother Claire loved priests, 
helped them and prayed for them!  One captures here what must well be called 
the continuity of her spiritual life, always nourished by the sacrament of 
marriage – that she asked for assiduously – and consecrated herself, without 
reserve, introspection or the least compromise, to God alone. 
 
 The reader, it is understood, will certainly be very sensitive to the 
separation’s that Father Jean and Mother Claire experienced with a generosity 
not marked by introspection or accommodation.  Yet, I want to draw attention 
to the continuity, which evoked at each instant that they each lived profoundly, 
in and as sacrifice, through their marriage and the ordination of Father Jean.  
Because their love was never possessive, but was an oblation of each to the 
other for God, marriage prepared them to make a hidden and supreme offering.  
I can affirm, after their testimony, that at the level of their interior life, these 
spouses experienced their religious vocation more as continuity than a rupture.  
On this subject, and to understand the state of their soul, I think that one 
must attach the greatest importance to the significance they placed on the 
Sacred Heart in their spiritual life.  With a very informed sense of the realities 
of the faith, they understood how the mystery of the Sacred Heart profoundly 
expresses the truth of the Incarnation: the divinity of the Son of God assuming 
the entirety of the human nature.  In consecrating themselves to the Heart of 
Christ, they lost themselves in God, but they believed also that they were 
                                                           
4 However, at my request, many pages were suppressed by Mother Claire. 
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recognized, understood, and consumed in their mutual love: the love of God in 
the Heart of Christ called them, not to deny their love but to transfigure it; just 
as in the Heart of Christ, the love of God does not destroy the heart of the man, 
Jesus, but expands it to the extent of His infinite generosity and exalts it.  It is 
thus that they accomplished the great sacrifice of renouncing their alliance at 
Paray-le-Monial where they left the ex-voto of the Visitation, one after the other, 
so close to each other that their hands were always joined, one in the other. 
 
 Mother Claire often told me something that appeared to me very 
significant in this regard.  When their resolution to enter religious life was 
taken, the perspective to separate themselves, to live each in his/her 
community appeared to them, despite the sacrifice, a normal thing that came 
from within and did not cause difficulty.  However, she often told me, they 
feared much more, and seemed beyond their strength, the suggestion that, as a 
trial, they separate themselves and live separately in the world before entering 
religion.  No one, happily – neither Father Mateo nor Cardinal Mercier – dreamt 
of imposing this separation which, contrary to their vocation, would break the 
continuity of their call.  Such a requirement would inevitably have been seen as 
the necessity to destroy their conjugal life before entering religious life, as if the 
second could not be founded except on the ruins of the first. The consequences 
of such a requirement would have been incalculable to their spiritual life. But, 
as you will read, it was Father Jean, himself, who took his spouse to Carmel, 
and I know that Mother Claire attached the greatest importance to this gesture.  
It is also why, at the time of the taking of the habit –- there were not yet solemn 
vows, for the reasons she explains – she did not wish the presence of anyone, 
not even her brothers, to conduct her to the altar, a role that she esteemed was 
the sole prerogative of Father Jean. 
 
 In her story, Mother Claire says almost nothing of the suffering that she 
or Father Jean experienced once they had entered religious life.  This suggests 
a deliberate decision, but the reader would make a big mistake if he/she 
imagined that on being admitted to Carmel the young bride was treated as a 
princess … yet she was greatly respected.  The three of us talked about this 
question and I pleaded, I admit, in favor of an objective story relating the trials 
also. Each agreed–- and they always agreed – before even discussing the matter 
together! – they did not concede much on this point.  The serenity of Father 
Jean made it repugnant to evoke hurtful events and persons that wounded 
him, and besides “the evocation of such would do more harm than good.”  This 
was somewhat his terms.  As for Mother Claire who had pardoned all from her 
heart, even forgotten them, to recount these trials represented an 
insurmountable difficulty: she who wrote so easily did not succeed at 
mastering a pen that became hopelessly stubborn, when it was question of 
reporting an error or a fault of one who had caused her to suffer.  However, the 
reader must know that in other circumstances, when duty demands it because 
it is a question of the truth, which she held above all, and because it was a 
matter of defending others, she was capable of expressing it, with courage, 
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orally and in writing, always with a perfect but scathing correction: the crack of 
a whip. No one would have kept her from speaking or giving-in: it was not for 
nothing that she belonged to a line of soldiers: daughter, wife, sister, daughter-
in law, sister-in-law of officers: which I must say, meant much to her, and first 
of all a superior requirement of righteousness and generosity.   
 
 Father Jean and Mother Claire remained extremely discreet about their 
sufferings.  They had good reason, but the reader must know that they suffered 
and why Mother Claire and Father Jean, who wished to say absolutely nothing, 
practically told me nothing of their trials.  I cannot in this introduction go 
counter to their will.  I believe, however, that I must report briefly certain 
conditions in which each entered into religious life and found themselves 
separated. Recalling these facts will keep the reader from imagining in an 
idyllic way the aftermath of their separation.  There would be much more to 
say.  I wished to limit myself to two evocations – one for each – that one must 
know to understand their lives. 
 
 Father Jean, after his ordination, remained seven years without seeing 
Mother Claire.  Why?  This fact is surprising and demands an explanation.  
Father Jean and Mother Claire lived in their respective communities.  Mother 
Claire remained in Carmel by the rule of the cloister.  Only Father Jean could 
displace himself to visit her.  But Father Jean who pushed the requirements of 
the renunciation too far – he gave other reasons – abandonment to obedience, 
dedication to his tasks with all his heart, without wishing to ask anything for 
himself left to his superiors the initiative, especially in this matter: he did not 
wish to do anything that might retract or recover anything of this total sacrifice 
that he had made. Mother Claire, on her part, for the same reason did not wish 
to ask or suggest anything, even to her husband: Jesus united then separated 
them; she left it entirely to Him to reunite them, if He wished, when He wished.  
The superiors of Father Jean, without doubt, had not, as many others, 
fundamentally understood this exceptional vocation.  For them, and certainly 
without the least malice in regard to Father Jean, all went well because Father 
Jean had been able to separate from his wife and to give himself with such zeal 
to his ministry. The idea did not cross their minds that Father Jean and 
Mother Claire remained married, united to one another at their deepest selves, 
that they were more and more united by the grace of the sacrifice and that they 
would be happy to see one another. For these superiors, the marriage of Father 
Jean was part of a totally resolved past, nothing existed and therefore there 
was no need to take it into account.  In reality they did not even think about it.  
This was so true that, for seven years, there was never a question of a visit of 
Father Jean to the Carmel of Louvain.  But, at the end of seven years, Father 
Jean was sent by his superiors to fulfill a short mission in Belgium near 
Louvain.  The Superior who confided this mission to him, after telling him of 
what was expected of him, recalled, by chance it seems that Father Jean had 
left his wife at Carmel.  At the end of the meeting, as if it were a trivial matter, 
the Superior gently said to Father Jean, these words that Mother Claire told me 
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which, without doubt approximate the reality: “In going there, if it pleases you, 
you could go to Carmel”.  It is in these conditions, an entire abnegation for him 
and for her, that Father Jean waited seven years after his ordination, before 
returning to see Mother Claire at the Carmel of Louvain. 
 
 Mother Claire recounted the same incomprehension of their marriage, 
years earlier, when they entered religious life. The first convent that she 
approached, even with the recommendation of Cardinal Mercier, closed its door 
to her because she was married. Mother Claire was hurt. Another convent, that 
had received a letter from Father Mateo, had also previously refused her, 
without doubt for the same reason. Mother Claire felt humiliated.  When Father 
Jean and Mother Claire went to the Carmel of Louvain, Mother Claire realized 
that the Mother Prioress was not at all interested in her, and that eventually 
her entry was not marked by any enthusiasm but rather reserve at such an 
unusual recruit. Yet this Mother Prioress was a good religious that Mother 
Claire loved and appreciated much. However, and fortunately for Mother Claire, 
this Prioress had much sympathy for Father Jean: she esteemed this man who 
proposed to enter the novitiate of the Fathers of the Sacred Hearts, and had 
compassion for him who had to defer his entrance until he was liberated from 
this woman.  This Mother Prioress on thinking and after reflection said that it 
was good, in the end, that a community devote itself to liberating this man.  
Mother Claire was thus accepted into Carmel, but not at all on her personal 
merits.  It was in virtue of an act of charity toward Father Jean, to free him 
from his wife whom she considered an obstacle to his vocation that Mother 
Claire in these very harsh conditions, saw open before her, then closed after 
her, the doors of Carmel.  This testimony of Mother Claire was confirmed many 
times, it seems, by this Mother Prioress, who many years later loved to recount 
with humor, the conditions that I have just given, in which she welcomed this 
young spouse to the monastery. 
 
 This needed to be said, even in summary. Mother Claire often told me 
that it was not until very late in their life that anyone understood, encouraged 
their love, or even suspected that the grace of their marriage remained and 
meant very much to them. The deepening of their love, over dozens of years 
despite the separation, against all misunderstandings, lack of support or 
confirmation appeared to Mother Claire as something impossible and true; and 
it indicated the finger of God in their common vocation -- she always referred to 
in the singular.  They owed nothing to man but everything to God. 
 
 Their correspondence along the years must have been of great value, a 
work of grace.  Each attributed everything to this grace and did not believe in 
their personal merits.  Father Jean said: “We have been like bits of straw 
carried by the power of grace”.  Mother Claire told me the same thing, but 
modestly added: “This is not done without sacrifice.”  According to what Mother 
Claire told me, they wrote at length to each other over the years, especially 
about the grace of their vocation.  This correspondence has disappeared under 
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conditions that it is good to explain briefly. Father Jean confided to Mother 
Claire all the documents that concerned them. She had all their souvenirs, 
especially the letters that they had exchanged over the years. Mother Claire 
spoke to me of this correspondence and her intention to destroy it. I made 
every objection my thoughts inspired at seeing these exceptional documents of 
their spirituality disappear, and I spoke of this to Father Jean.  He decided in 
accord with her that all the documents be destroyed.  Mother Claire shared 
that, in these letters, Father Jean revealed himself entirely, with absolute 
transparence and spontaneity without reserve.  Mother Claire thought that the 
eventual reading of the correspondence risked being confusing, misunderstood 
and misinterpreted.  Father Jean argued that this very free correspondence 
contained all kinds of references to third parties and that discretion in regard 
to these parties demanded that all the letters be destroyed. When Mother Claire 
died, I believe that all this correspondence had been destroyed. Nothing 
remained. I informed Father Jean during a visit, in which I thought I could 
plead the cause of the conservation of these documents.  Father Jean listened 
to me, told me I had been a good advocate, but he did not revoke their common 
decision.  He reminded me with a smile that the correspondence between Saint 
Teresa of Avila and Saint John of the Cross was not preserved.  He charged me 
to destroy everything that remained in Carmel and to advise him of the 
accomplishment of their wish. I did that. I never read these letters, except one, 
which, in part, referred to my relationship with Mother Claire. The legal heir of 
Mother Claire had seen this passage because it might be useful, one day, to 
confirm my testimony with that of Mother Claire herself. Knowing the judgment 
of Mother Claire, I am certain that she had reason to wish to destroy this 
treasure.  It is sufficient to have heard Father Jean speak of Mother Claire until 
the last day of her life – she died on December 3, 1982—to understand the 
admirable confidence – shall I risk the word ecstatic? -- that he had in her.  He 
wrote to her what he did not and would not write to anyone else.  Mother Claire 
believed that she alone could understand these admirable letters that were, in 
effect, meant only for her. She did well to keep them for herself, until death, 
and to carry them into eternity, a faithful spouse, which she loved to call the 
“secret of the king”.   
 
 When Mother Claire began to write her story, I thought that I should 
know it before she was called home to God. Mother Claire and Father Jean 
insisted very strongly that I follow the redaction very closely.  I thought that I 
must accept. I think that they were right. This reading that I did during the 
lifetime of Mother Claire permitted me to ask her often to complete her work.  
She would omit, by concern, discretion or modesty, certain details that I knew 
through our encounters and that I considered very human or full of grace, or 
both. I thus reclaimed the insertion of pearls of wisdom. Always with good 
grace, she accepted.  She was amused with my desire to recapture in this story 
all that she had confided and said to me so gently: “You claim all that is due 
you”.  Father Jean read, several times, the story of Mother Claire. After her 
return to God, he asked me to give him, once again, the manuscript which he 
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wanted to read attentively. He read it and asked me to assure its publication, 
in the state that the reader is reading it. He authorized me to correct only one 
or other error in transcription. 
 
 I have tried in this introduction and, in a general manner, in the 
publication of this book, to strictly obey the instructions, sometimes very 
precise, given to me by Mother Claire and Father Jean which he repeated very 
explicitly after her death. This account was not to be communicated to anyone 
except the publisher in its totality or not be undertaken at all. The edition must 
be made after the photocopy or typing, without ever destroying the original.  I 
had to solicit the imprimatur of a Bishop of France, of my choice. Without 
making it a strict obligation, Father Jean, after the death of Mother Claire, 
strongly desired that I confide the manuscript to the editor who had published, 
to his great satisfaction, his book, Believe in Love (Croire a l’amour). It was 
understood that this book would not at all be to my financial benefit. The rights 
of the author must be equally distributed between their two religious families. 
 
 In asking Mother Claire to write this story and in accepting the mission 
to present it in an introduction which was not comforting, I was very conscious 
– and Mother Claire also – that I was taking risks.  I assumed them to bear 
witness to the truth, sometimes very painful, of human history, of the Church, 
and even higher, of divine grace.  In doing so, I profess the faith of the Church 
in the presbyteral priesthood in the person of Father Jean; which was, during 
his whole life, an act of faith and of the justification of the sacrifice of Mother 
Claire, a Carmelite of such profound humility, who remains a great woman of 
France. 
 

A Louvain-La-Neuve, March 1, 1983 
R. P.  MAURICE TESTARD 

Priest of the Oratory of France 
Professor at the Catholic University of Louvain 
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FORWARD 
 

 The story that follows, written simply through obedience, is the story of 
the graces and “mercy of the Lord” toward two spouses, two souls that He was 
happy to unite in the sacrament of marriage, this sacrament “which is holy” 
wrote St. Paul “as Christ and the Church”. “Husbands love your wives just as 
Christ loved the Church”. He wrote again, “He gave himself to achieve sanctity” 
…  And that the wife revere her husband5.” 
 
 It is to live this “great mystery”, as the apostle Paul calls it, that both of 
us prepared ourselves, desiring above all, to found a home where Jesus Christ 
would be the center of life.  We were very conscious of our weakness before 
such a beautiful task, but we counted firmly and joyfully on the all-powerful 
love to be our source in the life that opened before us.  Then came the war of 
1914-1918, which prolonged our engagement, and permitted us to know each 
other more intimately. 
 
 We were married for several months, a little before the end of this terrible 
war.  We loved each other; we were happy despite this trial.  And then, towards 
the beginning of the month of June 1918, the month of His Heart, Jesus 
entered into our life as he had never done before, and His divine presence 
transformed the union which He had blessed into an even more marvelous 
spiritual “unity”.  
 
 He made us hear his call to a higher life.  This call could not have come 
except from Him, because neither my husband nor I ever dreamt that a life 
other than that in which we were engaged would open before us. 
 

The divine Master and Friend asked us, as He asked the first disciples: 
“Come, follow me!6 …”  The call was so clear, so strong, so certain for both of 
us – in a time of the war that separated us – that before even being able to 
consult each other, we envisioned a single response: placed our footsteps in the 
footsteps of Jesus, in total abandon, without even knowing where He wished to 
lead us… 

 
 Our confidence in Him, our love for Him dictated that we attach 
ourselves more strongly to Him, without any fear, without any refusal, 
whatever the sacrifices and heartbreaks that awaited us.  Without hesitation, 
sustained by the grace of our marriage, we would go hand in hand, asking a 
single thing of God: the light with the strength to do uniquely His will. 
                                                           
5 Saint Paul, Ep., 5:25-33. 
6 Saint Matthew, 4,19; Saint Mark, 1:17 
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 The story that follows will tell with what tender patience, and infinite 
goodness Jesus revealed to us, little by little, His designs for us, His will for 
each of us: for one, the priesthood; for the other the religious life, in 
detachment of all earthly and human ties.  
 

Once the end was envisioned, a long road that we had to travel lay before 
us… We wished that the Church sanction our double vocation.  It was a must.  
Now, the Church is wise and prudent.  Those who represented the Church put 
us to the test of waiting for a length of time that we could not foresee. 

 
 These years, after the war, during which we did not separate, 
strengthened our fidelity to the call heard in the hours of grace; our decision 
remained irrevocable – subject to the approval of the Church -- and the 
supernatural joy we felt in giving ourselves to God, one and the other, one 
through the other, blossomed in peace. 
 
 At the evening of our life, we are happy to offer to God the humble chant 
of gratitude and love that we wish these few pages to be. 
 
 May they, in troubled times, where all is questioned, especially Christian 
marriage – the only real marriage – tell some souls that “nothing is impossible 
to God”7, and that, if sometimes He demands much, He gives even more. 
 
 
 
  

                                                           
7 Saint Luke, 1:37.  In a letter of August 20, 1920, addressed to the Holy Father, Claude 
d’Elbée, writing in the name of both spouses, thanked him for the authorization that he 
accorded to the two in religion. He renewed the offering of their two lives “to immolate 
themselves totally in the holocaust of love, as priest and host: and clarified, among others, one 
of their intentions: “in reparation for the crimes of divorce where Our Lord is excluded, 
banished from the marriage.”  (Note de M. T.). 
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I. OUR FAMILIES 
 

CHILDHOOD – ADOLESCENCE 
 

 
 All stories find their source sometime far back in history. I would like 
here to say a few words about our families. 
 

 
 

 Our mothers knew each other as young women in Paris, and later, life 
led them to an intimate friendship – that would last always – at Tours where 
the father of Claude d’Elbée and mine, the captain of Sèze, belonged to the 
same regiment. 
 
 My mother was Russian by birth, daughter of the Baron of Mohrenheim, 
a true catholic by grace of the Austrian heritage of her family. He ended his 
diplomatic career at Paris, as ambassador of Russia, a long time ago during the 
Franco-Russian alliance, very long before the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917.  
My mother, in 1809, married the viscount Edouard de Séze, officer of the 
French army. 
 
 The Marquise d’Elbée, born Hoskier, was the daughter of the council of 
Denmark at Paris. Her mother, of Russian origin – who was converted to 
Catholicism early in her marriage, but in secret – had, in the fervor of her faith, 
offered herself for the conversion of her husband who, like many of the Danes, 
was strongly attached to Protestantism. She was doubly heard. Her heroic 
offering was agreeable to God because she perished, burned alive, at Paris in 
the fire of the Bazaar of Charity that took so many victims in 1897. And her 
husband, remaining a widower, was converted to Catholicism at an advanced 
age without saying anything to his children about the desire he nurtured. At 
the end, they knew that he made this decisive step in happiness and full 
liberty. 
 
 We have always thought that we owe much, we also, to this saintly 
grandmother… 
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 We have also, Claude and I, great examples in our ancestry, of 
courageous defenders of the faith and of legitimacy: Claude in the person of 
Maurice d’Elbée, general of the Vendeen Army who during the Revolution was 
shot at Noirmoutier by the “Blues” who had imprisoned and maltreated him; on 
my side my grandfather, an advocate at Sèze, who accepted, at the peril of his 
life, to defend before the Convention the just cause of the unfortunate King, 
Louis XVI. From our childhood, we have learned to venerate these noble 
figures. 
 

 
 
 I add a few more facts about our first years and of our adolescence.  
Claude d’Elbée was born and baptized on September 7, 1892 at Saint-
Symphorien near Tours. An old family servant recounts that, at his birth, she 
saw his father take his little child into his arms, the eighth of his ten children 
and the sixth of his sons, then lift him toward heaven in an offering, as if he 
had a presentiment of the future of this child. 
 
 From the age of five – he was a somewhat secret child but very developed 
for his age – he asked his mother if he could confess. She consented 
immediately and helped him to prepare – “This is not necessary, he responded, 
I know what I have to say.”  Perhaps, by a precocious wisdom, did he wish to 
guard the secret of the sacrament of penance?   God knows… The Jesuit priest, 
who heard his first confession, later told his mother that her little boy 
confessed perfectly. 
 
 It was especially his mother who supported and guided him in his 
childhood and adolescence. He had an unbounded confidence in her and a 
great and profound admiration. His mother understood him more than any 
other… 
 
 In a difficult moment, she composed a prayer of abandonment for Claude 
confiding that, in union with her son, she would recite it until her death: 
 
 “O Jesus, you have taken me by the hand, 
  Led me to eternal Life, 
  By the way that pleases you. 
  You are my Guide, my Pilot, 
   You know the Way, you see the Beacon. 
  I give you my hand, as someone blind, 
  Lead me…” 
 
 About the time of his first confession, he followed a retreat given by a 
Redemptorist priest to little children. This priest asked them, as a resolution of 
the retreat, to say each evening before going to sleep, three Hail Mary’s. Claude 
never missed a night all his life, even during the war, in the trenches, in the 
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front lines, in the line of combat… I see him still, after our marriage, kneeling 
at the side of his bed, reciting his three Hail Mary’s to which I asked the grace 
to join… 
 
 From this retreat dates a great devotion to the Holy Virgin under the title 
of Our Lady of Perpetual Help, of which he always carried an image in a leather 
case that his mother had brought him from Rome. He invoked her as his 
“advocate”, his “tireless advocate”… These are the traits that speak volumes of 
his perseverance in prayer full of confidence. 
 
 Claude made his first communion at the Jesuit college of St. Gregory at 
Tours on May 21, 1903.  He was confirmed.  His parents having left Tours for 
Paris, he continued his studies, in 1906 at St. Louis Gonzaga College, on 
Franklin Street. 
 

Following various displacements of his family, Claude prepared his 
baccalaureate at Captier College, directed by the Dominican Fathers in exile at 
St. Sebastian (Spain) and his philosophy at the Institute of St. Louis Gonzaga 
at Bayonne. 

 
 Bachelor in literature, having finished his secondary studies in the 
classics, he oriented himself to agriculture thinking that he had found his 
career.  He prepared, then, in the schools of agronomy, at the Institute J. B. 
Dumas in Paris, and was admitted to the School of Agriculture of Angers where 
the director was Father Vétillard, of the Company of Jesus. He followed the 
courses until July 1914, the eve of the war. 
 

 
 

As for me, I was born on May 6, 1894 at Courbevoie, a suburb of Paris, 
where my father, the captain of Sèze, was posted with his regiment. He 
previously resided at Boulogne-sur-Seine where the previous year my older 
brother, Paul, was born on April 2, 1893. Two brothers were to follow us: 
Michel in 1896, and George in 1898, both at Tours, the new garrison of my 
father. I was baptized the day after my birth by special authorization of the 
Cardinal Archbishop of Paris. 

 
 It was at the parish of Saints Peter and Paul that I received the 
complement of the ceremonies of my baptism at Courbevoie.  My mother had 
the joy of holding me in her arms at the baptismal font.  I received the name of 
my grandmother, my godmother, born Louise de Korff: Louise Marie. It was 
June 11, 1894. 
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After Tours, my father was named battalion chief of the 18th Infantry 
Regiment, at Pau8, (Base of the Pyrenees.) 

 
 It is there that I spent my childhood.  We had to reside there 9 years.  I 
arrived there at about nine years of age. 
 
 Of this happy time, I hold enchanting memories.  We lived in a relatively 
ancient home, a little outside the city, with a large park of vast lawns, many 
large and beautiful trees, a hundred-year-old oak in whose shade my mother 
would read or work because I never saw her idle.  There was an oak grove 
where many birds nested, among others a woodpecker, who despite our 
presence, unceasingly built its nest very high in the trunk of an oak.  At the 
end of the park there was a grove of large pines where often an owl watched 
with an imposing air, his eyes closed during the day.  There were also many 
bushes filled with nests, in spring, many flowers, especially roses that my 
father liked to attentively cultivate in his rare moments of leisure.  He took me 
sometimes in his promenades around the park; he taught me how to recognize 
the songs of the birds for which he had a predilection, showed me their nests 
well hidden in the foliage, and lifting me a little, made me admire in great 
silence the beautiful eggs or little birds hatching. 
 

My very pious mother taught Paul and me our first prayers. Kneeling 
near her, our hands joined on her knees, we repeated after her what she taught 
us.  Sometimes I told her that she was our first “prie-Dieu”. 

 
 She also prepared me for my first confession. I made it seriously and 
sincerely. This was, nevertheless, for me the occasion of disillusionment.  My 
mother had spoken to me of the joy she experienced after her first confession.  
I did not experience the same and did not dare to tell her. I was, I remember, 
simply a young girl and nothing lifted me to exaltation. 
 
 I was not yet 10 years old when my mother announced a great favor to 
me – because at that time children were not permitted to the first communion 
until 11 years were completed – I could make mine that same year with my 
older brother!  I was busy doing my duties. It caused such an emotion for me 
that, at the very moment I found myself alone, conscious of the great joy that 
awaited me, I felt poor and little before my God who would come to me in the 
host. I fell on my knees and prayed, a true prayer of which I have never 
forgotten the intensity. I begged Jesus to prepare me Himself to receive Him. It 
was truly He; it seems to me, who illumined this prayer in my heart.  After that 
I said to myself: “At last I know what it is to pray!” 

                                                           
8 At the Battle of d’Eylau, in 1807, witnessing the power of this regiment exclaimed: “Brave 28th 
Regiment, I know you! (note de M.T.) 
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 Our first communion, Paul’s and mine, took place on May 24, 1904 in 
the intimacy of the Chapel of the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, a 
very reflective chapel of the orphanage. My grandparents assisted, because it 
was at Pau that they retired. My parents wanted to avoid the fatigue of a public 
ceremony; my grandfather was already very old.  It was a very pious low Mass 
during which the orphans sang with full heart.  Our two little brothers, Michel 
and Georges, seemed impressed: all day they regarded us with respect. The 
youngest, who was then six years old, came from time to time with a sweet 
gesture, to hide under my large white veil and told me kindly: “You are my 
angel “guard well”… without doubt finding this expression more eloquent than 
“guardian angel”.  His religious vocation seemed already designed because 
instead of playing he sometimes retired to “say his Mass” very seriously on a 
little altar to his size…He enjoyed playing thus, and if free, often with Michel, 
he did so with the ardor he put into everything.  
 
 My mother, who was as cultivated as she was pious and good, spoke five 
languages fluently, having traveled much due to the position of my 
grandfather. She never attended a boarding school. As I was her only daughter 
she preferred to keep me at home and gave me governesses and instructors in 
French, English and German, who made me work and initiated me into the 
secrets of languages.  I loved to read; I learned much, without it appearing so. 
 
 I recreated alone in my large garden, in the midst of nature that was my 
friend, because I hardly had another all during my protected childhood. I 
already loved solitude and it never bothered me. 
 
 Between twelve and fourteen years, I followed a course in a free 
institution of Pau where I received a good formation.  I continued my education 
at Dunkerque – the new garrison of my father who was named lieutenant-
colonel of the 110th Infantry Regiment – where I arrived with all my family in 
1908. 
 
 There, in an institution that resembled that of Pau, I had several private 
lessons in literature, history and Latin – this last to please my father who was a 
great Latinist – and which much later would be precious in Carmel, where, 
when I entered, we recited the Divine Office in Latin. With what goodness 
Providence ordained all this! 
 
 What shall I say of my adolescence, from 1912 – 1914?  My father had 
been promoted to colonel and commanded the 12th Infantry at Tarbes, where 
there was also a regiment of the cavalry and artillery. 
 
 While Claude pursued his studies, I made my entry into the world at 
eighteen years and I humbly avow that it was not displeasing to me. I was 
sufficiently surrounded. I loved to dance and there were many gatherings at 
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Tarbes. Thus, I met not only some friends, daughters of officers, but also 
valiant officers whose conversation was interesting. 
 
 My parents, who had complete confidence in me, gave me great liberty; I 
was moreover often accompanied by my brothers, especially by the second, 
Michel. 
 
 Grace to our return to Midi, ties more and more intimate united our two 
families, that of d’Elbée and mine. We met during vacations at Guéthary, a 
village of the Basque country where we spent the summer. 
 
 I was always drawn by Claude’s mother and happy to see her again. She 
captivated me by her authority, charm, conversation, superior intelligence and 
the warmth of her heart.  She was expansive, enthusiastic and vivacious. 
 
 His father appeared to me as a patriarch in the midst of his large family.  
Above all, he was silent as are the thinkers. During a conversation, or even a 
discussion, he remained quiet, listened, observed, then at the opportune 
moment he spoke the decisive word and, with a smiling wisdom, enlightened 
the question and brought everyone to agreement. 
 
 I attached myself, more and more, to Claude’s sisters and we became 
intimate friends. I was received as a family member at Guéthary, at Zazpi 
Anaïak, in the Basque country: at The Seven Brothers – the grand dwelling that 
the marquis d’Elbée had constructed after he retired, in a privileged area, near 
the church, in the midst of a harmonious and beautiful Basque environment.  
In the distance, one saw the chain of the Pyrenees with its three summits – the 
Rhune, the Three Crowns and the Jaïsquibel, that stretched to the Spanish 
frontier then inclined gently to the ocean.  Sea and mountains, illuminated by 
the unique light of the Basque country, formed an admirable symphony that I 
never stopped contemplating… 
 
 February 11, 1913, the day that we commemorate the first visit of the 
Immaculate Virgin to little Bernadette, marked my first real encounter with 
Claude d’Elbée and our long journey together.   
 
 Until then, I never encountered Claude except in the midst of his 
brothers and sisters, in the summer at Guéthary, especially while assisting at 
the Basque ballgame at which his brothers excelled. The rest of the year he was 
at his studies. This February 11th, Claude and his mother went to Lourdes as 
pilgrims in thanksgiving for the cure of a serious illness that Claude suffered. 
 
 My mother and his, affectionate and intimate friends, wanted to take 
advantage of this occasion to meet again. My mother took me with her as on so 
many other occasions when we went to Lourdes, and we went often because 
Lourdes was not far from Tarbes. 
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 It was noon, the hour of the first apparition of the Holy Virgin in 1858. I 
still hear the beautiful bells of the basilica ringing the hour after the carillon 
had played the Ave Maria of Lourdes. And it was then, before the grotto, that 
we found ourselves at the foot of the Holy Virgin, where the roses are… 
 
 After having prayed side by side at the grotto and at the Church of the 
Rosary, there was still time for Claude and I to chat together while our mothers 
enjoyed each other’s company. 
 
 All kinds of subjects flowed in our long conversation.  We found 
ourselves in such agreement in thoughts and feelings that, in the evening, we 
separated with our hearts so touched by the harmony that brought us 
together, to the point that our first sentiments for each other date from this 
day. 
 
 We would have to meet each other again, often enough, to know each 
other better. 
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II 
THE WAR 

 
1914 – 1918 

INTACTA SEMPER SANGUINE NOSTRO 
Always United in Our Blood 
Motto of the d’Elbée Family 

 
 At the beginning of August 1914, when the decree of mobilization was 
established, all the d’Elbée family were united at Zazpi Anaïak, all seven 
brothers, alas for the last time because four of them would fall in fields of 
honor for France. 
 
 Before their departure, from the time of the mobilization, the Marquis 
d’Elbée reunited his seven sons and spoke these simple words: “Do more than 
your duty!”  All would heroically obey this order of their father: four in giving 
their lives; the three who returned – of whom two were wounded – marked by 
the fire that they traversed, all in being saved… 
 
 It was almost the moment of the declaration of war, this “great war” that 
would turn upside down and sometimes ravage the families of France. I did not 
see Claude d’Elbée before his departure. He was attached to the 49th Infantry 
at Bayonne.  His youngest brother, Gonzague, admitted at Saint-Cyr – then the 
military school – learning that no measures had been taken for the assignment 
of the young Saint Cyriens and fearing a delay, engaged himself as a simple 
soldier in his impatience to fight for the defense of his country.  From then, he 
became the inseparable companion in arms of his brother, Claude. He was only 
20 years old. 
 
 The two brothers arrived together in the area of Provins, in Seine-et-
Marne, as reinforcements of the 49th Infantry, in retreat since Belgium. 
 
 Their first thought in joining their regiment, was for their brother, 
Bertrand, corporal of the 49th. They learned with heavy hearts that he 
disappeared in combat at Gozée, Belguim, in the course of a very dangerous 
operation in which he voluntarily engaged: the first of 7 brothers to fall in the 
face of the enemy… 
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 September 8th, saw the victory of Montmirail, the first success of the 
battle at Marne. 
 
 To reinforce the 49th Regiment, it was a long march to the front where on 
reaching the woods of Craonnelle they would engage in battle.  The combat was 
very fiery.  During the entire day of the 14th, bullets and explosives embattled 
the small forest. Claude, designated as the liaison agent, spent his time 
carrying messages between his lieutenant who held the village in face of the 
enemy and the captain who was at the periphery.  Having delivered a message, 
he stood on guard at a little distance awaiting the response. The captain 
regarding Claude’s attitude told him: “Lie down; lie down!”… and he added: 
“You are very courageous, my friend, what is your name?” – “d’Elbée, my 
captain” – “Ah! d’Elbée…” 
 
 One thought for a moment that they would be under attack, but they 
arrived at Craonnelle without encountering any opposition. The Germans left 
the trenches of Craonnelle under French artillery fire. 
 
 The next day, September 15th, during the night, they stationed 
themselves at Craonnelle. 
 
 All of a sudden, a shower of bombs and explosives: the Germans 
counter-attacked!  The regiment took its position on the plateau of Craonnelle 
and the lieutenant spread out the regiment in the trenches. But it was the 
beginning of a terrible bombardment.  Claude prayed.  How long? …  He does 
not know. 
 
 At a given moment, the lieutenant gave the order to fall back, one by one, 
to gain the route below, under the storm of iron and fire.  The lieutenant was 
gravely injured and fell to the last place. Being his liaison agent, Claude 
escorted and supported him to the ambulance, always under fire. It was on this 
occasion that Claude merited a citation and his cross of war, for his courage 
which was reported by the officers. 
 
 He returned to battle, climbed to the plateau to seek his company and 
Gonzague, torn by the thought that his brother was without him in this 
furnace.  It was then that he himself was wounded by shrapnel, in his right leg 
a bullet passed from his knee to his ankle.  Bleeding he dragged himself at the 
back without being able to see Gonzague. 
 
 At the end of his strength, he stopped for the night in a mill, which was 
badly bombarded. In thinking of his brother, he repeated the first words of 
their motto: Intacta semper…The sacrifice is consummated. 
 
 Claude would never again find the least trace of his dear brother… 
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 A peasant picked him up in a handcart the next day because his 
enflamed leg could no longer carry him. In an ambulance, they removed the 
bullet that had cruelly wounded him. He suffered a long time, was sent on a 
holiday of convalescence, but, cured of his wound, would return to the line of 
combat on January 1915, but not consoled at the disappearance of his dear 
Gonzague. 
 

 
 
 In March 1915, for several weeks, he had the occasion of being with my 
second brother, Michel, in a station behind the front. I had great empathy and 
even intimacy with this brother. However, I had never spoken to him of Claude 
or the understanding between us. My brother was happy to be able, with 
Claude, to speak of our two families that were already so united. He quickly 
surmised the interest Claude had in asking about me. Michel entered into 
Claude’s views with true joy because he had great confidence in him and 
esteemed him profoundly. Given permission, my brother spoke to me discreetly 
of these conversations. 
 
 Following his relationship with Michel, Claude reflected, prayed much 
and confided himself to Our Lady of Lourdes, without doubt in remembrance of 
our pilgrimage on February 11, 1913. 
 
 After several months of waiting, of reflection and of prayer, in the 
beginning of September 1915, Claude wrote to me from the trenches expressing 
his sentiments.  By delicacy he asked me a simple word of encouragement “for 
after the war”.   
 
 He understood that the moment had arrived to make a choice for the 
future because I would never have wished to give him hope of that which I 
could refuse later. 
 
 I took time to pray and to reflect. I spoke to my mother of the letter that I 
had received and of that which I thought to write in response to Claude. My 
dear mother approved. I dated my letter September 8th, the feast of the nativity 
of the Holy Virgin, so great did I feel that we must confide ourselves to Her, 
who, so visibly, enlightened our route… 
  
 I did not know until much later: this date was the date of the baptism of 
Claude, twenty-three years before. 
 
 My dear mother had a great affection for Claude: it was one of her 
preferred among the seven brothers: she loved his uprightness and loyalty, his 
strong and frank character, and his remarkable intelligence. 
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 Seeing that I had not been deceived, on the contrary, I begged her to 
write to my father who was also at the front of Marne with his brigade because 
he had gained his stars during the decisive battle that providentially stopped 
the advance of the enemy. I begged my mother to ask him if he would consent 
to our future project. 
 
 Claude, on his part, had written to his parents of my response and the 
desire of his heart. His parents, who already loved me since my childhood and 
welcomed me often in their home, had only one objection: the lack of fortune 
on both sides, always holding the firm hope that Claude would be able to find, 
after the war, a situation that would permit him to found a home. They urged 
Claude to have confidence in Our Lord since, in marriage; we would be guided 
only by His will, and by a very pure love with which we had confided ourselves 
totally to Him through the Holy Virgin. 
 
 As for my father, he wrote a letter admirably inspired by his Christian 
faith without fear and without reproach. He put himself before the present 
situation: the war was already murderous, the uncertain future for Claude and, 
for me, perhaps a long wait… 
 
 But he ended with a moving act of confidence – based on Scripture – 
asking us, with him: “Seek,” he wrote, “the Kingdom of God and his justice, 
and the rest will be given to you as well” (Matthew 6:33) 
 
 It was an authorization from him.  For me who knew his prudence and 
how his words were always wise and measured; it was, even more, a 
benediction… 
 
 I shared this with Claude who already found his thoughts very close to 
that of my father. He went to find him. When my father saw him enter, without 
a word, he opened his arms to him as a son…  They then exchanged their views 
in a profound understanding. 
 
 The following December Claude return with permission to his family. He 
took the opportunity to come to Tarbes where my mother and I were always 
together with my youngest brother, Georges, who after his baccalaureate and 
to obey his father, waited for his eighteenth birthday before engaging and 
participating at the front.  I cannot tell you what a support that this young and 
good brother, forgetful of self and matured by suffering, had for us. He 
understood, without explanation, the reason for Claude’s visit and paid close 
attention to Claude and his mother. 
 
 Claude, accompanied by his mother, whom we were so happy to see 
again, stopped first at Lourdes.  It was December 8, 1915, feast of the 
Immaculate Conception; the Holy Virgin again led us to each other… 
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 Our official engagement took place that day. Claude entered into the 
Military Academy at Saint-Cyr, from which he left as a cadet officer the 
following spring.  He was in route to regain the front in the month of May when 
he received a counter order and learned of his new destination: it was at 
Morocco and not in France that he was called to serve. 
 
 The general of Castelnau who, himself, had lost several sons on the field 
of battle, intervened in consideration of the losses suffered by the d’Elbée 
family: four sons killed in battle!  Bertrand, fallen first in Belgium, Gonzague 
disappeared at twenty years of age during an attack on the front of Marne, the 
captain François d’Elbée, disappeared on the plain of Arras during an attack of 
June 16, 1915, the sub-lieutenant Philippe d’Elbée was mortally wounded on 
September 14, 1915 supervising the work of excavations on the front lines near 
Simencourt (Pas-de-Calais) after being wounded and hospitalized twice during 
the year… 
 
 What must be the suffering of this very united family, for the heroic 
parents who accepted each new sacrifice with an abandon in God whose grace 
alone could give them the strength. 
 
 Elisabeth, the oldest sister was enrolled as a nurse in the military 
hospital of Bayonne. 
 
 Marie, the youngest of ten brothers and sisters, was the consoling angel, 
the only one at the side of her infirmed father and mother. 
 
 Hers was the sad mission of announcing first to her mother the death of 
Philippe on the field of honor who had only recently left home after his first 
wounding… “Mama”, she said to her mother, “take your crucifix”… 
Understanding immediately, her mother responded gently, thinking of her sons 
who still remained, “Which one?” – “Philippe”. And without a word of 
complaint, this admirable mother wept and prayed… 
 
 Such was the family to which Claude D’Elbée belonged. 
 
 It was a great sacrifice for him to leave France in war. However, 
responding to the order which he had received, “France overseas”, he was again 
to expose his life for his country. 
 
 This departure for Morocco was very difficult for our hearts and the 
separation would be long: it would last a year! 
 
 But God, in his goodness, drew from that which seemed heavy to bear, a 
great good: these long months of absence, occasion of an on-going 
correspondence, would singularly deepen our intimacy and affirm again our 
sentiments and our decision.  
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III 
 

ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE 
 

1917 – 1918 
 

This is a profound mystery, 
but I am talking about Christ and the Church. 

Ephesians 5:32 
 
 
 Our official engagement was celebrated on February 2, 1917 when the 
second-lieutenant received his first permission to return from Morocco. It was 
the occasion of a happy family reunion at Guéthary because of the health of 
Claude’s father. My parents were also present. 
 
 Our celebration had a certain solemnity because we wished that it be a 
religious engagement blessed by the Pastor of Guéthary, a long-standing friend 
of the family, in the parish that recalled happy memories of our childhood. This 
benediction of the Church added to our happiness. 
 
 Claude returned to his post in Morocco at the end of his leave and was 
not to return from Africa, this time definitively, until the end of January 1918. 
 

 
 
 The Holy Virgin seems to have, once again, indicated the date of our 
marriage because February 2, 1918 was chosen by the common agreement of 
our families – feast of the Presentation of the Child Jesus in the Temple – a 
year to the day of our religious engagement. 
 
 The ceremony took place in the same dear Church of Guéthary; the same 
good Pastor who had known us for so long wished to officiate. 
 
 Claude’s father, the Colonel Marquis d’Elbée, retired and infirmed for a 
long time could not be moved.  We wished that he be present and participate in 
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the family feast that followed. My parents – who resided at Ustaritz in the 
Basque country in view of the retirement of my father – consented happily: two 
families, so united, that already were one. The ceremony was intimate, in the 
presence of several members of our families and of friends… but it was 
beautiful. An excellent choir of Biarritz came to heighten the celebration. Our 
good Pastor gave a profound and well-delivered discourse. 
 
 We had suffered so many sorrowful bereavements. Claude and I desired 
and asked for the greatest simplicity in this ceremony so eloquent in itself. On 
this day of grace, so long awaited, the Church ratified the “great sacrament” by 
which we united ourselves by indissoluble bonds. We loved each other, we 
understood each other, we agreed on all points. We were happy! 
 
 I can say that the very intimate and affectionate correspondence that we 
exchanged during the two long years of engagement, led us to know each other 
more and to love as Christian spouses must. We meditated much on the 
sacrament of marriage, where St. Paul gives it a supernatural sense9: 
“Husbands should love their wives just as Christ loved the Church and 
sacrificed himself for her…May each love his wife as himself and may the wife 
revere her husband.”  And again: “…a man leaves his father and mother to be 
joined to his wife, and the two become one body...” -- “This mystery is great”, 
insists Saint Paul, “I wish to say it applies to Christ and the Church.” 
 
 A very touching moment for me was just before the departure for the 
Church. My parents came to bless me, in my white dress, before my leaving 
them… 
 
 Never did my mother appear to me so dignified in tenderness and 
gratitude that I had for her, so simple and so great at the same time in her 
extreme distinction. 
 
 Next to her, my father appeared imposing to me in the same simplicity.  
He was dressed in the costume of the country where only his two stars 
indicated his rank. On his brilliant sky-blue uniform, like a large drop of blood 
was his officer’s cross of the Legion of Honor, next to it his cross of war with 
the palm. 
 
 Despite my pain in separating from my parents, I knew that they gave me 
without fear to Claude, knowing to whom they confided me. They blessed me 
with an emotion that I shared… This memory is ineffaceable. 
 

                                                           
9 Saint Paul, Eph. 4:25,32,33 
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 At this time, the rite of marriage had not yet been given the plenitude 
that the Church bestowed upon it by inserting the sacrament into the Mass 
during which the two spouses receive Holy Communion. 
 
 The Holy Mass had been celebrated for us very early in the morning in 
the chapel that Claude and I loved. We received communion side by side, 
thinking that we had come to establish Jesus Christ as the King of our hearts, 
anticipating the enthronement in our home, when time permitted, which we 
desired so much to establish.  We wished that He reign as king… 
 
 My sister-in-law and I knew the beautiful work of the enthronement of 
the Heart of Jesus in families because we had heard its founder, Reverend 
Father Mateo, preach about it in the diocese of Bayonne several months 
previously. My brother-in-law Philippe, who also admired this work as the 
salvation of families, had the Sacred Heart enthroned at Zazpi Anaïak, during 
his furlough, less than two months before his death on the field of battle… 
 
 On returning from the Church after the ceremony, our family reunion 
was very cordial and affection united all of us. 
 
 But, nevertheless, each felt the void caused by the war even though my 
new family bore their sorrow admirably and courageously… 
 
 In the evening, Claude and I left for Provence. The Mediterranean – our 
sea – revealed its luminous and pleasing beauty while the ruins of d’Aix, Nimes 
and d’Arles evoked the antiquity in which both of our spirits had been formed.  
Less ancient, certain admirable monuments – that of the cloister of Saint-
Trophine d’Arles – spoke to us of the inexhaustible treasures drawn from the 
Church throughout the ages. 
 
 At the end of March, we were obliged to separate once again. Claude had 
been recalled to the front, the 8th Army. His last assignment in Morocco had 
been in the foreign Legion. Where would he be placed? 
 
 But very soon after his departure, by a new intervention of General de 
Castelnau who had not forgotten the sorrows of the d’Elbée family, Claude was 
made the station adjutant of the 7th Army under General de Boissoudy, at Lure 
(Haute Soône). 
 
 At the end of May, he was granted a furlough of ten days.  He spent them 
at his parents’ residence at Guéthary where I waited for him. 
 
 Our reunion was an immense joy: we had been separated so soon after 
our marriage! 
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 Towards the end of this visit, a letter, addressed to my sisters-in-law, my 
husband and me announced that Father Mateo was at Biarritz and would 
preach at Saint Charles parish on Friday, May 31st, the very day that the letter 
arrived. I urged my husband to accompany us to Biarritz, assuring him that he 
would not be disappointed. 
  
 During an outing we, my sister-in-law, my husband and I, stopped on 
the terrace of a friend’s home, where we were alone. Below a rose garden in 
bloom bathed in sun, the view of the Basque country, and further on, the 
Pyrenees had a captivating charm. Claude began to pray a little, but followed 
us. 
 
 That evening, on the return to Biarritz, his oldest brother asked him his 
impression of the preacher… “He is a man of faith,” responded Claude, “a very 
great faith, a faith to transport mountains. It is so rare! Such a great faith does 
not exist without an ardent love for Our Savior”. 
 
 Two days later, Sunday, June 2nd, after Vespers and Benediction that we 
attended at Saint-Charles at Biarritz – and this time, Claude was not at prayer 
– the apostle of the Sacred Heart received us as family for several minutes.  
Claude left struck, like his mother, his sisters and myself, by the radiance of 
faith and love that flowed from the person of Father Mateo. 
 
 The next day, June 3rd, we were at his Mass. He again received us briefly, 
spoke to us of the Heart of Jesus, of his intimate and social reign, especially for 
Christian families, and gave Claude and I two images of the Sacred Heart, at 
the back of which he wrote: “Burn with the desire to love, a love as great as 
your misery. He thirsts for your love…Confide all to Him, all… He alone 
remains the faithful Friend… Be his apostles”.  Signed: P. Mateo. 
 
 That same day, June 3, 1918, his furlough having finished, my husband 
left to return to his post at Lure. 
 
 I accompanied him until Paris where we would separate. This new 
separation was more heartbreaking than the others. We already had so many 
blessed memories, grace of our complete union. 
 
 One day of this furlough, when we had very profound and sweet 
interchanges, he told me, in holding me in his arms: “You make me happy!” 
 
 And now, I must leave you alone, for how long? … in the midst of what 
dangers?… And for how long, I kept asking myself? 
 
 Alas! My tears flowed in spite of all my efforts to be valiant. I would have 
wished to hide them so that he would not suffer. I could not…He tried to 
console me, surrounding me with all his tenderness, promising me to write 
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often, giving me the hope perhaps of joining him. He told me also that 
Providence would help us and watch over us. But my pain was too profound. It 
seemed to me that I had never loved him as much as I should; now to leave at 
the height of the war. Only God knows what such hours are like! I tried to offer 
them to Him, to accept them for His love… 
 
 I returned to the home of my parents, at Ustaritz, where I was welcomed 
with all the love they bore me. Little by little, I shared with them and my 
parents-in-law who found their consolation in speaking to me of their dear 
Claude. 
 
 My sisters-in-law showered their attention on me trying to soften the 
pain of separation; they understood well. 
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IV 
 

The Call 
 

1918 
 

“Follow me…” 
Matthew 14,9 

 
 Day by day I waited for letters from my husband. They were affectionate 
but short. 
 
 A heart that loves is sensitive to the least nuances… Something had 
changed. My husband did not tell me anything, but I sensed a transformation 
occurring. I know and am convinced that he never intended to hide anything 
from me. But, extremely delicate of sentiment as he was, without doubt he 
realized that I was not yet ready for this confidence that he shared much 
later…  What was painful for me is precisely that he did not tell me the secret 
of his soul, very different from that he experienced until now. I accepted in 
silence. 
 
 I felt, however, that his sisters knew more and they understood…I do not 
doubt that both became aware of their religious vocation and confided in their 
brother. As they did not speak to me, and no longer showed me, as was their 
custom, Claude’s letters, I kept all my anxiety and pain for Jesus and myself. I 
had the grace to keep this from my sisters-in-law whom I loved much, and even 
from my husband. Something within me told me to wait and pray. 
 
 Despite the very delicate tenderness that Claude always expressed, I 
sensed that he could no longer write to me, otherwise he would have. I sensed 
that his heart no longer belonged to me in the unique manner in which he had 
loved me until now. More and more, I understood that I was no longer “all” for 
him, as he liked to tell me previously. He hardly spoke to me anymore of our 
love, almost never of the two of us, but of Jesus, of faith in Jesus, in the love of 
the Heart of Jesus… 
 
 I never doubted Claude for an instant. I had, instead, the impression that 
each step I took into abandonment and renouncement opened me to new 
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depths in intimacy with Our Lord, in comprehending his love for us, and the 
return that He awaited. 
 
 I guarded my silence, with an immense respect, at the threshold of 
mystery. And if I did not comprehend the action of God and of my husband, the 
reality appeared more and more real and certain. 
 
 I prayed much. I could no longer miss my daily Mass and my 
communion. And little by little, light came upon me: Jesus had taken and well 
taken Claude for Himself.  He conquered him.  Nothing could any longer stop 
Claude’s thrust toward Jesus… 
 
 By a grace fully free, I could tell him, never have I dreamed of disputing 
the designs of God; neither ever hesitate in joining my assent to that which I 
sensed on the part of Claude. 
 
 Never had the thought come to me of refusing to Our Lord him whom I 
loved… Did He not possess all rights; He our God? 
 
 To the contrary, I said to Jesus: “That which I possess that is most dear 
and most sacred on earth, to whom you have given so many gifts of spirit and 
of heart, he is Yours, I give him to You; I am happy to offer him to You, 
because, here below, he was totally for me… Take him into your Heart, but 
help me never to retake anything of my offering and grant that I always love 
You more. 
 
 This offering, I would renew at each instant, never without heartbreak.  
But Jesus asked it of me. That was sufficient…because I already loved Him. 
 
 Once I realized that He, Jesus of the Gospels who on the shores of the 
lake or the paths of Galilee, called to follow Him “whom He wished”, this Jesus, 
God made man who has all rights and all powers, had entered by a special 
means into our life, I held myself ready to do His will, whatever it was… 
 
 Knowing my husband as I knew him, I knew that he would go to the end 
of his love, that nothing would limit his response to the call of the Heart of 
Jesus.  
 
 What would this response be?  I foresaw, already, a total gift. I dreamed 
also of a consecration that, until now, neither he nor I envisaged so radical. I 
hardly dared to rest on the presentiment that invaded me, but which, however, 
seemed to me totally logical, simple and magnificent:  he will be a priest…Jesus 
wishes to draw him to this summit “by the bonds of love”.   
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 No one knew my secret. I could, after all, be mistaken, even though I was 
convinced that I was not mistaken. Better, in any case, to remain silent, to 
pray, to wait in stillness and allow Our Lord to work.   
 
 It was then that I feared to be an obstacle for my husband in pursuing 
this beautiful way. I did not see at all what might be my part in the future. All 
was still so mysterious! 
 
 I told Jesus to take me; I offered him my life if he wished it; at this point I 
made the sacrifice so that the will of God could be done in him whom He chose 
for himself. I wished, above all, to leave Him entirely free… 
 
 It was a little later, as I will say further on, that He wished to enlighten 
me by the grace of the very sacrament of marriage. 
 
 In waiting, I say my husband lived by the thought of Jesus at each hour 
of the day: he was captivated. His letters told me so, in a peace, serenity, and a 
quiet joy that was visible in each line. He himself did not think of the future; he 
had no plan, so much did he find fulfillment in the love and in the light that 
the Heart of Jesus poured forth in waves upon his heart. 
 
 Did not Our Lord say in the Scriptures: “It is not you who chose me, it is 
I who chose you”, “love him first” who has prepared this hour of grace in this 
month of June 1918? … What was this hour of grace? 
 
 I learned later with an emotion that is impossible to translate. 
 
 During the first days of June – he believed and recalled always that it 
was June 9th – Claude returned to his post as station adjutant, he received a 
few letters from his family, among them the letter from Marie, his youngest 
sister. His two sisters had frequently continued to see Father Mateo and 
confided their aspirations to him. He confirmed them in their hope to enter the 
religious life. They were to enter Carmel together several years later after the 
death of their parents whom they cared for and assisted until the end. 
 
 Marie, in this particular letter, confided to Claude her vocation which 
was coming to birth. However, neither this letter nor those which accompanied 
it told him anything exceptional, nothing that he had not already sensed. 
 
 I prefer to transcribe, here, the story that my husband himself gave, at 
the request of his director, of the decisive grace that would orient his life and 
mine. 
 
 “These letters”, he wrote, “caused an emotion in me that I cannot define: 
I felt as if an arrow had traversed my heart…I knelt down and two invocations 
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came to my lips: “Heart of Jesus, I believe in your love for us…Heart of Jesus, 
may your kingdom come!” 
 
 “It was this that I already knew of our divine religion, but it was only or 
above all in my spirit, it descended little by little into my heart, in a great light, 
dilating it and filling it with Truth and Life…” 
 
 There is only a small number of souls who receive this divine wound, 
wrote St. John of the Cross, those in whom the virtue and spirit must 
propagate it to their spiritual children. 
 
 How many souls, in effect, would be, during fifty years, his children 
according to the Spirit who invaded him that day! 
 
 “I saw,” continued Claude, “that the only reality was Jesus, the only 
happiness the Love of Jesus. I had as it were a totally new knowledge of Our 
Lord, Savior and Mediator of men, his creatures, in the midst of whom He 
rejoiced. I understood that he loved me and that his mercy wished to erase all 
my faults, and he made me a sign to follow Him. At the same time, my spirit 
was living in light: a thousand events of my life passed before me that I had not 
understood became meaningful to me. I saw that Jesus had loved me first in 
spite of my ingratitude and my unworthiness, how He had prepared everything 
for this minute where He took me definitively, in this month of His Heart, 1918.  
Also, my confidence in Him was as complete as my abandon: everything was so 
beautiful, so clear, so luminous that I did not doubt an instant that I should 
share it with my wife.” 
 
 “Recalling a word of Father Mateo that one could ask for temporal graces, 
but one must insist on spiritual graces, I begged from the Heart of Jesus, for 
my dear wife, this grace of pure love that I had received, and with a great faith 
that I did not doubt being heard…!” 
  

Claude’s first resolution was to receive communion each morning in spite 
of any difficulty he might encounter, confident as he said of “his profound 
weakness and His infinite mercy”. 

 
 His report to his director followed in these terms: “What words can I find 
to express what grace did in me and in such a short time? Jesus descended 
into me with his Heart. His divine obsession seized me then and charity 
banished fear, this “charity” that covers a multitude of sins… 
 
 I chased all useless thoughts from my mind; I felt the desire to mortify 
myself, to correct all my vanity, especially that of the soul, the mind and the 
intelligence, and my vain curiosities.” 
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 Prayer sustained him because the call of God, so clearly heard in a lucid 
mind and an ardent heart, could not but solicit the response of prayer, the 
need of an intimate contact with this ever-present God. “Pray without ceasing”, 
Jesus said. Having captured him, Jesus drew him more and more to Himself.  
His grace accomplished its work in the soul of Claude, putting him more and 
more in the way of His counsels, as He has the habit of doing with His 
intimates. Very simply, Claude writes again: “I decided to live, according to my 
possibility, as a poor person”. He had been, until then, very exigent about his 
clothing: his military equipment was very well cared for. Henceforth, he would 
avoid all useless expenses, in thinking of Jesus-poor and the life of the Holy 
Family, but this with great liberty and simplicity. 
 
 “Two thoughts dominated his attractions, he would also note. The first: 
seek the will of Jesus and not my own. Now, I knew that the will of my 
superiors was, for me, his own and I saw clearly that, to fulfill my duties of 
state and all that it imposed – that could even be contrary to my desires of 
piety – went in this sense.  The second: to hide, around me, the transformation 
of grace in my mind and heart”. He had always been very reserved and had no 
truly intimate comrades where he was. However, he was appreciated and 
greatly esteemed; no one perceived the change happening in him, and he hid it 
with care. 
 
 Towards the middle of June, having written to Father Mateo to confide 
entirely in him, he had the joy of receiving a letter from Father urging him to 
respond fully to the special grace of June 9th, entertaining no doubt. 
 
 It is also around this time, mid-June, that my husband made a novena of 
full confidence to the Holy Trinity through the intercession of Saint Therese of 
the Child Jesus, who had become since his great grace his saint of predilection, 
his soul sister, so much so that his first action, after June 9th, was to have her 
autobiography sent to him from Lisieux in order to penetrate the doctrine of 
this little saint. 
 
 This novena, he thought, would obtain for me the grace to participate 
fully in his life of love for Our Lord, by the sacramental grace of our marriage.  
Because “this sacrament, Pius XI10 would later recall in invoking Church 
doctrine, is not a passing act, but, like the Eucharist, it is permanent and 
exercises itself throughout the life of the two spouses, all the time that their 
union strives to express the union of Christ with his Church.”  
 
 There is a principal of unity in the sacramental grace, which unites them 
more and more each day, if they are faithful11. 
                                                           
10 His Holiness Pius XI, encyclical Casti connubli. 
11 Cf. Monsignor Guerry, Dans le Christ total, p. 365. 
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 These truths on which Claude had long meditated, inspires him even 
now, today he is more conscious of the life of grace that opens before him, 
before us…He remembers also Saint Paul and the apostle’s insistence when he 
instructed the first Christians: “Christ loved the Church and sacrificed himself 
for her to make her holy”12… “In the same way, husbands must love their 
wives”13… 
 
 I remember the nobility of his character in the sense of his 
responsibilities and his concern to share. And I was profoundly touched, and 
felt also my duty and responsibility to remain united to him and to sustain him 
in the way that God called him. 
 
 During the course of my awakening to the life for God alone, I was drawn 
to a greater intimacy to Jesus crucified: we owed Him everything… Was not the 
sacramental grace of our marriage merited by the Passion of Our Lord? I 
should not be surprised that it carries the mark of the cross… I humbly 
offered, then, the suffering caused me in the darkness in which I lived, subject 
to all desires of the Divine Master. In advance, I accepted all. 
 
 Towards the end of his novena, Claude was sent to Paris, to take the 
archives of the 7th Army to the Minister of War. He telegraphed me to join him.  
I left the Basque country the evening of June 27th, feast of Our Lady of 
Perpetual Help who was dear to him, and I arrived in Paris very early in the 
morning of the 28th. 
 
 After Mass, I went to wait for Claude at the East Station (Gare de l’Est) 
where his train was scheduled to arrive.  The wait was long: we were still in full 
war and the trains coming from the front were often late. But I wanted to be 
there to receive my husband. 
 

The train that brought him finally arrived. Many officers disembarked. All 
of a sudden, I saw Claude coming from far away, at the end of the train. He 
had not yet seen me. I observed him. Something, in his whole manner, 
appeared changed to me. I dreamed, I do not know why: “I have lost him. He is 
no longer mine…” And, even though I had prayed so much, in view of this 
encounter, I felt the same pain that I felt at the beginning of this month that I 
continued to consider as “our time of grace”! 

 
 I welcomed Claude with my immense affection and he, himself, showed 
me a goodness and gentleness that moved me. He witnessed to me a 
tenderness coming, I understood, from his intimacy with the Master, gentle 
and humble of Heart. He tried to have me participate in the beautiful vision of 

                                                           
12 Saint Paul Ephesians 3,26. 
13 Saint Paul Ephesians 3,26. 
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the way in which Our Lord called him to follow: Love, love more each day. See 
Him in everything; follow in the way of total abandonment and holiness… 
 
 I listened to my husband with the entire confidence that I always had in 
him, with the firm intention to deny nothing to the Heart of Jesus. I perceived 
that, without having doubted, without being clearly conscious, He had spoken 
to my heart, to me also. But glimpsing the future, as I had always done, I 
asked myself what would be the future of so many divine favors? Claude, to my 
great surprise, did not think about it. He left all to the grace of the present 
moment. 
 
 However, what I perceived before me could no longer be, it seemed to me, 
the normal way that we had followed until then, and my heart remained 
bruised by the suffering that draws one beyond oneself and others...  
 
 I said nothing, placing myself always before Our Lord, waiting His time… 
Since the divine hand had led us, it was up to Him to manifest Himself. 
 
 I continued, then, to guard the silence regarding my presentiment, all in 
renewing my offering interiorly. Claude wished that we advance together – 
being a single grace according to our indissoluble marriage – towards that 
which appeared to him, with reason, as a single reality and truth of our life: 
union with God through Jesus our Savior sent by the Father to lead us to Him 
by the sure “way” – that is Himself. 
 
 From the first days of this unforgettable month, he had already written 
me these words: “What is life in the sense that one ordinarily hears this word?  
True life is uniquely the grace that finds its source in the Heart of Jesus…” I 
saw that this conviction had for him an importance that effaced all the rest. 
 
 We had decided to spend the next day, the feast of Saints Peter and Paul, 
together at Montmartre, to celebrate the memory of these great saints, 
foundations and columns of the Church. I had a special devotion to them.  
Mass and communion had become the center of our lives. 
 
 During my thanksgiving, a thought came to me that I have never been 
able to explain. It was as if my soul had been taken…and yet I felt alive! I 
opened my eyes and looked around me. Nothing seemed to have changed. But, 
for a moment, long enough that I became conscious of it, it was as if I was 
absent from myself… Perhaps Jesus, in His mercy, wanted to form my soul in 
secret?  Perhaps he took my heart in His divine hands?  I will never know here 
below. But, in recalling it, I cannot avoid envisioning the admirable scene that 
one sees on the north door of the Cathedral of Chartres – a work of art of a 
sculptor of the XIIIth century – where God forms, with his hands, Adam whom 
he calls to life… For Adam, it is the head that God forms. For me, was it not 
rather my heart?  This strange experience, however, did not occupy me much. 
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On the contrary, I attached great importance to the fact that, on the 29th of 
June, at the word of my husband, a grace of abandonment to God, deeper than 
ever, penetrated me gently. He found pleasing words, words filled with light 
that made me enter more fully into the way where he wanted me, where he had 
been miraculously introduced. 
 
 As “Christ loved the Church in order to sanctify it” (Eph. 5:22-26) he had 
great solicitude for my spiritual advancement that he had asked for with such 
great faith. 
 
 To attain the end that he traced for me, I was convinced that I had a long 
way to go… Nevertheless, I did not hesitate; nothing would be able to make me 
draw back! Guided by my husband with such a firm conviction, I had 
confidence. He also read to me his favorite passages of the “little Sister 
Therese” of Lisieux on the mission of which he had amazing light, even though 
she had not yet been canonized nor beatified. 
 
 On June 30, we wished to attend Mass at Our Lady of Victories and 
receive communion side by side. 
 
 On July 1st Claude returned to his post at Lure. I listened again to his 
last words on that morning: “This time, I do not leave you alone…” so certain 
was he that his prayer would be answered. He did not doubt that Jesus would 
take me as He had taken him, united as we were, by the grace of so great a 
sacrament to journey together. 
 
 I returned, the same day, to the home of my parents-in-law, to give them 
and my sisters-in-law, the news of their dear Claude.  I did not, however, enter 
into the details of our conversations or the state of my soul. 
 
 Henceforth, I understood better that “all is grace”, as Saint Therese of the 
Child Jesus said; that in His mercy, He could not wish for us anything except 
that which was best and that we must thank Him for all that He wills or 
permits.  I looked more and more to Him only, and my only prayer was that he 
dispose of us according to His good pleasure. 
 
 Our Lord gave me the grace to take into account only what pleased Him.  
Did He not merit all our love after having Himself “until the end”?  (Jn. 13,1). 
 
 I understood that He asked of me a generosity without compromise that 
would always prepare a greater place in His divine mercy. He called me without 
ceasing to all sorts of small and great renouncements, sometimes when I 
thought the least about it, yet in a clear and precise manner. This led me 
quickly to comprehend again that it is in the present moment that God gives 
Himself and that we also must give ourselves: the past is no longer ours, the 
future is not yet ours, but, in the present minute we can, as it were, establish 
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an eternal contact with Him who does not pass… Nothing keeps us in His 
divine Presence as this actual union with His will. 
 
 I saw this with gratitude and consciousness of my impotence of all 
without Him: Jesus deigned to seize more and more of my soul and my life. He 
also transformed me… 
 
 It seemed to me best to find my support in a sure direction. I had, it is 
true, that of my husband that I followed without hesitation so much did I place 
my confidence in him. But we both had respect for the advice of the priest and 
Claude urged me to seek out Father Mateo with whom he corresponded from 
time to time. Father had providentially always remained at Biarritz, because of 
a question with his passport. 
 
 I went to find him at the house of the cure of Saint Charles. He 
understood me, and without ever causing me to anticipate grace, he followed 
me with firmness but with very great goodness as if he had always known me, 
so great was his clairvoyance. 
 
 Shortly after, I thought I could propose to Claude to formulate a 
consecration of ourselves, of each of us and of each other to the Heart of Jesus. 
We would affirm together our total belonging to Him, surrendering ourselves to 
Him, not willing to receive except from Him the orientations of our two lives; 
they being re-joined in Him in a harmony that made us more “one” than ever, 
by his grace.  
 
 Claude was happy. August 6th was mutually chosen. We loved this feast 
of the Transfiguration of Our Lord. Claude asked me to move our consecration 
to the eve (then the feast of Our Lady of the Snows) by an act of donation to the 
Holy Virgin in the spirit of Saint Louis-Marie Grignion de Monfort. To Mary, we 
would place all our spiritual and material goods in order that through her this 
offering would be pleasing to God.   
 
 Father Mateo, who had become our director, blessed our intention: “Go 
to Jesus through Mary”, he told me, “she is the gate of Heaven”.  (Litany of the 
Blessed Virgin) 
 
 Without changing anything, Claude ratified the formula that I submitted 
to him in view of August 6th. He added several words to witness that we made 
our double consecration in complete agreement; he in the army and I in the 
Basque country. He also wrote an invocation of St. Margaret Mary that I had 
sent him one day and which he had always cherished because he confided to 
me much later that he said it often: “My God and my All, you are all for us and 
we are all for You…” 
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 On the 5th and 6th we thus found ourselves together at the foot of the 
altar.  Distance no longer separated us, because henceforth we would follow 
the same path… 
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V 
 

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF JESUS 
 

1918 - 1920 
 

“I can do all things 
In Him who strengthens me.” 

St. Paul, Philipians. 4,13 
 
 This month of August 1918 was to be for me, exceptionally rich in graces 
because the call of God would be more urgent than I could have perceived.  
 
 I always held, in the depths of my heart, this first intuition that I had of 
the vocation of Claude: “He will go until the consecration of religious 
life…perhaps to the priesthood…” 
 
 My love for my husband became more profound, with an intensity that 
caused me to respect, more than ever, the designs of God for him. It was as if 
the approach of a secret divine action filled me with reverence for the “sacred” 
which transformed, little by little, our lives and our union… 
 
 One day that I had more time after a visit to the Blessed Sacrament, I 
went to the beautiful, solitary cloister of the cathedral of Bayonne, to pray and 
to meditate.  I prayed for a long time with the very lively sentiment that God 
asked even more of us. I dreamed then: is there not in marriage a more perfect 
way for those who might be called? … Did I not read, in St. Thomas, that “the 
formal perfection of marriage consists in the union of two souls indissolubly 
attaching one to the other and guarding perfect fidelity” …? 
 
 Such a union, wholly spiritual, might be in harmony with the love of God 
(who has every right), in the sacrifice of the joys of a family that one makes to 
Him … I had greatly hoped, until now, in this family which I would have wished 
to raise in the fidelity of our convictions and our traditions: the love of Jesus 
Christ and of His Church, love also for France for which the war taught us to 
sacrifice all that was most dear, in defending it. Then, I told myself: why not 
sacrifice all for Him who loved us to death on the Cross? … (Ph. 2,8).  Would 
not we then be freer to respond to all the calls of His Heart? 
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 It was, then, in the logic of intuition and presentiment that I saw so 
clearly, from the first days of June the designs of God for Claude, to which, for 
my part, I would join my total gift in advance.   
 

After his long meditation, I made the resolution to write to my husband 
with all the delicacy and discretion possible – because of the “censure” 
exercised in times of war – and propose to him that we both envision and 
embrace this life of beautiful and pure generosity in the light of the special 
graces that Our Lord did not cease to accord to us. I told him that, if it was his 
desire, I was also ready to embrace this way. I added that I wanted above all 
that he feel totally free. 

 
 He responded, without delay, that he also dreamed that he was as ready 
as I was. He then confided to me that, from this moment, this idea had taken 
such profound roots in him that he could no longer envisage refusing to follow 
this way. But, he then added with his loyal candor that he did not yet think of 
religious life, although soon after the call would be clearly heard. 
 
 It was in these dispositions that he would, toward mid-September on 
returning to his family at Guéthary on a ten-day furlough, ask me to go to wait 
for him.   
 
 Meanwhile, Jesus approached me more closely. If the unfolding of grace 
had been more obscure in me than in my dear husband – and sometimes 
painful – it nevertheless never stopped. In his mysterious fashion, Jesus gave 
me a sign. He instructed me without noise and words, He taught me the joy of 
following Him without hesitation. Supporting myself on Him, I was 
strengthened during these months of grace to allow Him to be master of all. 
 
 The decisive step, that would have such a great repercussion on our 
future, was asked of me in August 1918. I was at the foot of the tabernacle, in 
a humble Church where I stopped often when I had to return to Bayonne from 
Ustaritz. This small parish church was dedicated to the Holy Spirit. It was dark 
enough and I loved the recollection. It was close to the train station and also to 
a large bridge that led to the town of Bayonne. 
 
 While praying, all of a sudden I remembered the offering of my life, that I 
had made in secret the previous June near this same tabernacle, when I feared 
to be a hindrance to Claude’s vocation so clearly presented. I dreamed then 
only of death, as I told him. In a sudden light, I saw that there could be for me 
a more total gift: yes, I told myself, to give my life at once – to no longer be an 
obstacle – must be pleasing to God.  But would it not be proof of a still greater 
love to give it drop by drop throughout religious life? … 
 
 I had never been drawn religious life, to the contrary. And, now, it was to 
this religious life, perhaps long, consecrated to Him alone, that Jesus asked me 
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to consent! … But so many things had changed in so few months: Jesus offered 
me His divine intimacy. He had taught me the secret of loving Him with all my 
soul, a love that sacrifice had matured and refined. 
 
 If I had understood well what He asked of me, I responded straight away 
with the “yes” that He awaited; I was certain of it … a “yes” that was not 
conditioned except by the vocation of my husband, I wish to say: by the fact 
that I was not mistaken of our Lord’s call to him.  But, of this call, I did not 
doubt!  My “yes” was then free and voluntary, without discussion, and full of 
light. I left the Church in peace, joyful that I had understood the will of God for 
me. Never did this full and entire adhesion to God’s will ever vary. 
 
 Claude was to arrive soon. I had not spoken to him in my letters or to 
Father Mateo of this “yes” that I believed I must respond to Jesus in the 
intimacy of my heart and that left me in profound calm and peace. 
 
 I dreamed: “All is simple when one loves! …” 
 
 Sometime later I went to visit Father Mateo. At the moment of my 
departure he told me, in designating a small wooden cross supported by a 
pedestal on his table: “Place at the foot of this cross the greatest sacrifice that 
you could make!” I did not have to reflect for a long time. Immediately, without 
a shadow of hesitation, I replied: “It would be to never see Claude again…”  
Father said nothing. His countenance remained impassive. But, I understood: 
it was truly this that Jesus asked of me… the greatest sacrifice… 
  

 
 
 Claude arrived from the front on September 15th, the anniversary of 
Gonzague’s death, as if he wanted, from on high, to witness that he watched 
over us… 
 
 During this furlough, Father Mateo, whom we truly considered as our 
director, received us almost every day, beginning on the 16th, and always 
together. He spoke to us of the Love of the Heart of Jesus in a manner that 
agreed fully with what Claude had lived for nearly four months and so 
generously shared with me. Claude said to himself – he noted it – “It is really 
the same Jesus who speaks to me through his apostle, after having spoken to 
me in the secret of my soul…” 
 
 Father cautioned us against all infidelity to that which Our Lord had 
already asked of us, to that which we had already offered to Him, which Love 
had visibly revealed. – “He has extravagantly given you the most precious gifts,” 
he told us, “his mother, his cross, his heart…What will be your response?”  The 
response had already been born in our heart: “To offer to Him, of ourselves and 
of each other, a gift without reserve, forever.” However, we remained silent 
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because Father continued to speak to us of the state of the world that moved to 
paganism, of the necessity to bring it back to God, of the urgency to pray that 
He raise up devoted apostles for the cause. Claude then spoke with his calm 
assurance: “Father. I wish to become a priest, an apostle of Jesus and of his 
love…”  Father looked at us. I dared to add: “I also wish to be totally His, to 
consecrate myself in religious life, to pray and to offer myself that His reign 
arrive.  But… we are married. Would it be possible that we follow such a call: 
one to the priesthood, the other to religious life?” 
 
 It was the first time that we spoke aloud before each other, without 
having until now spoken together, of this profound desire that had not ceased 
to concretize itself, to be more precise since our consecration on August 6th.  
Already we were conscious of being in total agreement and were able to express 
it freely… 
 
 Father showed no astonishment. He told us, however, that such a 
decision demanded prayer and reflection. He told us that only the Church 
could authenticate such a call and to permit us to respond. He proposed that 
we make a serious retreat during these days of vacation after which, if we 
persevered in our proposal, he would put us without doubt to the test for a 
certain time, before our having recourse to ecclesial authority. How could we 
not submit to such wise counsels?  
 
 That day and the following days, Father spoke to us bluntly and at 
length about the consecrated life, its exigencies, the religious vows, and the 
grandeur of the priesthood… He reminded us that such an ascension toward 
God could not be but a way of the cross, as it had been for the priest par 
excellence: our divine Savior and Redeemer of men who loved first, “until the 
end…” (Jn. 4,10-19 & 13,1). 
 
 But he spoke to us also of the “perfect joy”, which in the imagery of St. 
Francis of Assisi, becomes the portion of those who for the love of Jesus-
Crucified know how to accept, in His following, contradictions, humiliations, 
misunderstandings and criticism. We listened with a great desire to instruct 
ourselves, to enlighten ourselves to enter more fully into the designs of God for 
us. This without trouble, in a great liberty of spirit, I say almost without 
amazement. 
 

“One can certainly be greatly sanctified in the world in a normal way of 
life, if such is the will of God. But He is the Master. He calls whom He wishes 
through the way that pleases Him.” “It is in the journey of the call that grace is 
given, it sanctifies good will.” “Be simple, Father told us. Above all do not count 
on extraordinary graces, which are not the essence of sanctity.” “Love, believe, 
sacrifice yourself faithfully in humility, in the forgetfulness of self: it is this that 
counts before God.” 
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 “And then, to purify you, Our Lord can permit that you do not see 
clearly, and even that you lose the attraction of your vocation: remain in peace, 
pray, look to Him alone.  Light, grace and strength come only from Him. 
Prepare yourselves – if you confirm yourselves in this vocation – to be 
misunderstood.  They will say all sorts of things about you, except the truth… 
What does it matter?  You will learn to live this under the gaze of Jesus 
alone…” 
 
 All of this did not worry us: He who had called us would not abandon us 
in the hour of trial. What would sustain us, we also thought, would be that we 
are children of the Church, because we advance with its authorization and 
benediction. And, we felt solicited by the distress and misery of the world that 
needed apostles, active apostles, also hidden apostles having no other means of 
action than prayer and sacrifice. 
 
 Father Mateo remarked, one day, how God, in His mercy, would indicate 
the way of abandonment by which the two of us must allow ourselves to be led: 
  

“He is the Master of the hour,” he told us.  “Why did He wait until you 
were married to call you? … He has His designs…  Believe in Him; allow Him to 
act!  And see what delicacy He will use toward you: offer freely the sacrifice He 
asks of you, one from the other; he could have imposed the death of one of 
you… Four of the d’Elbée family fell on the field of honor!” …  

 
 Instead of this, we saw Jesus extending His hand … with what love! – to 
welcome at His hour our mutual donation! 
 
 Carried by His grace, we felt, in truth, His “useless servants” of which 
Scripture speaks (Luke 17:10) who in very simply doing what they could, do 
only what they must. 
 
 This is why we were realizing more and more that the graces received 
were not for us alone and created for us, vis a vis our Lord, the souls to be 
saved, who would henceforth be “our spiritual family”, real and great 
responsibilities…  The hour was serious. 
 
 Claude’s furlough was reaching its end, and with it, our “retreat”.  We 
awaited the conclusion of Father Mateo. We had had with Father such 
confidential exchanges that it was now possible for him, we thought, to make a 
judgment. In effect, he told us: “I see in you such a clear attraction for religious 
life that I cannot oppose it. But I must put you to the test, and you must await 
my decision. When I see that the hour has come, you will approach your 
Bishop and it is by his voice that the Church will decide with authority. Pray 
much”.  
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 Father allowed us to pronounce an act of oblation. By this act, 
penetrated by gratitude for the graces of light and love received so gratuitously, 
we wished to deliver ourselves totally, through Mary, to the merciful love of the 
Heart of Jesus in making a formal promise to henceforth practice the vows of 
religion in the spirit which we tried to live during the previous months: poverty, 
chastity and obedience finding there only joy and peace. 
 
 This act, composed together, kneeling, one completing the other, was 
made in the greatest liberty. At the hour of complete detachment, we were more 
perfectly united than we had ever been… 
 
 It is not that we had forgotten our weakness; we were firm in the 
conviction that Jesus knew them more than we, He who told us in Scripture: 
“Without me you can do nothing”14. But had not He invited us through the 
Apostle Paul to repeat after Him: “I can do all in Him who strengthens me”15. 
We dared to die to self by “communion in the sufferings of Jesus and 
conformity to his death”16 in order that it be not “we who live, but He in us”17.  
Claude, the future priest, asked also to be able to offer me as his host. I asked 
to offer him also, in virtue of the grace of our indissoluble marriage, as priest to 
the Heart of Jesus… 
 
 Father Mateo had invited us to make a Holy Hour with him from 11 
o’clock until midnight on September 20th in the tribune of Saint Charles 
church where the next day, feast of St. Mathew, he would say his Mass for us, 
wishing to place this divine sign on our oblation. 
 
 At Father’s recommendation, we found lodging very close to the Church.  
Having arrived at Biarritz towards the end of the day, we still had several hours 
before our rendezvous with Father Mateo.  I remember this evening at Biarritz 
as if it were yesterday, in the solitude of the “Basque Coast” where we were 
seated, both choosing for our evening this admirable location, facing the Ocean 
where the cliff dominates the ocean from a great height and its waves break 
with a majestic rhythm.  The evening was beautiful and still warm. It was the 
Basque autumn with an indefinable charm; a marvelous sunset gilded the 
Pyrenees enveloped in a transparent fog, which reached the peaceful ocean.  
And, in all of this beauty, we evoked the “mercies of the Lord” (Ps 89:(88),2) … 
Then, long silences followed that sealed our harmony… 
 
 Finally, we had to return to the presbytery of Saint Charles, where we 
arrived a little early, in order to finalize the redaction of our act, in case Father 

                                                           
14 St. John, 15,5 
15 St. Paul, Philip., 4,13. 
16 St. Paul, Philip., 3,10. 
17 St. Paul, Gal., 2,20 
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wished some modification. He asked us simply to add as a note: “To proceed 
according to the spirit of the Church, which is that of God Himself.” At the 
explicit request of our director, we made this oblation with entire submission to 
the dictates and decisions of prudence that the competent authority would 
judge necessary to add in the concrete application and practice that, in the 
future, this oblation might become.  It was done in great intimacy and with the 
strictest discretion.  
 

Father, himself, wished to sign the act that we had signed: Claude 
d’Elbée – Louise d’Elbée. But addressing me, Father said, “Sign again: Sister 
Claire-Marie of the Heart of Jesus”, then to Claude: “And you, Brother Jean of 
the Heart of Jesus” … (names which our superiors had the kindness of 
permitting on the day of our reception of the habit and always.) It was the 
name that Claude wished so much! … 

 
 Then, we made the Holy Hour in the tribune (raised area like a choir loft) 
that overhung the Church that was plunged in darkness and the silence of the 
night.  Only the sanctuary lamp gently enlightened the tabernacle of the main 
altar.  It was an hour of intense recollection. Father had placed on the altar of 
the tribune, where he said his daily Mass, a large image of the Sacred Heart. 
 
 At midnight of the 21st, Father lit the tribune and Claude and I, kneeling 
before this image, pronounced together our common act of love and oblation, 
followed by the Te Deum, then the Magnificat – to confide our humble thanks to 
the Blessed Virgin and to ask her to chant it with us…  Father then asked us 
for our covenants and placed them on the altar. 
 
 The next day, during the Mass, we were able to see them shining on the 
corporal very close to the chalice and the Sacred Host…  After the Mass, Father 
returned them to us in order that we might carry them until the day of the full 
realization of the gift of ourselves and of each other that we had just made to 
God who had called us with so much love. 
 
 Henceforth, Claude was for me “Brother Jean” and he, in intimacy, called 
me “his sister” …  We began together a true “novitiate”. 
 
 Father Mateo had told us: “You will represent me one before the other 
because I think that I will leave soon and I must travel. All that I was not able 
to foresee and that you did not have the occasion to ask me present to one 
another in the spirit of obedience.” 
 
 One of his last recommendations was, once again, to keep the secret of 
our resolution and of our offering: “May no one know what has occurred 
between Jesus and you, until the bishop (and even the authorization that he 
will ask for you of Rome) permits you to reveal your decision.  It is “the secret of 
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the King”. Furthermore, this reserve will be the safeguard of your entire liberty.  
I insist.”  This was wise. 
 
 Since September 21st, we exercised religious obedience whenever we were 
together. According to the circumstances we asked of each other the smallest 
permissions: to read a particular book, to write to a particular person, to carry 
out a certain penance, step, expense. We wished, by this submission, to push 
to its greatest limits our following of the divine model: Jesus, obedient until 
death… 
 
 That I obey my Brother Jean seemed to me simple and easy; he was so 
wise and full of goodness. But I was always full of admiration and even of 
emotion when I saw him, docile as a child, coming to ask me an obedience… I 
experienced the power of grace, which rendered him so much like Jesus, 
“gentle and humble of heart” (Mathew, 11:29), so like Him whom he loved, so 
firm and so strong as are the gentle.   
 
 As for poverty, we understood that, desiring to die to ourselves, we 
needed to renounce all spirit of ownership; money no longer belonged to us, it 
was God’s and he would ask an account of us. Then, to buy only what was 
necessary – and to buy the necessary agreed upon – to choose, if possible, the 
least expensive. To live the spirit of poverty we tried to detach ourselves from 
everything: not retaining anything for ourselves, being disposed to give all, to 
lose all.  I could never express the help my dear “novice master” gave me by his 
example, his counsels, the patience he manifested in every occasion… Also, my 
gratefulness to him, my confidence in him grew day by day. 
 
 At this time, the thought of a new sacrifice to offer came to mind – I no 
longer know which one of us first dreamed of it – that would not hamper us but 
spiritualize more our intimacy. Because I considered my “brother” as a future 
priest and because I was in spirit fully consecrated, was it not indicated that 
we renounce the familiar “you” (“tu”: familiar form for you) when we were alone, 
that had been very sweet and natural since our engagement. We decided this in 
respect for the sacred character that Claude would be blessed with one day and 
even in regard to the consecration that we wished to live fully even now. We 
needed to remain always faithful to this resolution. 
 
 At Lure where my “brother” joined his regiment at the end of his 
furlough, he became acquainted with the parish priest and visited him often. 
This priest introduced him to a poor family that he began to serve. In his 
apostolic desire he also organized, with a person of confidence, the beginning of 
a secretariat of the Enthronement of the Sacred Heart, a work that he 
considered vital for the restoration of the family after the upheaval of the war. 
 
 We wrote to each other often, almost every day, affirming one another in 
the way that the Lord had so visibly opened before us. 
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 I can affirm that we experienced a blossoming, always more real, in a 
mutual understanding always more profound and happy. 
 
  

 
 
 Shortly after, on November 11, 1918, the unforgettable day of the 
armistice after four years of war and the victory of the allies occurred! It was 
this peace, so long awaited, the price of sacrifice that so many of ours made of 
their young lives.  I was then at Guéthary and the weather was radiant. All of a 
sudden, in the silence of the country, all the bells of the surrounding area 
began to ring at full force, one joining the other, bell after bell! 
 
 It was thus that we learned the great news, because, at this time the 
radio was not widely used, and we did not have one. 
 
 But all the bells that filled the air with their joyous sound, with a unity 
that was not in use, could not but signify anything else but the end of the war!  
And we listened to them, with tears in our eyes, on the balcony of Zaspi 
Anaïak, the large family home where four places, alas, remained empty… But it 
was as if our dead called us to thanksgiving because it was the end of the 
“great tribulation”18 … and the price of their sufferings:  Te Deum laudamus!  
they must have sung with us. 
 
 And, in my heart, I thought of Claude, my “brother Jean” who would 
return, of Claude’s two brothers, and of my three brothers for whom the danger 
seemed to pass… They would return also! 
 
 And the bells rang out always in the sky… 
 

 
 
 On the feast of All Saints we were briefly reunited in Paris where Claude 
was charged, again another time, to carry the archives of the 7th army to the 
Minister of War. Always united in our mutual sacrifice, we had the joy and 
emotion to again make the pilgrimages together to Montmartre and to Our Lady 
of Victory that filled us with graces in the month of June… But this time the 
encounter was brief. 
 
 At the end of January 1919, Claude’s furlough ended.  As in September 
1918, I went to Guéthary to await him. 

                                                           
18 Apoc. 7:14 
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 We happily met again on February 2nd, the anniversary of our marriage: 
so many journeys traveled since … but so many more journeys yet to be 
traveled. 
 
 Our marriage, of which the grace seemed more real than ever, had 
become for us a pure source of peace and goodness. It had taken on, for us, a 
profound sense that no longer distinguished it from our spiritual life. It was 
really a sharing, a placing of everything in common, a blessed mutual help in 
the way of abandonment to God to which we knew we were called. 
 
 God asked a detachment of us that He alone could effect, if we allowed 
Him to do so… and now, in his divine hands, the earthly and human ties that 
had been strong between us transformed itself into a very simple and spiritual 
union, I dare to say even a true “unity” of heart and of spirit. We even dared to 
ask Our Lord to hasten, if such was His pleasure, the concrete realization of 
our proposal because we loved Him and because “in Him, we were 
strengthened and we could do all things19. 
 

Father Mateo who had hoped for a visa to Spain, not having yet received 
it, remained always in Biarritz. We had, then, the occasion to see him again.  
Under the seal of a secret, he asked us to confide our project to two 
enlightened priests whose advice he wished and from whom we could seek 
counsel. He indicated the pastor of St. Charles, Abbé Garay and Reverend 
Father Sylvester, a capuchin of Bayonne. Both welcomed us very paternally. 
 

They knew our families and admired the great faith of our parents. They 
were, then, less astonished than others would have been of the graces that we 
confided to them. However, Reverend Father Sylvester, as learned as he was 
saintly, posed several objections and reminded us that the Church alone – first 
by the voice of our bishop, then by that of the Holy Father – could decide that 
we were not in illusion and exhorted us to have patience, humility and 
submission, but also confidence in awaiting the decision of Rome. We were 
both firm. These two wise councilors, who would sustain us by their prayers, 
kept our secret until we took the step. 

 
February 2nd was the occasion for us to renew our offering of September 

21, 1918 in adding a more exigent note: to choose what appeared to us the best 
in daily life in what concerned obedience and humility, inseparable of each 
other… Jesus would help us. 

 
The end of his furlough having arrived, my “brother” rejoined the 7th 

army. In passing by Paris, to which I accompanied him, it was at Our Lady of 
Victory that we went to celebrate the feast at the Mass where we could receive 
                                                           
19 Saint Paul, Philip., 4,13. 
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communion side by side. This was the anniversary of our first real encounter at 
Lourdes six years earlier: February 11, 1913… We wanted to thank the Blessed 
Virgin who always had chosen to mark the greatest stages of our life on the 
days that the Church celebrated her feast… She, Mother of the Church and 
Mother of the children of the Church, accompanied us all along our journey… 

 
This time, the separation was not long: the 7th Army was dissolved soon 

after, and Claude was assigned to the staff of the high command of the 
Territory of Lorraine in Metz, under the orders of General de Maud'huy. He was 
stationed as an officer in Metz and was permitted to bring his family there.  

 
 This seemed to us an indication that we should reunite and I went to 
propose this to our director who told me, without hesitation, “Yes, I permit it.  
The preference and necessity to guard the “Secret of the King” required it. And, 
in being together, you will have more occasions to renounce yourselves. Are 
you not committed vis-a-vis the Heart of Jesus?  
 

I arrived at Metz on March 3rd, happy to be on the ground of Lorraine 
returned to France, happy also, because Our Lord wished that I be again with 
my “brother Jean” … We were in a hotel, but the possibility of a prolonged stay, 
led us to find an apartment. For several days we looked in vain, until we visited 
Canon Aman, archpriest and pastor of the parish Church of St. Vincent, to 
speak to him of the work of the Enthronement. This good Canon spontaneously 
offered us an unoccupied lodging in his presbytery where he had already 
welcomed an officer. Not having yet reached 25 years, I told him that I probably 
had not reached “canonical age”. He smiled and told us to meet Monsignor Pelt, 
then vicar general, later bishop of Metz, whom Claude already knew. He 
received us with great kindness giving us full permission to reside at the 
presbytery. The Cure was kind enough to invite us even to his table. With him, 
we could, in all liberty, even in guarding the “secret of the King”, speak to him 
from our heart: Jesus and His reign in the soul of families. Lorraine, as Alsace, 
was a place of faith. The priest also told us of the admirable loyalty of Alsace-
Lorraine to France since 1870: in each home, the French Flag carefully hidden 
to escape the searches of Germany that occupied it, appeared at the windows, 
as if by miracle, in such a way, that as soon as the victorious French troops 
entered, all of l’Asace-Lorraine was fittingly decorated to welcome them.  

 
 The Cure also introduced us to a saintly religious, daughter of Charity of 
St. Vincent de Paul, guardian angel of the parish, who became a true friend for 
me. And when Claude was demobilized on April 14th it was very painful for 
both of us to separate… The Heart of Jesus abundantly blessed our stay in the 
re-conquered Lorraine with graces and attention. 
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VI 
 

THE HOUR ARRIVES… 
 

1920 
 

I tell you solemnly, there is no one who 
has left house, wife, brothers, parents or 
children for the sake of the kingdom of 
God who will not be given repayment 
many times over in this present time and, 
in the world to come…  Lk. 18:29-30 

 
 Having returned to the Basque country, because we did not yet have our 
own home, our parents wished to receive us and to witness their affection and 
great hospitality that we would never forget. 
 
 We lived sometimes in the home of Claude’s parents at Guéthary, a home 
of memories, where everything reminded us that we would never return 
again…sometimes with my parents in their lovely home at Ustaritz, surrounded 
by woods and fields, where we knew we were always awaited.  
 
 We thought, without telling them that it was just that we give to each one 
all that we could in these last months that remained before realizing our plans. 
 
 Claude’s father, paralyzed, suffering greatly, and almost always in bed, 
needed much care that his son was very happy to provide. His father called 
him often; he held his hand… Did he have a presentiment? This saintly father 
was always the most beautiful example of patience and gentleness. He had 
before him a large image of the Sacred Heart that he looked at often with his 
beautiful profound glance, offering his suffering “that He might reign” … 
 
 We had long conversations with Claude’s mother: she was one of the 
most remarkable women that I knew. 
 
 His two sisters were almost always there: cheerful, spiritual, 
surmounting the incurable pain of their grief in order not to increase that of 
their parents… They were very musical: the elder had a beautiful voice and her 
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young sister accompanied her admirably on the piano. She also accompanied 
Claude when he took up his flute and played, after a very long time, his dear 
Mozart… 
 
 My parents, whom we also visited, were often alone because my three 
brothers were still in the army. But they found their joy in being together, and 
we understood.  My mother arranged her home - where the rooms of the absent 
were always ready – with a certain taste, surrounding everything with family 
souvenirs that I loved to see. 
 
 This time of preparation was very useful for me; I say even necessary; I 
had so much to learn! 
 
 But Jesus seemed to indicate; in the measure that we advanced towards 
Him, in his divine intimacy, little renouncements that appeared to be nothing, 
but which I felt fortified me in the way of total gift.  
 
 Do I dare to evoke a souvenir that still causes me to smile when I dream? 
One of Claude’s two brothers, who married shortly after us, lived at Bayonne. 
His young wife, whom I loved much, invited us to dinner at their home one 
evening: Claude’s mother, his two sisters, and the two of us. 
 
 I told Claude: “What if, to honor them, you would wear your dinner 
jacket…?”  He knew that I liked to see him dress so on such evenings because I 
found that it suited him well. He had arrived at an age where his virile 
appearance revealed his achievement. He was handsome and I admired him. 
 
 He answered me simply: “I would be happy to, but on one condition, that 
it not be a distraction for you.”  He added nothing more, neither did I. But, in a 
flash, I realized that Jesus was offering me another occasion of the choice to 
mortify myself without it being noticed, in order to remain united to Him… And 
I promised him that my attention would be for Him alone. 
 
 With his grace, I kept my word. Not for one moment during the entire 
evening did I glance toward my “brother Jean.” No one noticed, not even Jean.  
No one made the slightest remark and I kept my secret… Many years later, I 
spoke to him about it, to amuse him with the souvenir of what had been my 
“mortifications” then. I believe that evening Jesus Himself must have smiled at 
the humble efforts by which I searched to witness to Him my love and my 
desire to forget myself to please Him alone and to find my joy in Him… 
 
 A short time later, the same kind sister-in-law without knowing, 
procured for me the grace to renew, more consciously and fully than ever, my 
greatest sacrifice – after that of leaving Claude… to respond to the call that Our 
Lord did not cease to make me listen to since the unforgettable summer of 
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1918: the renouncement of founding a home filled with children which formerly 
I had long desired… 
 
 In the heart of all women there is a maternal fiber, and I felt it very alive 
in me! 
 
 My sister-in-law had just had her first child, a very beautiful little girl.  
For the birth, she had gone to her mothers who lived in a lovely home on the 
summit of a hill that overlooked the ocean near Saint Jean of Light (Saint-
Jean-de-Luz). Claude and I knew how to please the parents of the baby by 
going to visit and congratulate them. Claude’s mother also went with us. 
 
 The road rose through small woods of pine that I knew well for having 
traveled through it often. But that day I did not even see them so much did I 
struggle against the emotion that seized me, to live more and more in the 
sacrifice that I had offered a short time ago, the day that I meditated and 
prayed under the beautiful cloister of the Cathedral of Bayonne. 
 
 Jesus made me understand, then, with insistence, the way by which we 
had to respond to his call: “Follow me…Follow me…”  I knew that, to live as He 
expected of us, it was necessary to leave all, to renounce everything… 
 
 I had said “yes”; Claude also. Never since then did we dream of taking 
back anything. 
 
 But, today, in traveling to another joy, I had to hold back my tears… 
Happily, I was able to and no one perceived anything, except my “brother Jean” 
who traveling next to me in silence understood all and gave me the strength by 
his knowledge and kindness – his silent prayer also, I am sure – that the visit 
passed in the general joy… 

 
 
 At the time that I wrote the preceding lines, my “brother Jean” was far 
away and could not read them. I sent them to him because I always wished to 
have his consent of everything, especially when it concerned memories in 
which he was so intimately involved… 
 
 He responded to me with a letter that evoked, once more, how Jesus had 
led us by the same path and continued to do so. This letter was a confidence 
that he had not yet shared with me; it touched me profoundly. I transcribe it 
here as a page of our history of grace… 
 
 He wrote: “I read with great emotion the lines which you sent to me, 
sharing your tears. I have so often thought, since our marriage, how it would 
be good and sweet to have children from you, who would inherit all the 
treasures that God has freely showered on our two families, children who 
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would resemble you, in whom I would rediscover you.  I often imagined how we 
would have raised them, in a perfect harmony… You would have been a 
marvelous mama. How many things they would have learned on your knees! 
 
 Sometimes, I dream, in detail, how we would have formed their souls, 
their hearts, their intelligence, their character, sharing with them our 
admiration and our gratitude for all the marvels that God has poured on this 
earth; in the order of grace, giving us his only Son, Jesus, as Savior, as 
Brother; granting that we be born in the womb of His church…and, in the 
order of nature, so much beauty of which all the arts sing: poetry, music, so 
quickly and so well understood by children!  We would have listened together, 
with them, our incomparable Mozart… 
 
 We would have understood them, helped them in their difficulties. We 
would have loved them with much tenderness. Thus, they would have entered 
in that which we call our “unique unity”. 
 
 The Bible would have been our bedside book. Our family, in which Jesus 
would have been the King and Mary the Queen, would have been a “home” 
where the fire of love would burn, lit by the Holy Spirit, sent by our Father in 
Heaven. 
 
 Thus, I dreamed…But Jesus had another plan of love, his divine plan, 
even more beautiful! 
 
 In exchange for that which He had not given us, He gave Himself, with 
His heart; and he had given us the heart of His mother… Here I am His priest 
and you her consecrated… He has also given us spiritual children to whom we 
have made Him known and loved; without doubt many souls that we will not 
know except in heaven… That which God does is always more beautiful than 
all we imagine. But we must believe in His love and allow Him to act.” 
 
 After some time, not knowing how long the wait would be, we submitted 
ourselves to Father Mateo. Claude looked for a position which, without 
engaging the future, would permit us to live independently until it would be 
possible for us to give to Our Lord the response the we wished, always more 
ardently, to be able to offer Him. 
 
 Claude’s efforts ended only at the end of December 1919. We addressed 
ourselves to Canon Casteigs, director of the College of the Immaculate 
Conception of Pau, where my three brothers had studied, until our departure 
for Dunkerque in 1908. In spite of the ten years that had transpired, he 
remembered them and our parents whom he esteemed greatly. In the course of 
our visit, to my great surprise, he remembered me and was as understanding 
as devoted. He introduced Claude to his friend, Mr. Thévenot, who operated the 
“Houille Blanche”, the waterfalls of the High Basque Country that generated 
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electrical energy for the entire region. This engineer had just installed a factory 
near Laruns, a small village at the end of the Ossau Valley, at the foot of a 
great cascade that his factory used. Claude met Mr. Thévenot at Pau, at the 
home of the director of the college, then at Larun, at the foot of the venture, 
and this gentleman offered Claude a position in his great enterprise, as head of 
the department. I knew the country well because previously we had spent 
several summers in the mountains at Eaux-Bonnes not far from there and 
higher than Laruns, and the thought of returning to the neighborhood of this 
place that I loved so much was a joy. I saw there another sign of Providence 
watching over us… We would be, in our small village, far from the world, and 
Claude’s work would not confine him to an office, but would often give him 
occasion to work in the beautiful nature in this corner of the Pyrenees, in this 
valley surrounded by high, harmonious, imposing and verdant mountains. 
 
 With the permission and approbation of Father Mateo, Claude accepted 
the offer with gratitude and without having to guarantee the duration of his 
service. 
 
 Mr. Thévenot asked him only to wait until January 25, 1920 to enter the 
enterprise, wishing to explain in person what he would demand of him. 
 
 Father Mateo was then in Belgium, too absorbed by the work of his 
apostolate, to find time to write to us. My “brother” and I decided to enjoy the 
remaining days of liberty to go for his advice and to ask him, if, because of 
Claude’s new position, we should prolong our waiting period before confiding in 
the Bishop of Bayonne. It would be only a first stage, we thought, hoping that it 
would be followed by one at Rome which would certainly be much longer… 
 
 Father Mateo set a meeting at Louvain where he expected to be for a 
certain period of time. After having received us with great kindness, he 
questioned us at great length to determine and to be convinced of the firmness 
of our resolution, because he had not seen us for more than a year. He found 
both of us more resolved than ever, still more united in the consciousness that 
the double vocation with which our Lord graced us was in reality but one, so 
much did He lead us in the same way… 
 
 However, Father told us that before so grave a decision, he wished to 
profit of our presence in Belgium to solicit, for us as well as for himself, the 
counsel and advice of his Eminence Cardinal Mercier, archbishop of Malines, 
whose exceptional role during the Great War had made him a more prominent 
figure. 
 
 Father Mateo, who knew the Cardinal personally, wished to give us a 
letter of introduction, and the Cardinal, at our request, called us to Malines on 
January 13th. He kindly granted us two long audiences. To be able to question 
Claude more thoroughly, he even had the delicacy to offer Claude hospitality at 
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the Archbishopric. With his characteristic simplicity as much as his impressive 
dignity, he allowed me to visit the room of the Bishop of Bruges which he 
destined for Claude. He also indicated to me a convent in the city which he 
asked to receive me. 
 
 At the first meeting, desiring to begin this encounter that could be 
decisive for us at the foot of Our Lord, we asked Cardinal Mercier if, kneeling 
before him, we could renew our act of oblation of September 21, 1918. His 
Eminence, had learned of our desire from the letter of Father Mateo that we 
carried.  
 
 The Cardinal stood, and with his hands joined, listened to us in profound 
recollection. I still see his high stature, his venerable countenance, his 
commanding appearance, but especially the humility that, at the same time, 
his attitude transmitted. 
 
 Then, he had us sit before him and asked both of us to tell him the 
history of the graces we received for the past year and a half. Cardinal Mercier 
listened to us, as he knew how to listen, with goodness and extreme attention; 
then he questioned both of us at length trying to determine if any human 
motive had led to our determination. 
 
 Finally, he told us: “Go to pray together. I will meditate more. Perhaps a 
few more questions will come to me…”  And rising, the great cardinal led us to 
his private chapel where, after praying in silence with us, he left us at the foot 
of the Blessed Sacrament. The beautiful clarion of Saint Rombaut marked all 
the quarter hours. Night began to fall… Another hour passed. The time 
appeared to me somewhat long… I told my “brother”: “Has not the Cardinal 
forgotten us?” More abandoned than I, Claude reassured me, telling me to be 
patient. I did that. 
 
 A certain time passed. Then the saintly cardinal himself came to find us 
and led us to his office. His Eminence then told us, in this second audience, 
that after having prayed and reflected, he did not see anything of the human in 
our case. According to our exposition and responses to his questions, he was 
convinced of the reality of our call. He judged it necessary then that we respond 
to this call as fully as we had confided our desire. 
 
 His Eminence added that he did not see any reason to delay any longer 
the moment of our visit to Monsignor Gieure, our Bishop, judging that the 18 
months to which our director, in his great prudence, had submitted us, had 
sufficiently put our perseverance to the test. 
 
 The Cardinal proposed to put in writing the expression of his conviction 
and to address it to Father Mateo. Having given us the permission to reproduce 
it, I think, in accord with my “brother Jean”, to cite it here: 
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Archdiocese of Malines 
 
13 January 1920 

 
My dear and reverend Father, 
 
 I had the consolation to receive the visit of the count and countess 
Claude d’Elbée and to converse with them. 
 
 They presented themselves in all simplicity, responded without 
equivocation or hesitation to the questions that I addressed, and I give you 
my impression. There is no trace of human or natural influence in either 
of them.  They are totally given to God and to God alone. The divine call, in 
these souls, seems to me without doubt. It is to belong more completely to 
Our Lord, to respond more fully to the allurements of His love, that they 
have already lived during the past eighteen months as brother and sister 
and that they wish to leave the world, the husband to aspire to the 
priesthood, the wife to consecrate herself to God in the religious life.  
  
 I consciously make this declaration, my Reverend Father, and I willingly 
authorize you to communicate it to the Bishop of Bayonne, if you judge it 
apropos. 
 
 If you prefer that I send my declaration directly to his Excellency, I will 
do so; but I consider that, having come in contact with them through you, 
it is natural that it be you that first express my sentiment. 
 
 I ask you, my Reverend Father, to please accept the assurance of my 
religious and very affectionate devotion. 
 
D.J. card. Mercier 
Arch. De Malines 

  
 In remitting this letter to us, the Cardinal added: “I do not see an 
obstacle to the ecclesiastical authority according you the dispensation and all 
the necessary authorizations for the concrete realization of your total gift, you 
as priest, he said to Claude, and addressing me: “You as religious.  I believe,” 
he continued, “the Sacred Heart Himself will watch over the accomplishment of 
what He so evidently asks of you for His glory.”  
 
 We were profoundly touched and happy and asked the Cardinal to bless 
us paternally. 
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 I returned to the convent where I was staying. Claude had the honor of 
being invited, in intimacy, to the table of the Cardinal who continued to speak 
to him of the graces that we had received, underlining with what fully 
gratuitous mercy Our Lord had guided our parallel souls… He asked him about 
our families and of his four brothers fallen in the fields of honor during the 
war. 
 
 The next day, after both of us had assisted at his Mass to which he had 
invited us, we again received his benediction. As he was leaving that same 
morning for a journey of several days, the Cardinal expressed the desire to see 
us again before we would leave Belgium. 
 
 On January 19th, the Cardinal received us again with the affection of a 
father. “My children,” he said, “I have thought much about you during these 
days, and I confirm fully what I have already told you; you are called and you 
must respond to the call.  Thank Our Lord… I will accompany you in my 
prayers and my blessing.” 
 
 As we expressed our gratitude again in assuring him of our prayers, His 
Eminence responded: “In praying for your bishops, you pray for the Church for 
which they have the responsibility”, adding with a goodness and a compliance 
of which we felt very unworthy: “At this hour where all is somber and 
immortality so menaced, it seems that the Heart of Jesus opens very special 
avenues of mercy in order to give life to hidden souls who offer themselves to 
His love, to accomplish His designs in the work of salvation!” 
 
 He blessed us for the last time. 
 
 Two days later, furnished with a letter of Father Mateo addressed to our 
bishop, Bishop Gieure of Bayonne, to which the letter of Cardinal Mercier had 
been joined, we left Belgium more strengthened than ever in our confidence. 
 
 Here, I salute with a grateful affection the memory of a benefactor, soul 
of the work of Saint Joseph, where the pilgrimage in the church of the Fathers 
of the Sacred Hearts is known in all of Belgium. Father Mateo, whom she 
admired much, had asked her to give us hospitality during the several days 
that we had to pass in Belgium because he lived across the monastery of the 
Fathers and this fact greatly facilitated our meetings with Father Mateo. This 
saintly soul remained, for me as well as my family, a faithful and devoted friend 
until her death.   
 
 On our return to Guéthary, Mr. Thévenot invited Claude to begin his 
work on 4 February. 
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 We had, through the counsel of the Curé of Laruns whom we had visited, 
retained two rooms in a house occupied in part by a widowed tenant farmer 
known to the Curé. He was a brave person who accepted to rent to us by 
month a small apartment that was amply sufficient for us.   
 
 We were there, in complete solitude, having as neighbor a shepherd who 
tended his flock of sheep the entire day. In the morning, he led them to the 
fields and brought them back in the evening. 
 
 But, all the beautiful days of spring saw the exodus toward the high 
mountain pasturelands. All the shepherds of the area did the same. Many of 
them stayed there during the entire beautiful season. Almost every week their 
wives took them clothing and provisions; they stayed to watch over their flocks 
and returned with their sheep when autumn approached. 
 
 From our windows, we loved to follow the goings and comings of these 
people of patriarchal manners whose rhythm of life went back to ancient times.  
Their wives still spun, wove and made their clothing using the wool from the 
flocks… 
 
 We thought that Jesus, in several of His parables, had spoken of sheep, 
of their sheepfold, and called Himself the Good Shepherd who gave His life for 
His sheep… All, in this wholesome and pleasant life, charmed us. All led to 
recollection, meditation, simple and fluent prayer. Providence truly led us in 
these privileged places. 
 
 The view of the Pyrenees was admirable and framed in the windows of 
our lodging, always the same and always different: hills, mountains and 
summits, sometimes lost in the clouds, rising before us in tiers as if in degrees 
toward the heavens… I dreamed often of the invocation that I loved, calling my 
Jesus: “Desire of the eternal hills…20” 
 
 Meanwhile, I told myself, all this beauty is but a feeble image of the 
divine Beauty who awaits us in the real Life that will never end. We were not 
here below but “in passage” … 
 
 From the first days of our installation at Laruns, Claude had written to 
Bishop Gieure to request a private audience, briefly exposing the motive. The 
Bishop responded that he would receive us on Saturday, February 14, at six in 
the evening. At the designated hour, we were before our bishop. 
 
 Monsignor listened to us without a single interruption, after having told 
us simply to expose what brought us there. 
                                                           
20 Litany of the Sacred Heart 
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 We shared then the story of our vocation, of the call that we had heard 
nearly two years earlier, and to which we could not wait to respond. We 
alternated our recitation, one complementing what the other said, so that our 
bishop saw well our agreement on all the points. Several times he had tears in 
his eyes but he guarded his silence. 
 
 At the end, it seemed that the moment had arrived to remit the letter that 
Father Mateo wrote to him, to which was joined that of His Eminence Cardinal 
Mercier addressed to Father Mateo. 
 
 Monsignor read both very attentively. Then, laying his silence aside, he 
told us: “Father Mateo who knows your souls well is a good judge, and the 
letter of Cardinal Mercier is a precious document. Their witness reassures me.  
But allow me to tell you in all sincerity, I do not need these witnesses: your 
recitation, as you have done for me with so much simplicity, has fully sufficed 
to convince me. 
 
 I began to listen to you with caution, I confess, but little by little this 
caution fell… You have moved me deeply, touched… You have, one and the 
other, during your recitation answered all the objections that came to my mind 
without my even having to formulate them. There remains only one thing for 
me to ask of you: do you not see, you yourselves, any obstacle to the realization 
of your plan, to this mutual gift that you envisage?” 
 
 As we responded that we saw none, having no responsibility for a family 
or any other obligation: “Well then!” our bishop told us, “I do not believe that 
your affair could cause difficulty. Make your plans and when you ask me, I will 
write to Rome.” 
 
 The Bishop inquired about our plans. Claude told of his desire to enter 
the Congregation of the Fathers of the Sacred Hearts, in order to give himself 
fully to the apostolate of the Sacred Heart of Jesus through the Immaculate 
Heart of Mary. – “I approve fully of this plan,” answered the Monsignor.  “I even 
think that Our Lord led you to Father Mateo because He wished to have you in 
this Congregation.” 
 
 I said, in my turn, that, without being definitely fixed, I felt strongly 
drawn to the contemplative life and that, without knowing any order well, I 
thought a lot of Carmel. Monsignor counseled me to study the spirit of the Rule 
of different contemplative orders and to pass them to him to review. 
 
 Then he spoke to us of our families… This will be for both your parents a 
sorrowful surprise at the beginning. But I know them; they are profoundly 
Christian and, when this moment passes, at the depths of their heart they will 
be happy and proud.” 
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Our bishop continued: “The world will judge you badly and perhaps 
condemn you; it will treat you as fools… But what is all of this if your fidelity 
pleases Our Lord… And who knows if even one day, certain persons will not be 
edified by your example?  You have been engaged in a very beautiful life, that of 
Christian marriage. You have glimpsed, by the light of grace, a more beautiful 
way, higher… You choose this way, it is a grace freely given. But you are 
logical; you are reasonable: Saint Paul would approve of you… You will be 
distanced from your director at the moment of taking the last decisions. But do 
not fear: Our Lord, Himself, will be your director.” 

 
 Our bishop spoke also of the trials of religious life, the difficulties of 
adaptation that will be strong, the struggles, and the contradictions: “You will 
feel your poverty, your powerlessness… Do not ever be troubled. Remit your 
judgment and your will to him who guides you, in the name of Our Lord.  
These difficulties are permitted by Him to affirm the vocations and temper the 
characters. They are passing.” 
 
 As, in thanking Monsignor, I told him that we had come to him as 
children to their father: “It is thus it must be and one must act,” he responded.  
“It is that which struck me in both of you, that which touched me. You have 
received great graces and I admire with what love and what mercy Our Lord 
has taken both your souls, guided them together and united them in His love 
and in the same sacrifice, so gently, so simply…” 
 
 This visit to our bishop, after those that we had with Cardinal Mercier, 
was a great comfort to us. The confidence and the goodness that was witnessed 
to us, at Malines as well as at Bayonne, without our meriting it, seemed to us 
the sign that the Heart of Jesus in leveling all difficulties was Himself 
conducting us to the goal. 
 
 On our return to Laruns, our first thought was to inform Father Mateo of 
our proceedings. He responded without delay and counseled us to ask Bishop 
Gieure, in a second audience, to present our petition to Rome when he judged 
it possible. 
 
 Our Bishop received us again on February 28th. He “consulted his 
authors”, he said, because our case was not frequent, and he had the kindness 
to indicate the procedure to follow: each of us for our part needed to address a 
supplication to the Holy Father. The Bishop hastened the procedure by copying 
for us, with his own hand, the model of this supplication. He remitted it to us. 
 
 “Your supplications,” he added, “will be accompanied by a letter from me 
addressed to the Holy Father, as well as a copy of the letter of Cardinal Mercier 
and that of Father Mateo that I ask you to bring to me.” The Bishop, in effect, 
had given us during our first audience these two letters of such great value for 
us. 
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 Our bishop then took a tone that seemed solemn to us, to tell us: 
− “Permit me, now, several questions that I must pose, in conscience, and 

to which you will respond: under oath. 
− Are you decided to engage yourselves in the way that you have expressed 

the desire to follow?” 
− Yes, Monsignor, was the response of each of us, in one voice and one 

heart. 
− “Do you feel capable, at this actual hour, to follow this way?” 
− Yes, Monsignor. 
− I will not ask you anything else.” 

 
And returning to a conversational tone, our bishop said that he was happy 

that we had, through our actions, more than eighteen months of trial… “If you 
had had only one or two, I would have decided to make you wait. But eighteen 
months and more is sufficient experience. I admire that you have been able to 
guard your secret so completely and for such a long time.  It was necessary, 
but it was not easy.  God watched over you…” 

 
 Before the Bishop blessed us, my “brother” had the simple confidence to 
ask him if we could renew, before him, our act of oblation, to seal our 
engagement. After having blessed us, Monsignor told us: “That which you 
express is beautiful and good.  Your act is very theological in its comprehension 
of the immolation united to that of Christ Jesus. Who drew up this act?” 
 
 “Both of us together, Monsignor.” He smiled and told us, in dismissing 
us, with a very delicate goodness: “Never fear to disturb me. Write to me, come 
to see me and, if ever you encounter any difficulty, I will help you with all my 
power.” 
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Claude on the eve of his entrance in religion 

Claude and Louise at Laruns, a small village in the 
mountains, where they lived during the last months 
before entering religion.  On the back of an image she 
offered me for the feast of Pentecost 1977, Mother 
Claire evoked the happiness of these months in these 
words: Souvenir of Laruns where we were so happy… 
But we still are and much more today. 

                        Louise 
before her marriage 
                            Pau 
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Mother Claire greatly 
appreciated this photo-graph. 
To the right, the Marquisse 
d’Elbée whom Mother Claire 
admired his intelligence and 
courage. Mother Claire 
explained to me that after the 
death at the front of his 4 
sons her mother-in-law cried 
without ceasing, holding her 
handkerchief in her hand as is 
shown here.   
To the left, the Colonel 
Marquis d’Elbée, powerless 
on his chair. Their daughter-
in-law, Louise, in the center 
of the photograph went to 
spend long moments with 
them.  Her father-in-law had 
a great affection for her; in 
his left hand he holds her 
right hand during the entire 
time of her visit.  Father Jean 
also like this photo which 
inspired these exquisite 
words: I look at this photo 
often where you are at Zaspi 
with papa and mama where 
you are so pretty, so fine and 
so charming. 

Count D'Elbée during a visit to his aunts' house, Paris, 
March 1918 
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Louise, the young bride, 
during their marriage voyage 

in Provence before the antique 
ruins of Arles, February 1918 

Louise on the balcony of the 
paternal house at Ustaritz. 

     
   

The Countess d’Elbée 
During a visit to one of her aunts in Paris, 
March 1818 
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The Viscountess de Sèze visits her son, Brother Longin, at her right, 
and her son-in-law, Brother Jean, at her left, 

both novices of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts at Montgeron 
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 Sister Claire, novice at the Carmel of Louvain, in 1921 
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Mother Claire, Prioress, 
At her work table in 1943 
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Fr. Jean in 1928 

                                                                                                           Mother Claire 
                                                                                At the Carmel of Louvain, 1947 
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This photograph was taken in Paris on the eve of Louise entrance into the Carmel of Louvain.  Notice that 
she no longer wears jewelry.  She comes from placing her ring with that of her husband at Paray-le-Monial, 
and her engagement ring at Lisieux. We do not see her hands.  Mother Claire explained to me later that she 
felt very uncomfortable, in her delicacy as a wife, to appear with her hands naked.  She did not want the 
photograph to conserve this image and so, voluntarily, she hid her hands. 
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This February 28, 1920 remained for us a day of grace and our gratitude 
toward our good and saintly Bishop is always the same, always as profound.  
Now that he has returned to God, we invoke him with confidence. 

 
 That evening, as it was too late to return to Laruns, we decided to make 
a stop at Guéthary, happy to date from there our supplication to our Holy 
Father Benedict XV.  We decided, my “brother” and I, to draft it on March 1, to 
place ourselves under the protection of Saint Joseph, and to write it kneeling at 
each other’s side. 
 
 Here is the text; each of us drafted our own, in our proper names: 
 

Guéthary, March 1,1920 
 
Very Holy Father, 
 

Claude d’Elbée, of the diocese of Bayonne, kneeling at the feet of 
Your Holiness, expose humbly what follows: 

 
The petitioner is 27 years old; he married Louise de Sèze two 

years and twenty-seven days ago. 
 
But, today, moved by divine grace, he has decided to renounce 

the conjugal life to enter into religion. He is in agreement in this with 
his wife who, on her part, is resolved to become a religious. No family 
responsibilities, no obligation holds the petitioner in the world. 

 
Only ecclesiastical law (can. 542, no 1, Cod. J.C.,) is an obstacle 

in the accomplishment of His design21.   
 
For this reason, the undersigned petitioner earnestly requests 

Your Holiness to grant the dispensation that he needs to be admitted in 
a religious institute. 
And that God… 
                                                                                 CLAUDE D’ELBÉE 

 
I drew up my supplication exactly in the same terms, in my name: Louise 

d’ELBÉE, born Sèze, and indicating my age: 25 years. 

                                                           
21 Canon 542, no 1 says in substance, that one cannot at the same time be a religious and 
married. 
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Our two supplications, addressed to the Bishopric of Bayonne, were 
expedited immediately, accompanied with the copy of the letters of Cardinal 
Mercier and Father Mateo. 

 
Returning to Laruns the following day, Claude returned to his job and I 

occupied myself with our little home that needed to be managed.  For how 
long? God only knew!… This allowed me to accomplish my tasks with 
detachment and liberty of spirit. Shortly after our return to Laruns, we received 
a word from Bishop Gieure, telling us that our supplications left for Rome on 
March 8.   

 
Monsignor had the goodness to recopy, by hand, and send to us the 

letter he wrote to the Holy Father to accompany our petitions. 
 
I transcribe this letter, in the same simple concern of accuracy that led 

me to transcribe that which Cardinal Mercier confided to us. 
 

Bishopric of Bayonne 
Bayonne, March 7, 1920 

 
Very Holy Father, 
 

I place at the feet of your Holiness the supplication joined here of 
the Count and Countess Claude d’Elbée, and humbly pray that you give 
it a favorable welcome. 

 
In my soul and conscience, after having conferred at length, 

twice, with the petitioners, after having reflected and prayed, I believe I 
am able to affirm that the motives are exclusively supernaturally 
inspired and guided the count and countess d’Elbée. 

 
In all loyalty and sincerity, with a touching simplicity, both 

opened their hearts to me. 
 
I see an ardent desire, but calm, to give themselves totally to Our 

Lord, to become victims in His image, saviors of souls, one in becoming 
a religious in an apostolic order, and the other by retiring in a cloister.  

 
I must say that, of each of my conversations with the interested 

persons, I left, each time, profoundly edified and touched, even though 
however, in the beginning, I listened to their request with fear and even 
with caution. 

 
The circumstances of the war permitted the supplicants to meet 

his Eminence Cardinal Mercier before whom they presented their plans.  
After this interview, the Cardinal had the kindness to communicate his 
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impression to the Reverend Father Mateo, director of the Count and 
Countess d’Elbée. If I had had any hesitation, this letter would dissipate 
it.  

At this hour, I shield myself under the authority of the Eminent 
Cardinal, joining his letter to mine.  

 
The two of us, Very Holy Father, humbly beg you to accept the 

supplication of Count and Countess Claude d’Elbée for the greater glory 
of God and the good of their souls.  

 
I place at your feet, Very Holy Father, the homage of my profound 

veneration and am, of your Holiness, the very obedient and very 
affectionate son.   
 

FRANÇOIS-MARIE 
  Bishop of Bayonne 

  
  

Encouraged by our Bishop, my “brother” and I could do nothing more 
than wait for the response and the decision of Rome. 

 
 Both of us felt fully submissive and abandoned. But also, confident we 
repeated together with all our soul, in our prayers, so often said together: 
“Heart of Jesus, we believe in your love for us… We love you! 
 
 May your Kingdom come!  May your will be done!  Only your will…” 
 

 
 
 Our life at Laruns, was quickly and well organized. My mother, always 
attentive, gave us what we needed to make our little home welcoming. We 
expected and received in the following days the visit of my sisters-in-law, of my 
youngest brother who had been demobilized, and even of my dear parents. 
 
 We had brought with us a young hard working and discreet Basque, who 
was a precious help for all errands, maintenance and housework. Our home 
was quite far from Laruns; it was reached by a rising path and by a rather 
steep incline. 
 
 Our days passed pleasantly in an ordinary manner. In the morning, we 
went together to a very early morning Mass at the Church of Laruns. We had 
decided to observe, without it being noticeable, that which was practiced in the 
cloisters: thus, the “great silence” from the time of the evening Our Father until 
the return from Mass, our act of consecration and the Magnificat which told 
Jesus through Mary of our happiness to belong totally to Him… Then only, in 
the beautiful solitude of the surroundings, we said “Good Morning” to each 
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other, and very often, “Happy Feast!” because each day after Mass and 
communion it seemed a “feast” of the Mercy of Him whom we love… 
 
 We always had much to say to each other: the complete monastic silence 
is not learned in a day… Besides, is it not permitted to speak especially with 
one’s “novice master”?  Mine called himself “Brother Jean”, and I could not and 
did not want to live without his counsel. What did I not learn from him? His 
very simple interior life, his confident intimacy with Jesus, total abandonment 
to His divine will which directed all, already had a depth that filled me with 
admiration. Where did he draw this “science of the saints”? He loved. This was 
his secret; this was his life. He would tell me later when he began to preach: 
“One does not touch souls profoundly until one gives what one has in the 
profoundest depths of oneself…” What was profoundest in him was his 
constant heart to heart with his divine Master, where he fathomed the doctrine 
in contemplating His life. He always carried with him the Gospel of St. John, 
his patron, his master of prayer and of life, and of … resting on the Heart of 
Jesus…  He was not severe, far from that!  But he was exigent, of himself first 
of all, and then of me, in the measure that we were one. 
 
 One day he composed, for himself and for me, an offering that was in a 
few words, an act of pure love: the unconditional choice for Jesus above all, for 
“Jesus alone” if we were called, at this price, to love Him more…  I signed 
immediately, because I wished to belong to Jesus, and I had already chosen!  
But then, on reflecting, I said to myself that we had already had this 
experience, and that similarly, Jesus, in demanding our all, only united us in 
Him, in His love, and that the more we gave ourselves to Him, the more He 
“united” our souls in Him: this was His design for us and very worthy of His 
Heart, very revealing of His all-powerful love! 
 
 At another time, it was an act of unconditional confidence that sprang 
from his pen; he had a very profound intuition of the price of entire confidence 
in the eyes of Him who “loved us to the end.” (Jn. 13:l), unto the Cross, unto 
the Eucharist; and that a lack of confidence wounds the heart more than any 
other fault… Such were our exchanges. I felt that I would remain marked for 
life. 
 But Claude was a man of duty; he accomplished his duty conscientiously 
at his place of work, wherever this was. He would leave me, then, for a whole 
morning. Sometimes, I watched him walk down the road. When he felt my 
presence at the window, he turned and signaled me with his hand which was 
for me like a benediction…  Then, I began my work. When I had accomplished 
what was pressing, I returned to my paint brushes which I had abandoned for 
a long time. I painted the tabernacle curtain for our old and dear friend in 
Louvain, then a chalice veil in white silk that my dear mother, when she 
discovered it a long time afterward, offered to Carmel where it was used on 
Holy Thursday for many years. 
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 Never did my solitude weigh on me.  To the contrary, and this, without 
doubt, because it prepared me for Carmel… 
 
 Our Lord also placed in my path poor women of the countryside who 
needed help. One had her hands frozen from doing the laundry. Her fingers 
had suffered so much that she could no longer work with her hands. I do not 
know how she managed. By washing her hands in tepid water and by 
massaging them gently, she gained a little flexibility. 
 
 Everyone knew this in the countryside, and between neighbors, another 
peasant that I sometimes saw working in the fields with her face enveloped in 
questionable linen, came to see me to show me an ulcer which was disquieting.  
I tried to disinfect the ulcer and put a dressing on it which she came to change.  
Was I able to comfort her somewhat?...  In any case, she was for me the 
ulcered face of Jesus. “resembling that of a leper” and I was thankful to my 
Jesus for permitting me to care for Him in the person of my poor sick people, 
so little assisted, so little cared for… 
 

 The winter of 1919-1920 was harsh, but, thanks to God, warmly 
dressed, we did not miss our daily morning Mass. The church was very cold, 
soon the snow covered the route as well as the entire mountain. 
 

Claude worked often in the afternoon but also had free hours so we 
passed the time together chatting, reading, praying… 
 
 Springtime returned, the sun, the young saplings… This was the 
occasion for promenades on free days which were prolonged as the time grew 
milder. We did not allow ourselves to explore the mysterious mountain paths, 
leading we did not know where! Water flowed from the sources and sang from 
all sides, thanks to the melting snow. The wild flowers reappeared like 
thousands of blue stars, these blossoms that I loved to gather. I offered them to 
the Holy Virgin. Sometimes I decorated our table and took them to my dear 
mother on the occasion of a trip; because we did not abandon our visits to our 
dear parents.  
 
 Only, the thought came to both of us to deprive ourselves of the 
sweetness that we had in returning to our families: “True love is nourished by 
sacrifices,”22 wrote St. Thérèse of the Child Jesus – without attracting attention 
– the sacrifice of separation… From time to time, Claude went alone then to 
Guéthary, and I to Ustaritz. But our little saint of predilection also noted her 
experience: “The more the soul refuses natural satisfactions, the more her 
fondness is strengthened and becomes disinterested…23” 
                                                           
22 Biographical Manuscripts, C. 21 V 
23 Biographical Manuscripts, C. 21 V 
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I recall one of my greatest joys. One day as I returned, alone, from one of 
our solitary trips by a train from Pau to Laruns, at each stop I distractedly 
looked at the platform. All of a sudden I saw my “Brother Jean”, who wanting 
to give me a little joy and to surprise me had come ahead of me to the village 
that precedes Laruns! I cannot say what I experienced! I read, in the delicate 
goodness of my “Brother”, all of the mercy of the Heart of Jesus! As “Little 
Thérèse” wrote again, Jesus, when he extends the cross, does so “as if He were 
turning His head from us”, and because we need to be fortified… But joy, it is 
in smiling that He gives it to us!  The rest of the journey passed truly “between 
the three of us”, so much was I thankful to Our Lord and the “Brother” that He 
placed close to me, as another Christ… 
 

Summer arrived, and the most beautiful was Pyrenean, resembling a 
long feast of nature!  The snow adhered only to the summits, the mountains 
became verdant and the surroundings covered with flowers. Already the flocks 
had returned to their pasture lands. Each time during our rounds on the 
slopes of our mountain, we never ceased to discover new beauty from the 
hands of the Creator and that nothing altered or profaned… 

 
 One day, Brother Jean told me: “We are too happy, here, together under 
the gaze of Jesus. It is too beautiful for the earth… This cannot last. But take 
what Jesus gives us because He gives it to us!” 
 
 I learned from him, without him suspecting, the price of peace and 
goodness, the delicacy with which he gave of himself. 
 

I had the habit of praying, in the evening and at night, a large, poor, 
white rosary, made with cord as is fashioned by the White Fathers of Africa. I 
remember an evening where he told me when he looked at me: “How I like 
better to see you with this rosary rather than with your beautiful necklace of 
pearls…”  He alluded to the very beautiful gift my mother gave me on the 
occasion of my marriage, and which I wore often to give her pleasure, because 
it had belonged to her. To me this necklace spoke of her admirable generosity 
as well as of her detachment. 

 
We were still waiting for the answer from Rome… 

On returning one morning from Mass, we passed by the post office of 
Laruns to pick up our mail. Immediately, on one of the envelopes we recognized 
the characteristic handwriting of our bishop, written with energy. 

 
 It was July 24th, anniversary of the marriage of Claude’s parents and also 
of the Enthronement of the Heart of Jesus in their home of Zazpi Anaïak, that 
they did at the height of the war,. 
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 Claude opened the envelope, without waiting, on the great square of 
Laruns. We turned instinctively toward the church on one of the corners. A 
letter of Bishop Gieure told us: 
 

 “Everything has arrived in conformance with your desires. Since 
yesterday I have been at Eaux-Bonnes. If you are able to come, you 
will find me at the convent of the Servants of Mary. I bless both of you 
paternally.” 

  
 Our emotion was great after such a long wait! The “Magnificat” sprang in 
a low voice from both our hearts. It was, for us, the answer of Jesus, Himself, 
through the voice of the Holy Father! 
 
 In the afternoon, after having secretly telegraphed the happy news to 
Father Mateo, we left for Eaux-Bonnes, 5 kilometers from Laruns. The route 
was so beautiful, through woods of cedar; it appeared short to us!  I knew the 
route because I had already traveled it with my father and brothers. 
 
 Our Bishop received us with extreme goodness. He stayed with us for 
more than an hour. He told us that the official document concerning us had 
arrived from the Vatican at the same moment that he left for Eaux-Bonnes – a 
happy coincidence which gave him the occasion to notify us without delay. 
 
 The Bishop translated the document which was written in Latin. This 
says that the Holy Father, through the intermediary of the Cardinal Prefect of 
the Sacred Congregation of Religious, concedes to our ordinary of Bayonne the 
power to grant us the favor requested, if he still judges it opportune. 
 
 We were held to certain conditions: 

− that both of us enter into orders of Pontifical right in which perpetual 
vows are made; 

− that Claude choose a clerical order; that is to say that he would 
become a priest, and I would enter into a cloister; 

− that both of us make our perpetual vows together. 
 

Monsignor, already had in his hand, added our indult, the formula by 
which “he accorded the favor asked”. This was dated July 21, 1920… 
Monsignor did not hesitate to give his consent before even seeing us… Smiling, 
he nevertheless asked us if we were still firm in our decision… 

 
 As the indult had to remain in the hands of my Brother Jean, as much in 
view of his admission into the congregation in which he hoped to be received as 
well as the authorization to pronounce his final vows and, following, accede to 
the priesthood, our bishop already took care that I would have that part of the 
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indult concerning me.  He gave this copy to me, several days later, dated July 
29, 1920. 
 
 We had, therefore, our “passport” and even our “visa” for religious life for 
which – we could not doubt – God called both of us… The source of our 
gratitude towards Him was to know that the audience, in which our Holy 
Father Pope Benedict XV personally signed the document, was June 11, 1920, 
feast of the Sacred Heart of Jesus that year… Could Jesus have given us a 
clearer response and better highlight of His “Come, Follow me…?” 
 
 Bishop Gieure had the kindness to tell us, that since we addressed 
ourselves to him, he had very often thought about us, that he did not failed to 
pray for us each time he found himself in a special circumstance, as well as in 
the pilgrimages in which he took part. 
 
 He told us that it was the Reverend Father Lémins that he engaged, in 
great secret, to personally remit our supplication to the Holy Father. 
 
 Father Lémins, on arriving in Bayonne on his return from Rome, told 
him that our case was extremely rare. Because of their great prudence, the 
Roman authorities made us wait almost five months for a response despite the 
trials of more than eighteen months already imposed by our director. Such 
requests from aged spouses arrived often enough in Rome and were not often 
granted, but it rarely arrived from young married couples. 
 
 And Monsignor told us again that he placed himself at our entire 
disposition in any way that would be useful to us, particularly for the choice of 
convent for me and counseled me to reflect well before deciding, focusing 
always, as he knew that I wished to abandon myself totally to the will of Our 
Lord who speaks in His time. 
 
 He paused a long time to evoke the emotion that our dear parents would 
have at the moment when we would reveal this to them; we had guarded the 
secret so long, -- “But,” he said, “you could not act otherwise. I approve all you 
have done on this subject; it is a serious sign of the calm with which you have 
proceeded…”  Monsignor wished us the comfort of entering into religion with 
the approval of our parents and all of our relatives. Finally, after having blessed 
us, he told us it was a joy for him to have been an instrument of the realization 
of our vocation. 
 
 This was a great happiness for us, a source of peace, a security to be 
able to proceed knowing the approval of our bishop, representative of the 
Church for us. 
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 How could we express our gratitude toward our courageous and saintly 
bishop, whose assistance was such a great support? We could not but assure 
him of a faithful remembrance in our prayers and of our filial affection. 
 
 But we gave thanks, above all, to Him who said: “Without me you can do 
nothing…24”  who accomplished all in us and for us. We will sing His praises 
eternally25. 

 
 

 
  Shortly after our visit to Bishop Gieure, a few days of leave was granted 
to Claude. Since we had the time together, it appeared to us that we could not 
delay in revealing our great secret to our parents. 
 
 It was at Guéthary that we went first. Claude’s father, still bedridden, 
listened in silence. Then, with a gesture of his hand that he made from time to 
time to signify his sacrifice and abandonment, his eyes fixed on the image of 
the Heart of Jesus that he looked upon so frequently; he repeated several 
times: “God wills it! God wills it26… Claude’s mother gave proof of the same 
admirable generosity. His sisters – future Carmelites – who grasped well the 
situation during the last few months, manifested an affectionate and joyous 
comprehension of our vocation. To all, we asked that they not reveal our 
decision until we would fix the date and place – we were certain – soon to be 
indicated by Providence, in order that we make the decisive step so long 
desired. 

 
Next, it was at Ustaritz…  One morning, we found my mother alone in 

the big office where she always kept company with my father. She was very 
emotional, but understood us immediately, without discussion; then, seeing us 
so peacefully and firmly decided, she expressed her complete approval. “I asked 
Our Lord to take my three sons, if He wished, but to leave me my daughter… It 
is you that He calls, but I wish only what He wishes… Be generous”. 

 
 I admired the gentle serenity of her acceptance of such a great sacrifice, 
so painful for her mother’s heart… She told us spontaneously, “Let me inform 
papa first; I would like to prepare him because he does not expect anything like 
this.” She was right, my father was exteriorly calm and above all reserved, that 
could result in an extreme sensibility, a delicacy of sentiment that he rarely 
revealed. Mama knew him well… we also. 
 

                                                           
24 St. John 15:5 
25 Psalm 89 (88), 2 
26 The Marquis d’Elbée took up the battle cry of the crusaders (note of M.T.) 
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Moreover, he had already suffered the first heart attack that would soon 
take him because God called him to Himself on February 2nd of the following 
year… My parents did not delay in returning to the office where we waited for 
them. 

 
 My father showed the same greatness of soul as mama. He told us, 
surmounting his emotion: “If God calls you, you must respond… Have you 
reflected well over your decision?” With all our heart, we tried to reassure him, 
telling him that we nurtured our vocation for two years, that we counted on the 
grace of Our Lord, on the encouragement of our bishop, and especially, the 
permission of Rome as the assurance; and, finally, his benediction and that of 
mama would be a precious assurance in this grave hour… 
 
 All took place so simply that we did not doubt the assistance of Jesus. 
He was there… He held us in his divine hands, each of us, and we were 
conscious of this. He would never fail us. Was it not for Him alone that we 
ruptured the dear ties and prepared to leave our beautiful home, arranged by 
my parents with such love, in order to reunite around their children? We 
understood well the sacrifice that we imposed on them… Not at Etchevaria, 
neither at Zazpi Anaïak, were there complaints, nor on returning home. Our 
admirable parents gave us a great example and Our Lord witnessed to us, in 
our families, He was truly the Master. 
 

 
 
 Father Mateo, whom we kept current, was in England preaching. He 
asked us to go to London to meet with him before our definitive separation. 
Claude obtain several weeks of vacation that he did not have in the summer. 
 
 Father resided with the Franciscan Missionaries of Mary, Claverton 
Street. It was in mid-September that we were to meet him. Lodging in the area 
would facilitate our visits.  
 

By a happy coincidence, the Superior General of the Congregation of the 
Sacred Hearts was currently visiting the houses of England. He was to stop in 
London to meet Father Mateo. Father Mateo took the unexpected occasion to 
speak to the Father General about us, of our vocation and the indult that we 
had received from Rome two months earlier. He also spoke to him of Claude’s 
desire to be admitted in the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts and of 
Adoration, of which he already understood the profound spirit simultaneously 
contemplative and apostolic. They had been together alone. 

 
 Father Mateo had asked Claude and I to wait in a little parlor of the 
Franciscan Missionaries, during this important conversation. Father must have 
pleaded eloquently, because, when he returned with the Very Reverend Father 
Flavien Prat to the parlor where we had been waiting and praying, the Superior 
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General, from the threshold, opened wide his hands to my “Brother Jean” and 
gave him the welcome of a father to a son even before beginning to speak… He 
was already elderly, of great and imposing stature. It was by this gesture, as 
simple as it was warm, more eloquent than all words, that Claude was received 
in the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts… My father made the same gesture in 
1915 that I could not help but evoke, when Claude confided his hopes to him 
and asked his consent: my father received him into the family… by embracing 
him. 
 
 One could say that, at each important stage of his journey toward the 
end to which he was predestined, Jesus bent towards Claude, to tell him, 
without the sound of word, with an indescribable goodness: “Do not fear, go 
forward: I am here…” 
 
 The Very Reverend Father Prat chatted a while with us because we 
needed to express our gratitude: did he not ratify, in the name of the Sacred 
Hearts, Claude’s vocation? 
 
 I told him, frankly, that the realization of our entrance in religious life 
depended on the welcome that I hoped to receive, in my turn, in a cloistered 
order, that was not yet known… He told me, calmly, to have confidence that 
the hour of God would come. 
 
 Alone again with Father Mateo, who, with audacity and confident 
assurance that we always recognized in him, told us: “Well, we will ask the 
Heart of Jesus to answer us in fixing the date of your entrance!”  He reflected… 
Which was the next great feast of the Holy Virgin?... I thought myself of 
December 8th, feast of the Immaculate Conception, the day when on return 
from a pilgrimage to Our Lady of Lourdes, Claude decided on our engagement.  
Did we not, then, in the midst of war, blindly confide our future to her?  I dared 
to suggest: “The 8th of December?” – “The 8th of December, yes” – repeated 
Father, as if speaking to himself – “it is the feast of the greatest miracle of Love: 
the Immaculate Conception, the Immaculate Virgin – all powerful, by her 
prayer, with the Heart of Jesus – we will call upon her.”  Claude seemed very 
happy to share this confidence! 
 

 
 

We needed to dream of returning, to leave the Father who had done so 
much for us, to no longer see him except separately, Claude and I both 
thought… He blessed us. We felt he was emotional; we felt the same. What 
graces had come to us through him! 

 
We had decided to return through Belgium in order to meet with the holy 

Cardinal Mercier. We also wished to see again our faithful friend, already very 
aged, who had received us so charitably during our visit with Father Mateo the 
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preceding winter. After having advised her, we asked by letter, an audience 
with the Cardinal who, we had been told, was in his house in the countryside 
of Braine-l’Alleud. 

 
We stayed at Louvain for some time. The time passed without our 

receiving the answer from the Cardinal, so we thought to simply go and knock 
on his door at Braine-l’Alleud; our letter perhaps had been lost. 

 
His Eminence received us with his customary affability: “You have then 

received my letter asking you to come today?” he said. No, Eminence, but we 
acted in the manner expected of your children. We have come, even though we 
had not received your response, in the hope of finding you her, our Father”. – 
“Then”, said the Cardinal smiling with an expression of extreme goodness, “it is 
because your guardian angels have led you by the hand, because I had 
precisely asked you to come today, at this hour!” 

 
His Eminence asked us to bring him up to date with our efforts and their 

results. He listened attentively to the account of the welcome of our bishop, 
Monsignor Gieure, who very quickly engaged in our cause, encouraged us to 
compose our request to the Holy Father in the month of March. He sent it with 
a personal letter and a copy of your letter for which we expressed our profound 
gratitude. 

 
 The Cardinal appeared truly happy of the response of Rome and sensitive 
to the fact that the Holy Father signed our papal bull on the feast of the Sacred 
Heart, he who signed daily so many of all kinds. He asked solicitously also 
about the reaction of our parents because we felt we needed to confide, that the 
authorization of the Holy See having been accorded, we had, after two years of 
secret, revealed the decision to our families… His Eminence told us to praise 
God for having given us such parents. 
 
 As we were returning from England, with interest His Eminence asked 
news of Father Mateo and told us to what extent he held him in esteem. He 
expressed his joy at our encounter with the Very Reverend Father Flavien Prat 
and congratulated Claude for having been received so cordially in the 
congregation which he desired to enter. 
 
 I confided to the Cardinal that Father Mateo fixed the following December 
8 as the date of the concrete realization of our total gift, but that I absolutely 
did not know which door would open for me or to which cloister to direct 
myself… In great goodness, his Eminence went to his desk and immediately 
wrote a letter of recommendation for a convent in Namur where the superior 
was his spiritual daughter. 
 
 The next day we went to Namur, but this good Mother saw, no doubt, an 
obstacle to my admission because I received a negative answer. A visit to 
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another convent did not meet with success. From the Visitation of Paray-le-
Monial, Father Mateo, who had asked himself for my admission, received a 
letter with a more doubtful response. 
 
 Our abandonment was put to a grave test. However, Claude and I did not 
doubt that the Heart of Jesus had his designs in all of this. 
 
 Before leaving Belgium, we had to pass by the Carmel of Louvain to leave 
a message from a friend at Carmel that we met in London. Instead of placing 
the letter in the “turnstile”27, I don’t know why I asked if the Mother Prioress 
could receive us for several minutes. This Mother had the goodness of 
simplicity. Learning that we had come on the part of this friend in London 
whom we had seen, she came to the parlor accompanied by the Mistress28. 
 
 We conveyed to them, on the part of Father Mateo, of whom they had 
heard a lot, the assurance that he blessed them from afar and counted on their 
prayers for his apostolate. I permitted myself to add that we also counted on a 
remembrance in their prayers, and confided to them our vocation, telling them 
of my hope to find a cloistered order that would receive me on December 8. I 
told them that I would love Carmel, because I thought that one could live only 
for Jesus and in His divine intimacy… But I added loyally that Father Mateo, to 
my regret, discouraged me because of the austerity of the Rule… 
 
 Without having the slightest premeditated intention, the two Mothers 
were touched by this conversation. The Mother Prioress told me later that she 
had been impressed by Claude’s radiance of serenity, humility and love for the 
Heart of Jesus. In leaving the parlor we went to pray for a long time in the 
Chapel before the Blessed Sacrament. Jesus spoke to my heart, in His 
mysterious fashion, because on leaving I said to Claude: “It’s strange: Carmel is 
the only place that I should not hope to enter. However, it is here for the first 
time, I experience a true attraction. It is here that I wish to live for God alone… 
with Jesus alone.” 
 
 That same evening, we would hear through Father Mateo, the two 
Mothers wrote to him that, if I wished, the Carmel of Louvain would open its 
great door for me. The Mothers did not even ask to see me again… 
 
 It was the response to the prayer of Father Mateo: he had asked the 
Heart of Jesus, through the Heart of Mary “that his child be received there 
where God wished, with open arms as had been for his Brother Jean in 
London…”  On September 30, after having celebrated the Mass and prayed, he 

                                                           
27 Sister Porter (note of M.T.)  
28 The Mistress of Novices (note of M.T.)  
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found, beneath his packet of letters that the mailman had delivered, the letter 
from the Carmel of Louvain… 
 
 It was on Claude and I returning from Guéthary that I received a 
telegram from Father announcing the good news: on this anniversary of the 
death of Saint Thérèse of the Child Jesus, my place had been marked at the 
Carmel of Louvain… That was all that Father said. 
 
 Two days later, we received two letters from Carmel, welcoming both of 
us: I was expected at Louvain for December 8, and it appears even with joy. It 
was October 2, feast of St. Agnes, patron of the Carmel of Louvain and titular 
of the Chapel that the response of Heaven appeared to succeed, as if the 
invitation of the Gospel was addressed to us, to us also… “All is ready… 
Come!29 
 
  Two months separated us still from December 8. 
 
 My parents came to see us for a last time at Laruns, in our little house 
that we tried to make agreeable and welcoming for their arrival. Our Lord 
permitted me to feel more profoundly than before my pain in leaving them… 
But, thinking of what their pain must be, I hid my own and their stay was filled 
with joy; the serenity was moving.  How I admired and loved them… 
 
 In taking them to the station of Laruns for their departure, I walked 
alone, ahead of the others, with my father. He told me: “Have you reflected 
well?” – I responded, yes.  He told me then, with a calm decision, the gravity 
which reminded me that he was the head of the army: “Well then, when one 
has made one’s plan and matured the decision, one must move to action. Do 
not wait long!”  I announced to him that the date was fixed for December 8. He 
approved. The rest of the way to the station we passed in admiring these 
beautiful mountains that we had so loved to climb with him during vacations 
in happy times when the war had not yet cast its great shadow on our carefree 
youth, or dispersed our family. 
 

He remembered also… He loved these memories, because he hid, 
beneath a reserved appearance, a profound and lively sensitivity. 

 
 

 
 The Heart of Jesus permitted, for the comfort of my dear parents, that 
Father Mateo come to place a seal of grace and peace during these days when 
the sacrifice seemed acute. 

                                                           
29 St. Matthew, 22,4. 
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 Father Mateo, called to Spain, told us that he intended to stay several 
hours at Guéthary, November 1, because it was his route. He wished and 
proposed to celebrate the holy mass there in the bedroom of Claude’s father 
who was still bedridden but lucid, and aware of all that took place in prayer 
without ceasing. One day, Claude was at his side – because we tried to never 
leave him alone, so that he would always feel cared for in his incapacity to 
move, paralyzed as he was - seeing Claude at his bedside, he looked at him for 
a long time and told him in a firm voice: “You are priest forever…30” Claude saw 
in these words, the full consent to the predestined vocation of his son, of which 
he must have meditated on under the gaze of Our Lord… Touching  proof of his 
presence of mind and spirit. 
 
 For November 1, my parents came also from d’Ustaritz, with my youngest 
brother, who had not yet left, but in whom a religious vocation already 
appeared. Father Mateo recognized it immediately and manifested his affection 
toward him. All the family received holy communion with us, from the hands of 
Father Mateo.  
 

Before distributing communion, Father gave a short allocution of the 
graces that had flowed from the Heart of Jesus upon our two families, and of 
the mercy which Claude and I had experienced, Claude so gratuitously… He 
affirmed that our call came from God and that our parents could, in peace, give 
their consent to our departure. 

 
Then turning toward Claude and me, kneeling side by side, he added: 

“Noblesse oblige!”  I speak of the divine nobility that is grace. You have received 
much. Jesus awaits much of you. You must work at becoming saints. If you 
are resolved, go ahead!  If not, stay where you are!” And Father shared one 
host, which he had just consecrated, between us to signify that henceforth 
Jesus alone would unite us, in the total donation that he asks of us. 

 
After the thanksgiving, Father conversed with each and every one. The 

family dinner was simple and cordial, a large image of the Sacred Heart 
presided. Then Father spoke again to each member of our families and 
gathered us around the death bed of the beloved servant of the d’Elbée family, 
at their service for forty years, who had died that morning on the feast of All 
Saints… 

 
 Towards the end of the afternoon, Father Mateo invited Claude and me to 
accompany him until Fonterabie where he was going. It was in Spain, but very 
near the frontier. Since the law of exile that struck the religious of France, the 
Fathers of the Sacred Hearts had transferred their apostolic school there. 

                                                           
30 Psalm 110 (109), 4. 
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 In this beautiful and calm evening of autumn, all the bells of the 
surrounding area rang for the Vigil of the Deceased, in this Basque country 
which was still so Christian, where prayer for the dead was traditional. It was 
the hour where almost everywhere they began the office of the dead. This 
harmony of bells, as night fell, was strongly evocative…  “Listen,” Father Mateo 
said. “Listen to how the bells tell us that all passes… Little by little they will 
stop and be quiet… As they remind us that all die and leave us, only He alone 
remains: the Risen Savior!” 
 
 We climbed toward the monastery of the Fathers situated on the height, 
where the welcome was gracious. It was there that my “Brother Jean”, without 
our knowing it, would try his first white habit of his future novitiate… Was this 
an idea of Father Mateo? In any case, the Brother tailor came carrying on his 
arms the beautiful white habit that Claude would wear. There were, of course, 
some adjustments to be made. As the Brother, being of small stature, could not 
take the tall measurements himself, I willingly helped him. Father Mateo 
looked on amusingly. 
 
 This improvised “taking of the habit” ended the beautiful and 
unforgettable day of November 1, 1920. 
 
 That evening, when returning, the bells were silent… 
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VII 
 

“FATHER, THE HOUR HAS COME…” 
 

1920 – 1921 
 

Jesus, in John 17,1. 
 
 We had fixed December 1, 1920 as the date of our definitive departure 
because we wished to stop, in route, at Lourdes, Paray-le-Monial and Lisieux.  
We owed everything to the Heart of Jesus through Mary, His mother and ours, 
with the help of our little Sister Thérèse of the Child Jesus… We wished to 
thank her. 
 
 Our families came together again at Guéthary for the good-byes. A great 
peace lessened the pain of separation; all of ours saw us calm and happy to 
reach our goal. 
 
 Our preparations finished, my parents came to my room where I 
distributed, with great affection of heart, the last personal objects that I had 
kept: to my father, a ravishing photo of my mother in her youth, which still 
resembled her very much, and which had been particularly dear to me; to 
mama, all that was left on the desk from which I had written to her so often, to 
my brother, Georges, some souvenirs that would speak to him of us. Little by 
little, everyone was reunited around us, and George took several photos on the 
balcony opening to the rooms that we had successively occupied according to 
the circumstances, and where Claude and I had so many times contemplated 
the admirable Basque countryside: on one side: Bidart, her cliffs and the ocean 
where the “breakers” died and the hills with their lovely Basque farms; on the 
other side: the chain of Pyrenees, with three well know summits and the 
expanse of the ocean, peaceful and luminous on that day… 
 
 As on November 1, the family meal was presided over by the image of the 
Sacred Heart at the place of honor. Then it was the hour of good-byes… We 
were too emotional to speak but we all understood each other. My parents 
accompanied us until the garden barrier; I hugged them in my arms, again 
another time, expressing my tenderness and gratitude of all that I owed them – 
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because God had given me incomparable parents and I took the opportunity to 
repeat it again. 
 
 As Claude and I descended the long slope that led through the village to 
the station, I wished to return and to give them a sign of my affection, before 
they lost sight of us. I saw mama still at the place where we left them who wept 
gently on the shoulder of my father… This is the last image that I cherish, 
ineffaceable from my heart, of my parents reunited, on this day where only the 
grace of God could sustain us. Shortly after, February 2, 1921, God suddenly 
called to Himself this father who I admired and loved so much… My mother 
remained alone. 
 
 The first stage of our journey was a stop at Lourdes. Kneeling together at 
the foot of the grotto, my “Brother Jean” and I did not cease to thank the 
Immaculate Virgin who led us since the first encounter under her gaze, 
February 11, 1913 … 
 
 Together we confided our religious life, again for me, full of mystery. I 
knew only one thing; I wished only Jesus and to live under His gaze. My 
heavenly Mother would obtain this grace… 
 
 The first Friday, December 3rd, we were at Paray-le-Monial for Mass and 
communion in the chapel of the Visitation, this unique sanctuary where Jesus 
showed His heart and deigned to reveal to the humble Saint Margaret Mary the 
secrets of His infinite mercy and the call of His heart that was so little known, 
so little loved… 
 
 We resolved, my Brother Jean and I, to leave at Paray-le-Monial, our two 
wedding rings as a votive offering, to affirm, by this sign, that henceforth Jesus 
alone would unite us… We have learned since then, that our two rings are 
placed in a window of “souvenirs” near the altar in a room where Saint 
Margaret Mary died. 
 
 In Paris, Claude’s eldest brother and sister-in-law, whom I considered as 
a sister, received us with great affection in their apartment on Avenue Saxe. 
 
 The following Sunday, December 5, we were at Lisieux to finally place our 
consecrated lives under the protection of our dear little Sister Thérèse of the 
Child Jesus. Had she not been the star of our vocation, leading us with surety, 
since June 1918, by her “little way” of confidence and abandonment? 
 
 Mother Agnes of Jesus, her eldest sister, then prioress of Carmel, 
willingly met us for a few moments in the parlor. She accepted the gift that we 
wished to give to her little saintly sister, my engagement ring, a blue sapphire 
that reflected the sky at noon…Mother Agnes promised us to set the stone at 
the base of a beautiful ciborium that had just been offered to Carmel. 
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 This mother of great goodness gave me, during the conversation – with 
her Normandy accent – a beautiful lesson of abandonment, which I still 
remember… As I told her: “Mother, you must delay your meeting with your 
little sister!” She replied: “But no, I wish to follow her example: as her, I do not 
desire more to die than to live.  It is God who makes me love!” 
 
 Sister Thérèse of the Child Jesus, on that day, gave me a gift of great 
price: the friendship of her “little mother”—as she called Mother Agnes—
because Mother Agnes wished to remain in correspondence with me. As long as 
she was able to hold the pen, she wrote, very often, giving me consoling advice. 
 
 December 7th, it was at Louvain, where the welcome of Carmel on this 
first visit, that we had the privilege of being received with “faces unveiled”. It 
was a great sweetness, after so many separations deliberately chosen, but 
which despite all, left us a little bruised… 
 
 The good Mother Prioress wanted to show my “Brother Jean” the choir 
stall where his Carmelite would spend many hours. She invited us, very 
simply, to go to the chapel, opened the little shutters of the grille, and lowered 
the black curtain so that he could see very well. In front was the altar of the 
Holy Virgin before a beautiful reliquary; on one side and the other, the stall of 
the prioress and of the sub-prioress. The Mother Prioress indicated to him the 
stall that was reserved for me, one of the first to the left, near the tabernacle 
fixed to the grille, “the stall of the postulant” … She also opened the door at the 
end of the choir and that of the community room that were in front of him. 
What was our surprise in seeing, in the corner of this large room, and on a 
small “throne” decorated with greens and flowers, a large image of the Sacred 
Heart enthroned in the community some time earlier… It was the preferred 
image of Father Mateo inspired by that of Garcia Moreno. It came from Madrid 
and totally resembled the one we had honored at home. I recalled having 
offered it, several months earlier, to the devoted friend who had received us 
when we visited Louvain and offering us hospitality now.  She gave it as a gift 
to Carmel on the occasion of the Enthronement. The Heart of Jesus received 
us, at the same time “in His home” and “in our home.” My “Brother Jean” was 
very touched by this coincidence. 
 
 The Mother Prioress, the good mother Amelie, decided on my entrance for 
the next day, December 8th, feast of the Immaculate Conception, around 4 
o’clock. 
 
 This December 8th was the 5th anniversary of our official engagement in 
1915 during the war. The Holy Virgin took us into her hands at the present 
moment as before, and “manifested herself as our Mother…”31. 
                                                           
31 Verse of the Ave Maris Stella 
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 At 7 o’clock, after our prayer in the little private chapel of our friend, 
where we would have the holy Mass and communion the next day, side by side 
for the last time, Claude judged it prudent to shorten the evening: many 
emotions awaited us the next day. We wanted to face it valiantly for the honor 
and glory of Him who deigned to call us… 
 
 Claude was already in his room when I felt a pressing desire to wish him 
a last “good night”. Suddenly he said: “Tell me the word of Jesus…”  I cannot 
express what I experienced. It appeared to take on a power that surpassed me. 
However, I did not hesitate, and as if these words were dictated, I heard myself 
tell him: “Always remain small!” – “Always?” he asked. – “Yes, always…” 
 
 I do not know how I spoke such words. I realized the weight they could 
have for him. Habitually, it was from him that I asked words of wisdom 
because the more our union deepened, the more I venerated him, so much did 
I find in him the spirit of Jesus and the light of his love. 
 
 Today, I believe that it was surely Our Lord who had inspired my 
response and I bless Him. We knew so well, of one accord, what it meant “to be 
little”, “to remain little”… It was not only the return to the simplicity of the 
Scriptures, to true humility that made us conscious that, of ourselves, we are 
nothing before God; it was the joy and the peace to wait upon Him who said: 
“Happy the poor, happy the gentle, happy the merciful, the artisans of peace…”  
Yes, “happy”, Jesus even said, those who suffer in my name…”  He promised to 
be Himself their recompense. Their “heaven” could not be but Himself, because 
He added: “May they be in joy and happiness” … and what joy could suffice, if 
it is not He, to those who having left all for Him alone, to follow Him in this way 
of littleness?...  Together we understood that it meant: Happy those who accept 
their true poverty which is their littleness, their weaknesses, their 
powerlessness, their imperfections to obtain the mercy that flowed from the 
Heart of Jesus once one turns to Him with confidence. 
 
 “It is when I am weak, that I am strong!”32 wrote Saint Paul. And our 
“star”, the little Sister Thérèse of the Child Jesus: “The more one is weak and 
miserable, the more one is open to the operations of consuming and 
transforming love… One must consent to remain always poor and without 
strength; and this is the difficulty, because where is true poverty of spirit 
found?... He does not say that we must seek it among the great souls, but very 
far from this, that is to say…in nothingness … Ah! Let us remain far from all 
that shines, let us love our littleness, love to feel nothing; then we will be poor 
in spirit and Jesus will come to seek us, far though we may be; He will 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
32 Imitation of Jesus Christ, L, II, chapter. XI,4. 
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transform us into flames of Love! ...”33 “This confidence and nothing but 
confidence must lead us to Love…”34 
 
 How many times did we meditate on this doctrine together!  My “Brother 
Jean” understood my response to his demand: I saw it in his expression of 
profound peace that I continue to see… He made, on my brow, the little cross 
that he made each evening, smiling at me, and I allowed him to go to rest. 
 
 I can say that, all his life, it was this serenity that struck me in him… He 
owed it to his entire confidence, the abandonment with which he surrendered 
himself to the will of his Savior, of his divine Friend. Whatever it was, surely, 
He led all and drew good from all that He wished or permitted for His “little 
ones”, on condition that these never doubted. 
 
 One could say that the words, addressed by Our Lord to Saint Margaret 
Mary, were addressed also to him: “Allow me to act!”  A spontaneous response 
came to him that would become like the beating of his heart: “Thank you for 
everything, Jesus!” At every event, at every difficulty, at all pain as at all joy, 
his only reaction was abandonment and peace. He was always like this. This 
abandonment, inspired by Love, blossomed, more and more, in a union of love 
and peace in Jesus and His will… 
 

 
 

The next day we were at Carmel a little before 4:00 o’clock.  I had already 
donned the brown robe as postulant. The moment we rang the bell at the door 
of Carmel, I felt pressed to offer to Jesus a last act of abandonment, having left 
my “Brother Jean” for Him alone… I told him: “We do not know what 
correspondence will be permitted. But, if our letters will be limited in number 
and frequency, think above all of your parents who have already made so many 
sacrifices and who suffer because of your absence… Do not be preoccupied 
about me, I will understand. Nothing will ever keep us from being one, may our 
hope always be complete and more and more profound…” His good smile 
witnessed to me that he understood, that he consented to my sacrifice.  
And…the door opened. 

 
 The Mother Prioress and the mistress of novices received us first in the 
parlor. Both had already prepared the little cape and bonnet that, at that time, 
they still placed on the postulants. She told my “Brother Jean” to put them on 
me as the first “taking of the habit.” I knelt for this first act of obedience as a 
Carmelite, and I confess that it cost me a lot… As for my “Brother Jean”, he did 
very simply what they asked. 

                                                           
33 Letter to Sister Marie of the Sacred-Heart, 15 September 1890 
34 Ibid. 
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 We had the joy of encountering, at Carmel, the Very Reverend Father 
Paul, religious of the Sacred Hearts (SS.CC.) of the province of Belgium. We met 
him in London, when thanks to his knowledge of the English language, he 
accompanied Father Mateo and organized his preaching throughout England.  
By a delicate attention, he wished, by his presence; to assure us how much 
Father Mateo thought of us on this day.  
 
 The hour had come… 
 
 The Mother Prioress told us that the community had assembled to 
receive me and asked us to approach the cloister door. The chapel nearby was 
opened. This allowed us to enter for several moments to renew our mutual gift 
at the foot of the tabernacle, as we had done so many times for so many years. 
We were both kneeling on the steps of the altar, the same where we could not 
foresee, that Claude would receive … one day known to God alone – the 
distinguished grace of priestly ordination… 
 
 On the sign of the Mother Prioress, we returned to the door of the cloister 
which was opened wide. All the Sisters awaited us, in two lines on each side of 
the long cloister that opened before us, a candle in hand, dressed in their white 
cloaks, their veils lowered as is practiced then. 
 
 Father Paul addressed a short exhortation to us in the spirit of Father 
Mateo, underlining the gratitude we owned to the Sacred Heart for the grace of 
his call: “May the generosity of your complete donation throughout your life 
respond to so much love.  Make you divine King Reign, in Him save souls.” 
 
 Claude began the recitation of the Magnificat which we had recited so 
many times together and that marked our act of consecration of September 21, 
1918. For an instant, his voice broke under the emotion…I had the grace to 
continue while he quickly regained his composure. He ended with and I 
responded to the invocations which were dear to us: To the Sacred Heart of 
Jesus and Mary, to our saints of predilection: St. Joseph, St. Margaret Mary, 
Sister Therese of the Child Jesus.35 Then Claude looked at me and I read, in 
his glance, permission to advance, according to the expression of Father Mateo 
during his Mass on All Saints Day… 
 
 I stepped over the threshold and knelt; a novice in white came forward 
carrying a large crucifix that she held out to me so that I could kiss it. She then 
led the procession that took us to the choir while we sang the “Veni Creator”. 
The cloister circled the courtyard at the center of the monastery. Arriving at the 
turning point that led to the choir, the Mother Prioress, who held me by the 
                                                           
35 She was not yet beatified.  
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hand, told me that I could return to signal a last good-bye to Claude. But Jesus 
asked me to make this renouncement, the first of my religious life hardly 
begun… I did not look back… (Lk. 9:62). 
 
 Two sisters had remained close to the door to close it when the 
procession had disappeared. They told me later that Claude knelt very close to 
the threshold until the procession had disappeared, kissed the floor and retired 
to the chapel… 
 
 All the sisters withdrew themselves. I waited…very soon a novice came to 
get me to take me to the community room where the sisters, full of charity, 
welcomed me simply and cordially. Each embraced me to welcome me. Each 
told me her name. Alas! that day it was impossible for me to remember their 
names, especially, to place them on each face. I needed a little time to arrive 
there… But I thanked each and every one, with all my heart, and expressed my 
gratitude for having been received and my hope in the community. 
 
 A bell rang. The Mother Prioress told me: “It is the hour of prayer; we are 
going to the choir”. She permitted me to go also. I was so happy to return there: 
I had great need of Jesus!... It is thus that I began my life in Carmel.  
 
 We were quite long in the choir, when, in the midst of a long silence of 
prayer, I heard a step in the chapel, a step that I recognized… that of my 
“Brother Jean” who was leaving, alone, to take the train to France. 
 
 From Brussels, where he had to await the train for Paris, he wrote me a 
few words which have never been effaced from my memory. I received it the 
next day, at the very hour when he entered, in his turn, the novitiate of the 
Fathers of the Sacred Hearts. 
 
 “Jesus,” he wrote me, pronounced the “consummatum est” (it is finished) 
that we had asked of him so ardently. He made of our hearts a wound of love 
through which He entered, but from which He would never leave except to give 
Himself to souls… a wound that would never close, even with death, because 
He would be our glory in heaven. Be happy with the good fortune that I have 
Jesus with me…Jesus loves us. He has graced us without measure. He gave 
Himself and all His heart. It is not only from the heights of heaven that He has 
chosen us; it is from Gethsemane, from Calvary, from the tabernacle… You 
know, that just now, when you entered your Carmel, kneeling behind you, I 
followed you with my eyes until the end, to offer you with all my heart…I give 
you to Jesus, I leave you with Jesus…36 

                                                           
36 In a letter written to their parents, the same evening from Brussels, waiting for the train for 
Paris, Claude d’Elbée wrote: All the Carmelites were in rows in the corridor, their veils lowered, 
a candle in hand. One of them at the end carried a crucifix. The Crucified King advanced 
toward Loulette, and Loulette towards Him; she knelt and embraced the Cross, then the 
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 I saw that he had first written: “to suffer well”, but, through an extreme 
delicacy to Our Lord and because it was the generosity of his heart that 
dominated, he corrected it, writing over it: “to offer you well…” It was totally 
him. 
 

The next morning on arriving in Paris, he passed by Rue de Picpus where 
the tombs of the Founders are found, as well as that of the martyrs of the 
Terror among whom rest the 16 Carmelites of Compiègne. 

 
Then he went to Our Lady of Victories (Notre Dame de Victoires) to assist 

at Mass and to receive Communion. We had so often been there together… 
Claude had great devotion to the Blessed Virgin under the title of Our Lady of 
Victories. This very venerable sanctuary, at the heart of Paris, was dear to him.  
What votive offerings to recall at this shrine! Mary never ceased “to show 
herself as our Mother” of tenderness and mercy! … At the feet of this Mother, or 
rather in her heart, she alone understood the heart of a mother, and the 
remembrance of so many prayers offered by both of us, he, though so virile, 
could not contain his tears…  But he had already overcome so many sufferings; 
he overcame again those of this solitary morning. We had already, since a long 
time, offered together, foreseen and willed the only response of gratitude and 
love that she could expect of us, after so many graces. He who immolated 
Himself for us merited them … Jesus crucified… 

 
“We knew to whom we had confided ourselves.”37 Jesus responded, He 

also, by a new grace… And Claude, “strong in his faith”38, firm in his 
confidence which never vacillated, sustained above all, by the love which was 
now his life, Claude left to terminate his voyage and attain his goal. 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
procession formed. And Louette, after a last smile, followed with a firm step. Kneeling, I 
followed with my eyes and I offered her. Before this I, myself, dressed her with a bonnet, a 
pelerine (cape) and an apron of the postulant all adorned with white flowers. Then we went to 
the foot of the tabernacle to offer ourselves to Jesus and say our “goodbyes” …in heaven! In the 
heaven of the Heart of Jesus! … I prayed in the little chapel of Carmel until five o’clock, then I 
left, alone, for the station, with a heart, a wound that will never heal… Louette and I sing 
because it is a wound of love by which Jesus entered forever!”  
The next day, December 9, Sister Claire wrote to her parents: “Here I am in my heaven, in my 
small cell from which I write to you this evening; it is for me the Heart of Jesus. I am happy like 
a bride with her spouse. And if the heart bleeds, think that Jesus needs love in Gethsemane 
and in the tabernacle of His heart which is so little known and so little loved… Around three 
thirty we were in the parlor… Claude dressed me with my little postulant’s bonnet, my apron 
and my pelerine (cape). He was truly the priest offering and preparing his little host. Then we 
both went to the chapel, very near the tabernacle “to make our covenant before Jesus” as our 
dear Mother Mistress said.” 
37 St. Paul, II Timothy. 1,12. 
38 1 Peter, 5:9 
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 At Montgeron, the Master of Novices awaited him at the station, which 
touched his postulant very much. The Father Master was Father Paul Julliotte, 
an elderly missionary with a white beard. His bright blue eyes full of goodness 
were also very penetrating. He undoubtedly measured, with this first glance, 
the character of this postulant who presented himself before him, in whom he 
always showed a great confidence, never was he mistaken. 
 
 He told him that until the taking of the habit he could write to me once a 
week and that, after that he would have to space his letters. Brother Jean 
agreed immediately and told me that he would ask that it would be two times 
less than was proposed by the Father Master because he wanted to go ahead of 
the sacrifices and even beyond. Father asked him to no longer smoke. He 
stopped immediately. In the following letter, knowing that this sudden stop 
would concern me, he told me: “To smoke no longer costs me little and even 
nothing. My heart does not allow me to think of it.” Always his desire to give 
with joy, not to think of himself, especially to keep for Jesus alone all that 
could make him complain and to lighten the smallest cross… “All that Jesus 
wishes,” he wrote, “and He desires much!  He desires all: this is love”. 
 
 For religious men, the postulancy is not as long as that for women: 
instead of six months, fifteen days. The Father Master fixed very soon the 
taking of the habit of Claude and the beginning of his canonical year began on 
December 27th, feast of his dear saint John; but – was this to try him? – he 
learned that another priest already carried his name and it was necessary that 
he receive another. This cost him a lot because the name was given to him by 
Father Mateo, when we signed together our act of total consecration on 
September 21, 1918. Since then he had always desired to be, here below, as 
apostle, as priest, as intimate of Jesus, that which had been, of old, for Him, 
John “the disciple that Jesus loved”, he who understood and partook, who 
dared to rest his head on the Heart of Jesus at the hour of His great sorrow: 
the betrayal of Judas; at the hour of His greatest love: the institution of the 
Eucharist… (Jn. 13:23). 
 
 On receiving this new name in 1918, it was as if he “had been baptized in 
fire”, (Mt 3:11). However, he said nothing of his disappointment. And in peace 
and obedience he entered to receive the habit. For him, this simply thrust him 
more profoundly still in the following of Jesus, in the blessed shadow of 
Nazareth, in order to resemble his Master still more. He could have said, he 
also: “I cannot conceive a love without a pressing need to resemble and, above 
all, to partake in all the pains, in all the difficulties, during the entire duration 
of life…”39 
 

                                                           
39 After Charles de Foucauld 
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 “All can be illusion,” he wrote – in a brief note, with a pencil, that I 
recovered – “except to believe, to be little, to be crucified, to live 
abandonment…” 
 
 The poverty of Nazareth occupied his thoughts and prayers without 
ceasing, especially the first poverties that are humility and obedience, 
inseparable one from the other, in true love. “My Jesus”, he wrote, “I find You 
not among those who love You, who speak well of You, who possess You, but 
there where you wish me to be, there where you will give me a rendezvous by 
obedience…”  “That which counts is the will of Jesus”. 
 
 From the first day, he observed the rules of the Novitiate, with a fidelity 
that never failed, that opened to a very profound comprehension of religious life 
and the spirit of his congregation.  
 
 The chapel of the Novitiate was, then, a very poor shed purchased at a 
low price from war surplus; poverty was strongly felt in these post war times – 
the “Great War of 1914-1918 – while exiled congregations desired to return and 
rebuild. But in this humble chapel, Brother Jean was happy, he went there 
each time he had the permission. “One is so near the tabernacle,” he wrote to 
me, “do you remember?”  Oh! Yes, I remembered well!  We had prayed together, 
during a visit with the Father Master, on returning from London. Montgeron is 
very near Paris. The tabernacle drew Claude irresistibly. I knew it. He passed, 
at the foot of this tabernacle, almost all of his retreat.  
 
 The Father General passed by Montgeron and the Father Master 
obtained the favor, for his future novice, to receive the name of “Jean” in 
adding, as an exception in the congregation: “of the Heart of Jesus”, to 
distinguish him from the other religious of the same name. He received this 
announcement on the octave of “our December 8” … This same day, because of 
the presence of the General, he heard for the first time the Fathers and novices 
renew, into his hands, the first their vows, the second their resolutions. This 
ceremony, as simple as it was, made a great impression on him, especially 
because of a coincidence: it took place, at 4 o’clock, eight days after December 
8 which would allow him to commit himself in his turn, at the same hour at 
which we accomplished our total donation, on the threshold of Carmel, the 
preceding week. 
 
  His retreat passed in peaceful joy. In a letter that reached me during 
these days of grace – he underlined: “I am happy at Montgeron: all, here, is for 
the Heart of Jesus and is done with Him. Mary is the Queen… I feel there 
where Jesus wants me, I feel myself in his Heart: so happy!” 
 
 These echoes reached as so many calls to acts of thanksgiving and 
generosity in the offering made so long ago, but which I would live well hidden 
day by day all along my life in Carmel. When they asked me, before my 
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entrance into Carmel, what drew me, I had only one very sincere response: 
“What draws me is that there, it seems to me, more and better than elsewhere,  
I can live for Jesus alone”. And to live for Him alone, is to give Him all according 
to His intentions, for the glory of His Father, for the Church, for the salvation of 
souls, that His Reign come, that His will be done, and in a word, gratuitously 
“to give Him pleasure”40 as said “Little Thérèse” whom I love so much… 
 
 I had a great desire to help priests, but in giving myself all to Jesus, could 
I not better, attain all? And according to His desires?  I saw, in the first place, 
my Brother Jean. But him, I had totally abandoned to Jesus, very conscious of 
the way that His love made us enter, following our indissoluble marriage, into a 
duality of immolation, miracle of infinite mercy… duality which, mysteriously, 
unites us more and more – I experienced this in the years of waiting. 
 
 Now, there was nothing but to allow Jesus to act… In transforming us, 
little by little, I saw that he rendered us more “alike” in an agreement, an 
accord that He alone could realize. To leave Him free, to place entire confidence 
in Him, to abandon ourselves by living only in Him and for Him, was this not 
our double and unique vocation?  For His Love alone…  All of this, Carmel 
represents for me. I was never deceived. 
 
 I knew hardly anything of the details of the life of Carmel. I knew that it 
was a life of silence and solitude, permitting us to pray always, or at least to 
remain always united to God, even during work. And it was that that I desired, 
as being essential. 
 
 What was not my happiness when I learned that I would have two hours 
of prayer, one in the morning to begin the day, and the other in the evening 
when the day’s work was accomplished? They would be, in communion, in 
choir, near Jesus present in the tabernacle. In choir, also, we recited the divine 
office…like the priests. 
 
 The novice charged with my initiation told me, work was humble and 
simple, in order not to engage the spirit too much. There was also, after the 
noon meal, a time of rest: the Sisters around the Mother Prioress, could 
converse fraternally while doing their manual labor; the novices apart, around 
their mistress. 
 
 All seemed to flow from the source of our Mother, the great Saint Teresa 
of Avila, whose heart of burning love was at the same time prudent and wise, 
but exigent in generosity. All was marked by a hidden austerity: in the choir 
with the beautiful stalls of simple oak: in the refectory – the long tables, hardly 
furnished and arranged along the walls; the silent cloisters. But the Sisters 
                                                           
40 Autobiographical manuscript, A, 73 V. 
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that I encountered were amiable and smiling; this was encouraging for me as a 
postulant… During the recreations, the Sisters were very gay, joyful in the 
characteristic joy of Carmel! 
 
 These were a few of my first impressions. The cell designated to me was 
what I had expected: white walls of limestone with a detachable naked cross 
attached to one, a few pious images, a bed of wood with a “straw mattress” 
covered with a brown sheet, a chair, a small table resembling, above all, a set 
of shelves with several books, a desk, and under it a work box. My companion 
told me that to write, one knelt. 
 
 To all of this and to the customs that I was taught, I adjusted without too 
much trouble, with the intimate joy of being in the house of my Spouse, 
Jesus… I offered the little difficulties at the beginning as preparation for the 
taking of the habit of Claude, whose date approached… the date that would be, 
thanks to the delicacy of his superiors, his feast! 
 
 That same day he wished to write to me, but only a moment to jot one 
word: Magnificat, a single word said all. The next day he wrote a letter telling 
me how the ceremony was beautiful, presided by the Father General himself.  
After having donned his white cassock, he pronounced the formula of his 
“resolution” that he copied for me: “I, Brother Jean of the Heart of Jesus, make 
the resolution to live in poverty, chastity and obedience to obtain the grace to 
make, one day, profession in the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus 
and Mary”. 
 
 He told me that he put all his soul in this promise, and adding, himself, 
what was his obedience: “to render love for love” to repair, to “make Love 
loved”, so offended, so little loved…”  “And in my heart, I added, another heart 
beating in union with mine, took the same resolutions with the same love; I 
have strongly felt it and almost heard…” I too had felt it even from so far away; 
we are truly “one”, both of us, above all at the decisive moments of our life, ever 
since Jesus is all for us. It is in Him and through Him that we live, and that 
blossoms the sacramental grace through which, in His mysterious designs, He 
has chosen to unite us. And Brother Jean concluded: “What marvel of grace to 
be able, each one of us, to offer two hearts to the Heart of Jesus!” 
 
 The Father Master did not judge it good to give “Brother Jean of the 
Heart of Jesus” the letters that had arrived for him on the occasion of this 
double feast… (my letter also) … until the next day… He accepted all with the 
same serenity. The Father Master used this procedure more than once during 
the novitiate to test, without doubt, the detachment of his novice. He found 
“Brother Jean” always equally peaceful and abandoned. 
 
 Father Mateo had written him: “Live, as at Nazareth, in the vision of 
Jesus, as Mary and Joseph, always and in all.”  And this sufficed for him. 
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 There were in the Novitiate twelve novices with whom he related 
marvelously.  “I love so much,” he wrote me, “the family spirit, the affection and 
the simplicity of SS.CC!” 
 
 Shortly after receiving the habit, he received the task of sacristan. His joy 
was to prepare, daily, the Mass of the following day; to light the candles each 
morning or incense on the days of benediction of the Blessed Sacrament, to 
serve the Mass, to upkeep the chapel. He was always ready and regular. 
 
 But his greatest joy was his time at adoration each day. The religious of 
the Sacred Hearts are... since their foundation at the time of the Revolution, 
“adorers” to be, consequently and really, “apostles” and “to give to souls the 
best of themselves according to the beautiful expression of Father Mateo. He 
loved especially the night adorations that reminded him of the pressing 
invitation of Jesus to His most intimate apostles, Peter, James, and John, in 
Gethsemane: “Remain here and watch…”41  He wished to respond by watching 
and praying. He noted: “The Heart of Jesus is a furnace; one burns there…”  I 
who knew him so well, I knew what this meant, because for him, generosity 
was never insensitivity. 
 
 I wrote him one day: “The memories return…one wishes to speak of 
them… But this is not necessary because we love Jesus always more since we 
have separated.” For him, it was somewhat the same experience. He seemed to 
hear Jesus on the cross, and Jesus gave us so much in the host, he confided to 
me in a letter: “And Jesus says to us: “Do you wish to renew fully your 
donation of December 8 for Me, because I am Jesus who has so tenderly called 
both of you!  Do you wish to give me, together, this remembrance, this thought, 
as a drop of water to quench my thirst and to look only at Me” – “Yes, Jesus, 
but give us souls to offer to you!” 
 
 Little by little, the novitiate became unpleasant; the house needed 
restorations. They had to repaint almost all the woodwork and resorted to 
“manual labor” of the novitiate. Brother Jean offered himself for all sorts of 
work. He put on his overalls, took his brushes, his paint cans, and hours 
passed in a laborious silence, which was a prayer. 
 
 It was necessary to dig a large reservoir in the garden; the novices carried 
the dirt, the large stones, cement… “My hands are filled with blisters because 
of the weight of loading and unloading my wheelbarrow.” And this new task 
seemed to be pleasing to him. His gaiety, his humor encouraged his brothers 
whom he loved.   
 
                                                           
41 St. Mark, 14, 34; 38 
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 During the day, he was near the “timber yard”. “I am happy,” he wrote 
again, “in thinking of Jesus, the “son of the carpenter”, who worked hard at 
Nazareth during long years. 
 

 
 
 Since the beginning of my postulancy, I had a very great sorrow: my 
admirable father whom I loved and venerated was called to God suddenly. He 
was with my mother in route to Tourelles, at Cour-Cheverny, near Blois, to visit 
his brothers. Les Tourelles was his native home; it was dear to him because of 
the memories of his parents and grandparents and of his childhood. My father 
suffered a heart condition for a long time. But since he never complained, he 
decided to go on vacation to rest; no one was concerned of his state of health. 
 
 The morning of February 2, 1921, he even went on foot, with my mother, 
to the village Church to attend Mass on the third anniversary of our marriage… 
He suffered for us, but never questioned the will of God since he realized the 
seriousness of our call. He spoke of it again, with my mother, in route, in 
appeasement and gratitude; she would tell me later. My father went to meet the 
priest in the Sacristy and profited to make his confession. He received 
communion with my dear mama, as if Jesus wished to prepare him for the 
great encounter that would not be long in coming… 
 
 In the afternoon, returning from a promenade in the woods with his 
brother, he experienced severe pain in his heart. As soon as my mother learned 
this, she went to his room with him, and had him rest. His pain increased.  
Suddenly my father said, very softly: “I am going…”  This was the end. 
 
 Or more so, this was the beginning, for him, of the true life in the 
possession of God whom he always served in the accomplishment of his duties: 
sometimes with heroism, as during the war when he served “without fear and 
without reproach”, also in magnanimity and a true humility during certain 
trials of his life that remain secret… 
 
 I heard of his death by a brief telegram of my mother whose pain 
augmented my own. She had, as always, incredible courage and found the 
strength to write to me, in detail, the account of the last moments of my dear 
papa. I felt torn apart by his sudden departure, truly crucified by suffering… At 
the same time, she had only words of full abandonment, full of love, without a 
complaint, seeking even to console me; she whom I knew was inconsolable… 
Her love for my father filled her life. And, now, she remained alone! … My 
oldest brother, already married for several years, and the father of a family, had 
to remain with them… The second was engaged in an army career. The 
youngest was then at Fontarabie, where under the direction of Father Mateo, 
he discerned his vocation because for a long time Jesus called him... 
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 I dreamed of the Calvary it would be for her to the return to the large 
empty house in which she would be alone everywhere. It was especially for her 
that I prayed because the life and the death of my father gave me a firm hope 
in his eternal happiness. He must have been well received by Him to whom he 
had refused nothing: Jesus, all love and mercy! … 
 
 My oldest and youngest brothers arrived in haste for the funeral. The 
second was still in Syria where the French army fought for the country, and in 
a short time abandoned it. My dear papa was buried, according to the wishes 
he had formerly expressed, in the little cemetery of Cour-Cheverny. He desired 
a tomb resembling that of his parents. He saw that the ground next to theirs 
was free: it is there that my dear mama had erected a beautiful but simple 
tomb like his parents. My father rests there. Near him, my mother would have 
her place on the day marked by God on which her hope to rejoin him, whom 
she loved so much, would be heard. 
 
 My youngest brother, George, determined to remain near her as long as 
his future was not decided and our mother could be able to make the decisions 
that she would have to face in the future. He doubted, with reason, that she 
could live alone at Ustaritz.  
 
 In leaving Tourelles, mama and George had the delicacy of first arranging 
a trip to Louvain after stopping at Montgeron to visit my dear “Brother Jean” 
who awaited them because he could not interrupt his Novitiate to assist at the 
funeral. He had the affection of a son for my parents that they both 
reciprocated. He also loved my brothers very much, especially George, to whom 
he suggested the religious vocation. One day he wrote to me: “Do you believe 
that he will come here? If he only knew that Nazareth is truly here!” But 
neither “Brother Jean” nor I wanted to influence him. 
 
 From Montgeron, my mother and my brother came to Louvain. This first 
encounter with my dear mama, after the painful separation that shattered her 
life, was profoundly moving. It was the first time she saw me behind the grill of 
Carmel… She had accepted all: being in the cloister, I could neither run after 
her nor assist at the funeral…  “Before all, the finger of God!  Before all, fidelity 
to your vocation!”  This was her only reaction. I found her the same: 
courageous and abandoned, but without words. But we understood each other 
as we knew how to understand, and we loved as we knew how to love.  It was 
impossible to keep from crying… 
 
 The good Mother Prioress and the Mother Mistress allowed me to spend a 
long time near this mother that they admired and respected. When she left the 
parlor with my brother who watched attentively over her, I felt she was 
satisfied, peaceful and still more abandoned… 
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 Jesus was visibly there, and, when mama and George passed through 
Montgeron again before returning home in the afternoon, Brother Jean also 
was conscious that Our Lord had taken our mama by the hand and would 
never abandon her. She regained the road to Ustaritz with her son. 
 

 
 

Ustaritz… Etchevarría… I wish to evoke, here, our last family home and 
with what generosity our admirable mother detached herself from it… This 
Basque home, in the countryside, where our parents were comfortable and 
which they loved, we loved also; we found there many memories of our happy 
infancy and childhood surrounded by them because our dear mama knew how 
to guard the former charm and atmosphere… She disposed of everything with 
much taste, I even told myself, with an art that enchanted us… The large 
house saw many family reunions. It was welcoming and hospitable, mama 
having the gift to receive to the extent that “in her home” everyone felt “at 
home” … It was thus that she even invited her exiled Russian family, who 
experiencing a difficult and laborious life in Paris, found a charm and salutary 
relaxation. 

 
 The mother and sisters of Claude came here willingly. Claude and I 
returned there with joy from Guéthary, then from Laruns on our free days. My 
brothers, above all, loved, after the war, to spend their vacations there with a 
troop of little children that increased in number year by year to the great joy of 
their grandparents. But, after the death of my dear papa, after the departure of 
my youngest brother, George, -- the future Brother Longin – Mama felt herself 
alone in the big empty house… 
 
 Brother Jean and I had begun our religious life since the winter of 1920. 
The vacations at home of my two other brothers encouraged her to keep the 
home at Etchevaria.  Then, the wife of my oldest brother received a beautiful 
villa near Bayonne from her parents, where Paul worked since his 
demobilization,  
 
 Mama had the intention to offer another house, small but well situated, 
to my brother, Michel, a career officer, so that during the vacations of her two 
sons, there would be a place they could be at home in the midst of family 
memories which she decided to share with the two. 
 
 The wonderful summer reunions lasted for several years… Claude and 
George – now Father Jean and Father Longin – went there to join the rest.  
Mama had the joy of assisting at their Masses in the little private chapel that 
she arranged at Etcheparia so they could celebrate the holy Mass after their 
ordination. But, soon, each of the two young priests received an obedience that 
distanced them… She had given them to God: she understood that this was the 
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end of the family reunions, which until then, had been her consolation! … She 
made the sacrifice with her characteristic abandonment to God. 
 
 When it was possible, she invited her two sons, Paul and Michel, and 
announced her decision to divide between them all that she possessed as 
furniture, valuable art, family souvenirs, memories of their past life, which 
evoked her parents, her ancestors and ours, many pages of history which, for 
her, had such a value because these predecessors had served their kings and 
their country… In a word, all with which my father and she had decorated their 
home with so much taste and heart. Seeing that it was her desire, my brothers 
accepted. My mother had the joy to find her two sons in such agreement and 
harmony that no difference, however slight, arose between them: when they 
immediately yielded to each other’s preferences. Thus, the detachment was 
lightened for our dear mama. She reserved for me a small ancient tableau of 
the Blessed Virgin with the Child Jesus on His knees, drinking from a bowl. 
 
 Her father on the occasion of a sale found this tableau; it had been, so 
they say, the Virgin of his devotion. In effect, the coats of arms, with the tiara 
and symbolic keys at the top of the frame, became less legible over time. This 
small tableau was given to me after the death of mama. It decorated the walls 
of Carmel and I never saw it without it speaking of her and her heart… 
 
 My mother kept the strictly necessary furniture and objects to decorate 
her apartment a little, where – who knows? – she thought to occupy a simple 
room in a retirement home. She stayed for a while with the Sisters of the 
Sacred Hearts at Tours and Chartres. Then finding Paris more central to 
occasional visits from her sons and Father Jean as well as the family that we 
had in Paris, she moved, until the war of 1940, to the Religious of the Faithful 
Virgin where she was very welcomed and surrounded. 
 
 From there, she also came more easily to Louvain where her short stays 
at Carmel were her joy! She was permitted to occupy, for several days, a 
modest upper room, always available in the annex outside the cloister where 
the apartments of the externs were also located. One of them who came from 
the country, was sometimes recalled by her family on the occasion of a birth 
when the family was overburdened by the work in the fields. 
 
 My mother offered to replace her… The first time our Mother Prioress 
saw her at work, our Mother Prioress experienced as much edification as joy, 
so much did she apply herself with care to each task; be it in the chapel or 
sacristy; opening the door for the priests who served our chapel, or visitors or 
suppliers, adapting to each with an innate tact and equal grace… 
 

 
 
 Let us go back to review the past that is always so alive in my memory. 
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 When I remember my mother towards the end of May 1921, I was 
preparing myself for the taking of the habit that would take place six months 
after the beginning of my postulancy, which had begun on December 8, 1920, 
the day of my entrance into Carmel. They granted me the grace of some days so 
that I might begin my Novitiate on the feast of the Sacred Heart of Jesus that 
was celebrated that year on June 3, 1921. 
 
 My mother had arrived a little in advance in order to prepare for this 
feast which she understood with her heart – as she understood all things – its 
great importance for me… It was the first time that we saw each other since 
our painful visit in which she consoled me, with my brother, George, after the 
death of my father. Mama, always generous, understood that it was best that 
we meet only after my retreat.  
 
 I made my retreat during the entire beautiful octave of the feast of the 
Blessed Sacrament during which matins and lauds were recited each day 
exceptionally before the Blessed Sacrament exposed, and not at 9 o’clock in the 
evening. I was able to participate every day, this had not yet been permitted to 
me because of the late hour, and this was a great joy. 
 
 When I was not in choir, my retreat took place in my “hermitage”, a large 
room bathe in sunshine:  from there I saw the trees of the garden, the roofs of 
the two churches where I greeted the presence of my Spouse. He gave me the 
grace to realize, with perception, my littleness in His Presence and my extreme 
poverty…  I had a very capable Mistress of Novices who had studied Hebrew to 
understand the Bible in its original text. I learned that she was well 
appreciated by Cardinal Mercier and Dom Columba Marmion, when he was the 
Prior of the Abby of Mont-Caesar, in Louvain. What was I before such a 
personage?  I was impressed by this thought. I dreamed: “Could I ever give to 
Jesus what she offers Him?” … Suddenly the answer arose in my spirit without 
the noise of words, but so clearly that I never forgot it: -- “You, you will be the 
little atom which is consumed in my Heart…” This was then my way! How good 
Jesus was to accept me, poor and little, and to open His Heart to me that “I 
might burn” as my Brother Jean!  I had nothing more to do than love Him by 
doing his will… All is simplified in joy and peace. 
 
 While I occupied myself only with Jesus, Our Lord prepared a surprise 
for me: Father Mateo being able to free himself, notified Carmel that he would 
celebrate the Mass of Vesture and preach the homily… Our Father Provincial, 
who was to present the habit to me, having been notified, agreed fully. They 
invited also the Fathers of the Assumption of France – who had a house of 
studies in Louvain – to chant during the ceremony. It was then a feast in honor 
of the Sacred Heart. 
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 June 11, 1920, on this very feast a year before, the Holy Father, Benedict 
XV, signed the indult that permitted us to enter religion. See how the Heart of 
Jesus chose His feast to vest me in the habit of Carmel… 
 
 My mother and brothers were present, and what touched me very much, 
Claude’s mother and two sisters made the voyage from the Basque country to 
Belgium to assist at my vesture. The Carmelites, at this time, did not yet have 
the permission to take neither solemn vows nor papal cloister. The troubled 
times of the Revolution and the uncertain times that did not cease to follow 
rendered this judgment of the Church prudent. The custom, established ever 
since then, allowed the postulant to leave the cloister and go to the exterior of 
the chapel to participate in the Mass for a last time surrounded by her family.  
I preferred the recollection of the interior choir, but I did that which was asked 
of me knowing that it would be a comfort for my mother and my family. 
 
 As I felt that only my brother Jean would have the right to conduct me to 
the altar, I asked my two brothers, the oldest of which still wore his uniform of 
war, to simply place themselves at my side to enter the chapel. This they did 
with grace. I waited in the exterior parlor until Father Mateo, in priestly attire, 
preceded by the cross and two acolytes carrying candles came to get me. I 
embraced again – for the last time – my dear mama so courageous in her 
sacrifice… 
 
 Then, it was a small cortege that fell into the procession. In entering the 
chapel, to my great surprise, I found it full of many participants. I did not 
expect it. Happily, they had prepared a pre-dieu for me, just at the threshold of 
the sanctuary, in such a way that I saw only the tabernacle decorated with 
lilies and roses, and the unfolding of the Holy Sacrifice offered on the Altar… 
 
 Father Mateo celebrated this Mass as he always did, in profound 
recollection, which was itself a sermon. Nevertheless, he preached, after the 
Gospel, with a flame that he could not contain when he spoke of the divine 
Heart -- of which it was the feast – who gave it to us to the last drop of his 
blood which is so often forgotten and met with ingratitude… 
 
 After the Mass, I was led as when I came, to the door of the cloister, 
because the imposition of the scapular of Carmel, the cape and the white veil of 
the novices was done in the interior choir, before the widely-opened grille so 
that those in attendance could witness it. Everyone wanted to see, as before, 
the great door of the cloister open. I recalled the day of my entrance on 
December 8… But Father Mateo, wishing to speak a few words, on the 
threshold made a sign and said simply: “No, no one but the priests!” And it was 
surrounded by priests, numerous enough, that I heard his last exhortation to 
give all, “heart for Heart, love for Love…” 
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 Then, as on December 8, “I advanced”, I entered and the cloister door 
closed. At the chapel, everyone leaned against the grill. Before returning to the 
choir, I quickly exchanged my lovely white robe, that my mama had offered me, 
and my light veil decorated with flowers, for the rough brown surge of Carmel, 
the wimple and little veil leaving only my face visible. Kneeling, in the middle of 
the choir, on a simple carpet of surge, I listened to the rich liturgical prayers 
while the Mother Prioress, aided by the Mistress of Novices, placed, after being 
blessed by the Provincial, the cincture, scapular, large white, surge cape and 
finally the veil of the consecrated. In Carmel, the cincture is the symbol of 
obedience, in memory of the words of Jesus to the apostle, Peter: “When you 
are young you put on your own belt and walked where you like, but when you 
grow old you will stretch out your hands, and somebody else will put a belt 
round you and take you where you would rather not go…”42 thus foretelling his 
martyrdom…  The scapular symbolizes the sweet yoke of the Lord43 and also 
the protection of the Virgin Mary over her order of Carmel, because she herself 
wished to be dressed as a religious. The great cloak is an invitation to those 
who are called to follow the Lamb44 reminding them to remain without stain… 
And the large veil signifies the consecration to God, the free choice of love. 
 
 Following, it was the great prostration with my face to the floor and arms 
in the form of a cross, a sign of total self-donation, while the choir canted the 
Veni Creator Spiritus (Come Holy Spirit), because we were to enter into a new 
life, called to recreate us. When, at a sign, I arose, my Mother Mistress took me 
close to the grill and Father Provincial, in the name of the Church, gave me my 
“name in religion”. It was a joy to hear that it was the name I carried, in secret, 
since September 21,1918: “Sister Claire of the Heart of Jesus”, chosen like my 
brother, “Jean of the Heart of Jesus”, given by Father Mateo. He, at the side of 
Father Provincial, observed all with an impassive air… But I knew him well: he 
was happy that the Sacred Heart of Jesus had, on His feast, His complete 
victory on both of us, his children. 
 
 The ceremony concluded with the rite of the kiss of peace that each 
Sister gave me while I passed from one to the other and the community 
chanted the psalm: “Ecce quam bonum45… How good it is, how happy it is for 
Sisters to live together!” 
 
 This beautiful day passed, as all days in life pass… He reserved for me 
another great joy: my brother George, the youngest, was able to converse for a 
long time with Father Mateo and stayed with him from the May 26 to 28, at 
Braine-le-Compte, where the Mother House of the Fathers of the Sacred Hearts 
was still “in exile”. These three days of retreat, before rejoining mama at 

                                                           
42 Saint John, 21:18. 
43 Saint Matthew, 11:20 
44 Apoc. 14:4. 
45 Ps. 133 (132), 1 
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Louvain sealed the irrevocable decision foreseen and prepared for a long time, 
to give himself to God. During these three days of grace, he composed an act of 
consecration, full of humility but also of love and confidence that he signed 
with Father Mateo. Father gave him his new name, “Longin”. It was the name 
of the soldier who on Good Friday opened the Heart of Jesus with a thrust of 
the lance. In his Gospel46, St. John said blood and water flowed. He pointed 
out emphatically the witness which several Fathers of the Church saw in the 
water, symbol of Baptism, and in the blood the Eucharist, two signs of the 
Church that flowed from the side of the new Adam, citing Scripture: “They 
looked upon Him whom they had pierced”47. The soldier “looked” at Him and 
understood: tradition holds that at the foot of the cross he received the grace of 
conversion which brought him to martyrdom. 
 
 Many years later, after the death of my beloved brother who would 
become Father Longin, in the papers that he left me, I was greatly moved when 
I found the act of offering which he dated himself, June 3, 1921 “signed for 
eternity in the Heart of Jesus, on the day of His feast,” with two signatures: his 
and that of Father Mateo. Below he had added: “Signed on the altar of the 
chapel of Carmel, the day of the taking of the habit of Loulette”, my nickname 
and sign of our intimacy always. Father Mateo had told me: “This brother will 
be the first flower of your garden…”  Jesus proved him right.  
 

My mother and brother stayed a few more days at Louvain.  Then they 
would have to separate.  Mama always remained admirable in her courage and 
peaceful abandonment. But we saw her leave under her widow’s veil – that she 
wore all her life – with this brother whom she loved so much, who had been so 
affectionate toward her and from whom she would have to soon make the 
sacrifice. My heart bled… I confided her to the Heart of Jesus and tried to hide 
my suffering from the mother whom my brother and I venerated and whose 
example sustained us. 

 
 Mama and Georges stopped again on their return at the novitiate of 
Montgeron because the future “Brother Longin” wished, without waiting, to ask 
for admission. This young robust, energetic, sensitive young man, still a little 
timid after all his experiences of war, twice decorated, must have pleased the 
Father Master because he admitted him to the postulancy and fixed the date of 
his entrance for the following July 16, feast of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, by 
favor of the Holy Virgin and – without doubt of the Father Master. 
 
 My mother accepted all with simplicity and calm dignity with which she 
willed to offer her holocaust, because after giving this son she had nothing 
more to give that was dear to her heart… 
 
                                                           
46 Saint John, 19:34-37.   
47 Zach. 12:10 
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 Brother Jean was happy: he had wished to assure the vocation of him 
who would become his brother, twice over, because knowing him well, he did 
not doubt him or his call.  
 
 The memories of the stay at Louvain that he had just accomplished were 
evoked for a long time, in the conversations of the three, which always seemed 
too short. My mother wrote me, “Brother Jean is eager for the least detail”. I did 
not have any trouble understanding him: we never had any secrets … He 
wished to know all. 
 
 I had permission to send to Brother Jean the crucifix blessed by Father 
Mateo on the day of grace in the summer of 1918. In giving it to me after his 
blessing Father told me: “Kiss, for both of you, His wounded Heart and His feet 
transpierced for poor sinners.”  But I always added: “His hands for his priests… 
His forehead crowned with thorns for consecrated souls, so that they might 
learn true humility from Jesus crucified”.  I asked Him this above all for myself, 
because, without this grace, the other virtues could be but an illusion!  All 
through my life, this practice was dear to me. Brother Jean recognized my 
crucifix; he kept it knowing who had given to me on June 3 another crucifix, 
similar to the one worn by the Carmelites of Louvain under their scapulars. 
 
 Our good Mother Prioress suggested that I also send to Brother Jean the 
large candle that I carried in my hand on the day of my vesture: it would finish 
by being consumed in the little chapel of Montgeron, at the foot of the Blessed 
Sacrament during his Adorations… It is then that my prayers rejoined Brother 
Jean… In one of his letters he told me that I was not mistaken; he had passed 
alone, very close to Jesus, the free hour of that day in renewing the offering of 
December 8. But he added: “We do not wish to call a “sacrifice”, oh my Jesus, 
the gesture of offering you what you had loan us, whenever you wish to ask it 
again…”  This letter, ended in prayer, proved to me how much his interior life 
deepened; this was a true grace for me. 
 
 Another time he confided to me: “When Jesus wants to unite me 
especially to you he reopens the wound of December 8. It has never been 
healed. Sometimes, however, it is more alive and it is at that moment that I 
renew my Magnificat…  We understand each other well, Jesus and I, Jesus and 
us… because, both of us are so much together in everything! What union, what 
unity, is accomplished by Him alone!” It seemed truly that God said of us: 
“They will be one in one soul…” (Allusion to Gn. 2:24) 
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VIII 
RELIGIOUS LIFE 

 
                                     “If anyone wishes to be a follower of mine,  

Let him renounce himself and take up his 
cross and follow me.” 

Saint Matthew, 16:24 
Saint Mark, 8:34 
Saint Luke 9:23 

 
 Brother Jean took up the regular life again after the departure of my 
mother and brother. 
 
 As a novice, this consecrated life was not a simple following of 
observances commanded by the Rule. He lived it profoundly: it was a life of 
intimacy with his God, an inexplicable design that permitted him to call upon 
his Father, with Jesus his divine Brother, his friend who introduced him in 
silence, sometimes without his knowledge into the loving shadow of Nazareth… 
Brother Jean saw Him obey from the Cradle to the Cross, because Jesus told 
him one day: “My food is to do the will of my Father…48 And the novice 
surrendered himself, also, to this will manifested by the person who took the 
place of God. He had a great respect for authority. 
 
 Brother Jean also found Jesus in His humiliations, remaining with 
Him…  A note, dating from his novitiate, says: “It is impossible to measure, as 
insignificant as it be, the humiliations that Our Lord suffered in his Heart: the 
cradle, “because there was no place for him”, the flight into Egypt, Nazareth 
where He was but the son of the carpenter”49, the incredulity of the Nazarenes 
who wished to put Him to death – already! – the first time He spoke in the 
synagogue … Then the continual contradictions of His public life… And finally, 
His Passion, the slap across His face, the outrages of the soldiers, the cruelty of 
those who preferred Barabbas and hatefully called for his death, the cowardice 

                                                           
48 Saint John, 4:34. 
49 Saint Matthew, 13:55 
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of Pilate, the ignominy of the crucifixion. And He remained silent, He, God 
made man to save us! 
 
 Ask for love of humiliations that make us suffer so much, but which 
teach us without ceasing to conform ourselves to our divine Master, we, who 
without Him, are nothing but sinners. It is the only remedy for pride, our worst 
and most subtle enemy that appears even in the guise of the virtue of charity. 
Be little, hidden, very little, well hidden in the forgetfulness of ourselves, the 
glance of the soul toward Jesus, the heart fixed in His Heart, His Heart gentle 
and humble…” 
 
 In reading pages like this, the action of grace in Brother Jean filled me 
with admiration and gratitude, and also with a great desire to live an equal 
fidelity.  
 

I had just begun my canonical year of novitiate, and he gave me once 
again, as he never ceased to do, a great example… I had been designated as the 
helper of the Sister sacristan. I could then, under her direction, after arranging 
the vestments for the day prepare the vestments for the next day in a special 
drawer. She taught me to take great care of the altar linens. 

 
 Soon, I had the permission also to touch the sacred vessels and to care 
for them. It was with a profound respect that I carried out my work, thinking of 
the priests, praying for them into whose hands Jesus abandoned Himself in the 
Holy Eucharist…Several times I was able to fill the ciborium with the hosts that 
would be consecrated the next day. I prepared also the large host for the 
ostensorium of our tabernacle by which we had the grace to have the real 
Presence of Jesus in our choir. By a favor given us by Cardinal Mercier, our 
venerable Archbishop, we could have the Blessed Sacrament exposed daily 
during our night prayer. The Mother Prioress had the permission to simply 
open the door of the tabernacle in such a manner that we were all able to see 
the Sacred Host… In front, there was a little altar decorated with candles and 
flowers that the novices had the privilege of kneeling around during the prayer. 
 
 Never was the task of sacristan confided to me! I had, however, other 
task during my novitiate. All my sewing was for the sacristy. Also for some time 
I repaired the stockings of heavy gray material that the Sisters used. In my 
little sacristy, I felt privileged: it was like a constant reminder of my duty to 
prepare by prayer, and also by fidelity in the slightest thing as in the most 
important, the priesthood in view of which I had offered Jesus my brother 
Jean…And I renewed, with confidence and joy, the offering which seemed 
already accepted… 
 
 In the novitiate, we were two novices and two temporary professed.  
Soon, a postulant was admitted and joined us; then another followed. We were 
a very united little group. We shared diverse works of the monastery, gathered 
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together to listen to the instructions given to the novices, as well as for 
recreations twice daily, and the gaiety of our conversations did us good after 
our days of silent labor. 
 
 As our Mother Mistress was often sick, they gave us an assistant 
mistress who watched carefully that we be faithful to the observance and 
conscientious in the organization of work. It was she who initiated the 
recitation of the Roman Breviary, complete with the proper of Carmel, because 
we had numerous saints and blessed in the order of Carmel. 
 
 Sister Maria-Pia was very good, very direct and spoke bluntly. She was 
Dutch. The name that she received at her “taking of the habit”: Sister Maria-Pia 
of Jesus, evoked Pope Pius X, the future “saint” (because he was not yet 
canonized). She had his simplicity and goodness joined with firmness, and 
above all a great love for Jesus… If I name her here, it is because I owe her 
much. She helped me, with as much tact as clairvoyance, in difficult moments, 
as encountered by everyone. I placed my confidence in her because I admired 
her disinterestedness. Her character attracted me: her patience as much as her 
charity. She was tall, but humble and “little” before God, in inverse proportion.  
Despite her vigorous appearance, she had to suffer painful health problems.  
She did this with great courage and total abandon to the will of God. 
 
 At a given moment, under the influence of a young Sister, serious 
misunderstands arose between the Mother Mistress and myself. Sister Maria-
Pia, thanks to the surety of her judgment, clear vision and the wisdom of 
perfect loyalty, was my refuge. 
 

 
 
 I also wish to recall my Novitiate encounter with Dom Columba Marmion, 
who, after having been for a long time Prior of the Abbey of Mont-César at 
Louvain, was called to the recently founded the Abby of Maredsous. 
 
 It was in January 1923. I was still in the Novitiate as were all the Sisters 
of temporary vows. I had reached the time of “probation” which would normally 
lead me to the month of June 1925 and to the day of my perpetual profession. 
At the beginning of this month of January, The Very Reverend Father Abbot of 
Maredsous, passing through Louvain, visited Carmel to which he was 
profoundly attached. In effect, during his time as Prior of Mont-César, he was 
the spiritual director and intimate friend of Carmel. Our Mother Mistress, 
particularly, was his spiritual daughter and the notes she had taken during the 
instructions of Dom Columba Marmion were later used for certain of his works. 
Our Mother Prioress spoke often of him and venerated him. 
 
 During the visit, Mother Mistress lived in the infirmary of Carmel 
because she wished to be near and to devote herself to a novice whose health 
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caused grave concern. This young Sister, who entered Carmel in the spring of 
1921, received the habit the following October; then, despite her deficient 
health, was admitted to temporary profession on October 4, 1922. Since she 
left the novitiate for the infirmary I did not have access to her or to the Mother 
Mistress. 
 
 Dom Marmion asked to see the sick and to bless them. This act of 
charity seemed to him a requirement of his sacerdotal ministry…Our Mother 
Prioress took him immediately to them.  His visit lasted a while. Then, to my 
great surprise, they came to tell me that Dom Marmion awaited me in the 
parlor and that our Mother sent me word to be present. 
 
 I had not yet met Dom Marmion, but I can say that during the novitiate I 
was nourished by his works and his teaching in the admirable series “Christ 
Life of the Soul”, of “Christ in His Mysteries” and the volumes that followed. I 
did not have other readings except of the great edition of the “Catechism of the 
Council of Trent”, that is very complete notes which were very enlightening for 
me. I was able also to begin reading the New Testament, and the Old 
Testament, from a Bible that I had at hand, with three good commentaries. I 
often thanked God that my novitiate was serious, even a little austere, but it 
made me understand the price of solitude that permitted me to deepen myself 
in prayer and meditation and so many riches that God grants us. 
 
 My first encounter with Dom Marmion was totally unexpected, but 
remains unforgettable for me. He already was renowned as a spiritual person 
and I was well aware of this. The perspective of being alone in his presence left 
me a little apprehensive. But after having said the short-prescribed prayer, I 
entered the parlor…He received me with his habitual simplicity and a goodness 
that put me at ease immediately. He was, however, an imposing figure that 
tempered his Irish good nature. 
 
 He questioned me on my life as a Carmelite and was happy that I had 
adapted well and easily, especially when I told him that all in this life of prayer 
and solitude was a consolation of the reality of my vocation. Then he told me: 
“Have you not, just the same, certain difficulties?” I thought: “Has he guessed 
the delicate and difficult position I find myself in, in regard to the young sick 
sister that he had just seen and who causes me much suffering?  I responded 
frankly, but with all the discretion possible, that occasions for renouncement 
were not lacking especially when I did not understand certain situations, but 
that I tried to accept all in peace because all was willed by God and I did not 
wish or ask anything but God’s will in all things. 
 

Dom Marmion, as I feared a little, asked some questions about the sick 
sister that he had visited. I had to admit that since she was admitted to the 
infirmary I was never allowed to see her… 
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He reflected calmly for a long moment. Then he thanked me for my 
confidence in him and told me: “I think that our opinions agree…”.  But he did 
not insist, and I did not question him. To conclude, he added what impressed 
me profoundly: “Listen, I do not tell you that you’ll have a father in me, from 
now on, because you already have one – he thought undoubtedly of Father 
Mateo – but you will have a faithful friend and, if you ever have need of me, do 
not fear to advise me.  I will always be happy to help you…”  He told me again 
several encouraging words, and then gave me his benediction that I received 
kneeling. I left after having expressed my profound gratitude. 

 
I never forgot this interview and keep an ineffaceable memory of Dom 

Marmion. It is necessary to have experienced the warmth of his goodness, his 
humility, his great supernatural wisdom, the accent and conviction with which 
he spoke of his love for Christ Jesus: “He is our entire spiritual life, our model, 
our hope, our savior, our light, our force, our joy…”  This saintly priest lived 
truly with Him and in Him… 

 
What was my pain on hearing three weeks later that Dom Marmion was 

called to God on January 30, 1923 … On his death bed, this word of supreme 
confidence, echo of the Magnificat: “I Remember His mercy” … It is as if the 
Blessed Virgin was there to tell him that Heaven would be open for him. God 
wishes to give each of us the gift of recalling with Him the ineffable grace of His 
mercy … and to believe in it! 
  

 
 
 From the time of my novitiate dates an experience that, even after so 
many years, nothing makes me forget. I have not sought to analyze it; I have 
never spoken of it; it seemed to me so simple. If I wish to speak of it, it is 
because this experience, as present to my memory as on the first day, seems to 
me to confirm the sense of the double and unique vocation which God 
conferred on Jean and I, and the grace of perseverance without ever a shadow 
of a doubt…. 
 
 One evening I was making the Stations of the Cross in the choir after the 
office of Compline, as was permitted. Arriving at one of the last Stations – I 
don’t know at which one – I was totally occupied with the Passion of Jesus, 
when, suddenly, I saw myself on the threshold of Paradise… It was not a 
“vision”, oh! No! but, if I can express myself thus, a very clear and living 
interior vision. 
 
 I saw myself on my knees, in my Carmelite habit and my white cloak 
used on feast days, very close to Heaven… All was peaceful and luminous. 
Suddenly, I saw my brother Jean descending towards me in haste. It was truly 
him; I recognized his features, and I recognized him even in his manner of 
walking. He was in white, in his religious habit of the Sacred Hearts, but 
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luminous, as if translucent, with extraordinary glory, but truly luminous. A 
comparison came to my mind: One would say a host placed before a great light 
and which, without radiating, was not less transfigured… 
 
 Brother Jean’s expression was one of intense joy. But I distinguished 
very clearly the quality of this joy, of this goodness he experienced: more so of 
my seeing him there. It was the joy of penetrating in that which he experienced, 
it was the joy of what I had seen, the joy of sharing his joy… 
 
 How do I describe, in several words, all that I read in his gaze, in the 
expression of his face?  He invited me, as if we could not be happy one without 
the other… Not a word was spoken. I found myself again before the Station of 
the Cross, that I had not left, in the semi-darkness of the choir. I peacefully 
finished my prayer. 
 
 Much later, I encountered a word of Father Lacordaire, in reading one of 
his conferences at Notre-Dame of Paris, where, if I recall well, he cites St. 
Thomas, “There is nothing more perfect than sharing the happiness you 
have.”50 This is truly the remembrance of the impression that this mysterious 
encounter left me. Was this a prophetic grace?...  Was it the sign that Brother 
Jean would precede me in the “House of the Father”? I promised never to 
ponder over this thought. 
 
 Our way, for both of us was then as it still is, abandonment of all to 
Jesus, into the hands of the merciful Father.  Humbly we say with confidence, 
in the following of Saint Thérèse of the Child Jesus: “I love all that He does…” 
 

 
 
 Jesus, the divine Person of Jesus, Word incarnate, conquered me forever, 
from the hour of His first call… He has, since, led me by the hand. In Carmel, I 
wished to live for Him alone, in fidelity to my daily duties, at the price of small 
and great sacrifices, at the example of my saint of predilection, the “Little 
Thérèse, so great in her Love. Like her, I wished “to give pleasure to Jesus” …  
 

Jesus of the Gospels occupied my heart and my thoughts. I went to Him 
each morning to offer myself to Him, but especially to offer myself to His Father 
because this permitted me to unite myself to the redemptive act, with an 
infinite value, by which on the cross, “obedient until death” (Ph 2:8), He 
glorified His Father and saved the world. On the altar, “He actualized”, as it is 
expressed by Pope Paul VI, the unique sacrifice of Calvary, in order that we 
might participate, in truth… 

                                                           
50 47th Conference 
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 I went then to Him. At the communion, it was He who came to me. I was 
filled… Jesus was my life. He was everything for me… 
 
 One day – I was still in the novitiate, but I do not remember neither the 
year nor the date – in entering the choir for prayer in the evening, while I 
genuflected, a phrase which I had never heard imprinted itself in my spirit: 
“The Holy Humanity is the sacrament of the Word” … 
 
 I meditated on these words because these expressions were not familiar 
to me. I had a glimpse of new horizons; I would have wished to understand 
better… But, not being able to express it exteriorly, not knowing who to 
consult, I kept silence on these words which I had perceived rather than heard, 
but so clearly that I never forgot them… 
 
 Sometime later – I was kneeling in the choir for the evening prayer – 
another word came to me before all reflection, briefer yet, could I say “given”, 
but in such a way that it has never been effaced from my memory, even after so 
many years; only two words: “divine adoption…”  I would have loved to 
understand the link of these words with the preceding. I prayed… I humbly 
confess to have felt very poor before this great mystery… But, this time again, I 
remained silent in adoring the designs of God. 
 
 If my Jesus found it useful to enlighten me, I was sure he would do so in 
His hour, as He pleased…  I had only to love Him more and to abandon myself 
to Him.  I asked Him only to be “my way, my truth, and my life” … (Jn. 14:6). 
Much later, it was a reading of the Epistle of St. Paul to the Ephesians that 
enlighten these divine truths, when the apostle writes: 
 

“Blessed be God the Father of Our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us 
with all the spiritual blessings of heaven in Christ. Before the world was 
made, he chose us, chose us in Christ, to be holy and spotless, and to 
live through love in his presence, determining that we should become his 
adopted sons, through Jesus Christ, for his own kind purposes, to make 
us praise the glory of his grace, his free gift to us in the Beloved Son,  

− in whom, through his blood, we gain our freedom, the forgiveness 
of our sins, such is the richness of grace which he has showered 
on us in all wisdom and insight… 

− He has let us know the mystery of his purpose, the hidden plan 
he so kindly made in Christ from the beginning…  

− that he would bring everything together under Christ, as head… 
 
And the Apostle adds 

− “…you too have been stamped with the seal of the Holy Spirit of the 
Promise, this Holy Spirit 
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− the pledge of our inheritance which brings freedom for those whom 
God has taken for his own, to make his glory praised.” (Eph1:3-14) 

 
 It is this same Spirit that transformed the risen body of Christ and, 
through Him communicates to his members – of whom he is the Head to 
regenerate and sanctify them. 
 
 It seems to me, this, help us to better foresee how the Sacred Humanity 
can be called “the Sacrament of the Word”, to restore our resemblance to the 
Father of whom He is the perfect Image. 
 
 The first man, by his disobedience, abused the gift of God: freedom 
bought at the price of love added to the gravity of this fault.  We bear the 
consequences of this fall. By free obedience “until death on the Cross”, our 
resemblance to the Father could be repaired, we could by this free obedience of 
the Son – offered for us and for our salvation – return to the Father as adopted 
sons by the First-born, our Savior, with Him and in Him, in the unity of their 
common love, the Spirit of the promise, the Holy Spirit… This is the “mystery of 
the divine will”: to associate us to the Trinitarian life of the Father, of the Son 
and of their Spirit of Love, design of infinite mercy… 
 
 I feel powerless to communicate that which I glimpsed, and which little 
by little, had a real influence on my spiritual life.  But, before such depths, can 
one do otherwise than adore and be silent?... 
 

 
 
 Months passed. Autumn of 1921 arrived. Brother Jean wrote to me, one 
day, in the joy of having been admitted to temporary profession. The Father 
Master had fixed the date for December 28th, feast of the Holy Innocents. This 
date delighted me: I had always loved these little martyrs, the first to shed their 
blood for Jesus… because of Him… 
 
 I loved also the Church’s praise of them: non loquendo, sed moriendo 
confessi sunt51… “It was not by word but by their death” that they confessed 
the Child Jesus, little as they are… Are they not our models, we, who in the 
silence of Carmel, must witness to God and to His Christ, in dying to 
everything and especially to ourselves in order to render witness to the divine 
Transcendence and to the infinite Love, so little known, so little loved, and God 
is but Love. 
 
 Father Flavien Prat, Superior General of the Congregation of the Sacred 
Hearts, always so kind, wished to be present at the ceremony of Profession and 
to receive the vows of the novices. And, great joy for Brother Jean, Father 
                                                           
51 Prayer of the Mass 
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Mateo announced that he could be free for the 28th, and could preach, if they 
wished, for the profession of Brother Jean! Another joy anticipated by the 
future professed: his mother and his sisters would come from the Basque 
Country, as well as my dear mother and my brother, George, the future novice, 
twice “brother” of Brother Jean… The ceremony took place around 3 o’clock. 
 
 Father Mateo took a few moments to say in particular to Brother Jean: 
“You cannot give more than on December 8th, than last December 27th and 
June 3rd, but you give now through the Church…  Give all!  And I will offer you, 
in my name and in the name of Sister Claire, I will present her… I will be the 
priest, but, she will offer you as the Blessed Virgin offers her Jesus…  Offer 
yourself with her, the two of you more inseparable than ever, in this offering!  
And Jesus gives you today, what you wish!” 
 
 These words were a moving response to the wish that the novice, Brother 
Jean, formulated in the secret of his heart several days before while meditating 
on the Gospel of Jesus and the Canaanite women, the admirable and humble 
confidence of the poor stranger that nothing could repulse or discourage, the 
mother who put all her hope in Jesus, always good, but who, however, had 
given her a disconcerting response.  Seeing that she continued to follow, Jesus 
turned to her and spoke these divine words of hope: “Woman, you have great 
faith; may it be as you wish!52 And immediately her daughter was cured! 
 
 And the novice, in his “cell” dreamed: “I hope to obtain the grace of such 
a confidence that Jesus can say to me also: “Fiat tibi sicut vis…” When I ask 
him for souls, the cure of sinners! ...” And Father Mateo, without knowing this, 
gives him the response: “He will grant you what you wish.” 
 
 After pronouncing his vows in the hands of the Father General, Father 
Mateo placed the white cord which the religious wore at that time, and the 
white scapular decorated with the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, adding 
softly according to the ceremonial: “Kiss them for you and for Sister Claire 
before wearing them over your heart”. 
 
 His words, so to speak, spoke of St. John: John resting his head on the 
breast of his Master, John near the Cross, John descending Calvary with the 
Virgin Mary, that the crucified Jesus designated as “his Mother” and whom he 
took to “his home” from that moment. John gives witness to this in his gospel53 
which he wrote after having been instructed about the beautiful secrets of his 
divine Friend by the Mother of Jesus. Father Mateo said further: “May your 

                                                           
52 Saint Mathew, 15:28. 

 
53 Saint John, 19:27. 
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scholasticate be such!” Study much, oh yes, but allow yourself to be 
instructed, as John, by the Virgin Mary” … 
 
 The feast did not end without another sacrifice. Jean’s father wished to 
see him at the end of his novitiate, thinking that he would be allowed several 
days of vacation between his departure from Montgeron and the beginning of 
his studies. But the Father Provincial wrote that he expected him on January 
2nd because the second semester would begin on that day. Brother Jean did 
not hesitate. He left the morning after his profession for the Scolasticate at 
Masnuy-Saint-Pierre in Belgium, not far from Braine-le-Comte where the 
Generalate, “still in exile”, was situated. 
 
 He wrote that he would not pass through Louvain, not having the time; 
but he thought he would have permission to do so a little later. He addressed a 
letter filled with affection to his father who was suffering much telling him that 
his visit was just deferred. Obedience pressed him. 
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IX 
TOWARDS THE PRIESTHOOD 

 
 
 

Masnuy-Saint-Pierre, 1921-1925 
 
 On leaving Montgeron, Father Mateo had been invited to stop at the 
convent of the Sisters of the Sacred Hearts at Picpus, Paris, to give a short 
retreat to a group of women. Father Mateo wished that my dear mother could 
benefit of the unexpected opportunity to gain new strength during three days of 
grace… 
 
 He also arranged to be accompanied by Brother Jean who served his 
Mass each morning. After the first “sermon”, his Mass, grace to the profound 
recollection of Father as he celebrated, he preached thrice daily. Calling upon 
the grace of these souls of good will, Father wished to draw them in the way of 
the love of the Heart of Jesus and of the total gift to this adorable Heart for the 
growth of His intimate and social Reign. He summarized this in the special 
note: “Give all…accept all…smile always! ...” 
 
 After these few days of recollection, the young professed, Brother Jean, 
left immediately for the scholasticate of Masnuy-Saint-Pierre. His superior and 
professors welcomed him with great kindness. The group of student Brothers 
gathered around him warmly. The spirit of the congregation is simplicity and 
openness. If it wishes to form apostles, it is through great generosity imbibed in 
Adoration of the Very Blessed Sacrament and by the cult of the love of the 
Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary that they wished to attain. 
 
 The student Brothers, the scholastics, lived like true “brothers”. On 
outings, by common accord their goal was often a pilgrimage to one or other of 
the nearby shrines. They loved to stop in the chapel of the Sisters of the 
Visitation at Nimy. There they found Jesus in the tabernacle and near Him 
precious relics: the heart of Saint Jane de Chantal and a stone from the altar of 
Paray-le-Monial on which Jesus appeared to Saint Margaret Mary and revealed 
his burning and wounded heart… 
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 Later, when they knew each other better, they resolved to renew together 
their total oblation. After preparing well, they chose for this act, in which they 
wished to place all their heart, February 2, the day of the Presentation of the 
Infant-God in the Temple. 
 
 It is in this simple and supernatural environment that Brother Longin, at 
his time, arrived in the scholasticate after making his profession in the 
novitiate of Montgeron. For my joy, Brother Jean wrote to me: “He is admirable 
in his simplicity, fidelity and generosity; you know him”. I knew him: spiritual 
and joyful.  I did not doubt that he would soon be adopted by all. 
 
 Brother Jean, having completed serious studies in philosophy which 
suited his spirit, was dispensed of extended college studies as was the custom 
at the time. With joy, he started his theology at the beginning of 1922. In July 
1924, he wrote me that he had succeeded in his exams, and joyously he 
announced: “I will enter the third year of theology.” I felt that he wished me to 
share his enthusiasm in adding: “The first year in Holy Scripture, we studied 
the Letter of Saint Peter and the last letters of Saint Paul; in dogma, the marks 
of the true Religion and of the Church. This year, the second, in Holy Scripture 
we studied the psalms and Isaiah; in dogma, the Holy Trinity, Creator God, 
original Sin, Hell, Purgatory, Heaven, the general Judgment. Next year, the 
third, in Holy Scripture we will study the Gospels; and in dogma: the Incarnate 
Word, and the Blessed Virgin. In addition, we will have classes in morality, in 
Canon Law, and very preciously in the History of the Church. These are 
splendid studies especially when one enters into it not only with one’s spirit 
but with one’s heart in order to live one’s life. How beautiful is our religion!  
But the following will be even more astonishing because it is divine! Ask Our 
Lord that He prepare us for the ordination of the 27th and to the following 
stages toward the priesthood. How I long for the ordination to the priesthood 
which is scheduled for 1925!” Now he spoke of the minor orders. Life continued 
for Brother Jean, studious and profoundly marked by his great desire to 
prepare himself in a saintly manner for the inexpressible favor of participating, 
soon, in the priesthood of Christ Himself. 
 
 December 28, 1924 approached, the date on which he hoped to be 
admitted to final profession of vows.  For my part, I remembered that the indult 
of 1920, which permitted us to enter religion, specified that both of us, 
together, would commit ourselves to perpetual vows. This indult was 
transmitted to us by our bishop, the bishop of Bayonne on July 1920. It had 
been sent to him by the Cardinal Prefect of the Sacred Congregation of 
Religious, signed June 11, 1920 by Benedict XV. Monsignor Gieure gave it to 
Brother Jean because this indult had to remain in his hands in view of his 
admission to the congregation that he wished to enter so that he might be 
admitted to perpetual vows and following that, accede to the priesthood. 
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 In his great goodness, our bishop, foreseeing everything, took the time to 
write in his hand the section that concerned me. He gave me this copy with his 
authorization, because the Holy Father, through the intermediary of the 
Cardinal Prefect of the Sacred Congregation of Religious gave our bishop the 
power to grant us the favor demanded, “if he judged it opportune” … He gave 
me this copy several days later, with his authorization relating to “the favor 
asked, taking into account the conditions imposed.” 
 
 December 28, 1924 was the normal date for Brother Jean to pronounce 
his perpetual vows, three years after his temporary profession on December 28, 
1921. For my part, I had to do the six months of postulancy required by the 
constitutions, my first profession on June 23, 1922, my perpetual profession 
normally would not take place until June 1925. 
 
 A problem preoccupied me… I could not resolve to delay the perpetual 
vows of Brother Jean, and perhaps his following engagements. I spoke to my 
Mother Mistress and our Mother Prioress who directed me to seek counsel.   
 
 To whom should I speak?...  I did not hesitate. My first thought was to 
have recourse to Cardinal Mercier, my venerated Archbishop, who had been 
our first counselor. In the simplicity of my heart, I presented the facts to him 
and asked his advice regarding the possibility of asking the dispensation of 
several months of temporary vows for me, otherwise to retard the perpetual 
vows of Brother Jean for a later date. His Eminence understood immediately 
because we had communicated the text of our indult to him who had 
encouraged our vocation. The cardinal certainly had a great influence on the 
welcome Rome showed to our request, before the Holy Father as well as before 
the Sacred Congregation of Religious in 1920. 
 
 His Eminence responded clearly that he thought it “more generous” to 
ask for the dispensation of several months of temporary vows if the Prioress of 
my community consented and if my regular superior did not deem it 
inconvenient. The Capitular Sisters having been advised of the situation voted 
unanimously in my favor with the only condition that I await the end of my 
three years of Novitiate before entering into the community with the duties and 
rights conferred on the perpetual professed. 
 
  I willingly accepted this condition! What was important to me was that I 
pronounce my perpetual vows at the same time as my Brother Jean, in order 
not to retard him in his journey to the priesthood to which he so aspired.  
  
 Our Father Provincial, advised of the consent of the Chapter, assured me 
that he would be happy to acquiesce to my request, because he had to present 
a petition, supported by the Chapter and making know his accord. Our Father 
Provincial – who was then our superior, the very good Father Gerard of Saint-
Joseph – knew me well. He confided his petition to his Eminence Cardinal 
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Mercier who was going to Rome and would present it himself to the Sacred 
Congregation. Knowing the cause, he would lend his authority as well… 
 
 A new indult was then accorded that had “to be carefully conserved in 
the archives of the Carmel of Louvain”, with a declaration in my hand 
indicating “my full will to use this present Bull”. This was dated and followed 
by the habitual formula: Contrariis non obstantibus quibuscumque (to the 
contrary notwithstanding). Dated in Rome, 28 April 1924.  
 
 Why should I not transcribe here the Bull that witnesses to the 
prudence, the wisdom, but also the firmness of the decisions of Rome: 
 

  “Vigore facultatum a SSmo Dno nostro concessarum, S. 
Congregatio negotiis religiosorum sodalium praeposita, audito voto 
Eminentissimi Crdinalis Archiepiscopi Mechliniensis, eidem benigne 
remisit ut, attentis casus circumstantiis petitam gratiam juxta preces 
pro suo arbitrio et prudentia concedat, emissa a Religiosa, de qua 
agitur, declaratione in scriptis sese hoc Indulto uti velle, quae 
declaratio, una cum praesenti Rescripto, cauta servetur in archiva 
monasterii.” 
 
 Contrariis non obstantibus quibuscumque. 
 
 Datum Romae, die 28 aprilis 1924 
 S. + D.J. Card. Mercier 
 S. Cardinal Laurenti, Prefectus 

S. Vinc. La Puma 
 
   "By virtue of the faculties granted by our supreme Pontiff, the 
Sacred Congregation of Religious, having heard the opinion of the 
Eminent Cardinal Archbishop of Mechelin, kindly remits to him to 
concede in his judgment and prudence having attended to all 
circumstances, the petitioned favor as asked, accepted by the religious 
involved, through a declaration in writing that she wills to use the 
indult given her and the declaration, with this present rescript, is to be 
cautiously preserved in the monastery archives.” (translation of the above 
indult.) 
         Things to the contrary notwithstanding 
 Dated: Rome April 28, 1924 
 S. + D.J. Card. Mercier 
 S. Cardinal Laurenti, Prefectus   

  
 When the moment arrived, our Mother Prioress brought to me, in my 
cell, a big impressive book in which she had copied the formula of the indult. 
This good Mother told me to write, on the page facing the one where she had 
copied the indult in her hand, the declaration by which I would manifest my 
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intention and my firm will to use this new indult of Rome. I wrote, on that 
same day: 
 

 “I declare before God my desire and intention to use the dispensation 
accorded by the present indult that I myself requested. 
 With all my soul, I bless our Lord for this new favor and I am humbly 
and profoundly grateful to the Holy Father, the Pope, and to my 
superiors who hold the place of God for me here below. 
 With their blessing, I await from the divine Mercy the grace to make 
my profession of perpetual vows, in union with Brother Jean of the 
Heart of Jesus, on December 28, 1924, and I thank my community for 
having admitted me to perpetual profession.” 
 “In the name of and for the Glory of the Heart of Jesus.” 
 On this first Friday of the month, November 7, 1924 
Sister Claire-Marie of the Heart of Jesus. 

 
 These signatures followed: 
 Sister Marie-Amelie of the Immaculate Conception, Prioress 
 Sister Marie-Joseph of the Heart of Jesus, Mistress of Novices 
 
 I was authorized to write to Brother Jean the happy news of the arrival of 
the indult. He answered: “Say the Magnificat with me: our Father General has 
just admitted me to perpetual vows for next December 28!  I recopy for you the 
request that the Rule asks of us two months before the expiration of our 
temporary vows. 
 
 You will see that I did it in your name also as we are inseparable. Jesus 
must smile at all this: all is so much for Him and through Him that He must 
say to us: “It is I who have done all, let me achieve my work of mercy and Love; 
let Me do it…Have confidence!  Love me!”  What peace to think thus… 
 
 Here is the letter that Brother Jean wrote to his Superior General “to 
follow the Rule”. 
  
 My Very Reverend Father, 
  

 In two months, I will have completed my three years of 
temporary vows. Sister Claire-Marie has received from Rome the 
dispensation of several months, due to her postulancy, in order to 
make her perpetual profession at the same time as I, as prescribed by 
the Bull from Rome authorizing that we both enter religion. 
Furthermore, she was admitted to make her vows, by a vote of her 
community. 
 
 I come therefore, my very Reverend Father, to ask you, in my 
name and also in the name of Sister Claire-Marie, because the Church 
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wishes that we be thereby united in this definitive oblation, to please 
admit me to pronounce my perpetual vows next December 28. I do not 
merit such a grace, not more than I merited that you open your arms 
to me the first time that I met you, in the presence of Father Mateo, to 
allow me to take the habit of the Sacred Hearts and to engage myself, 
thereafter, in their service by temporary vows. 
 
 All of this I have received from you, my very Reverend Father, 
from the infinite and gratuitous mercy of the Heart of Jesus … 
Kneeling, I ask you, today, to permit me to express to the Sacred 
Hearts, at the same time my gratitude, my confidence and my love, my 
immense desire to serve Them in a total consecration to Them now 
and forever, by perpetual vows that I will make in your hands, my very 
Reverend Father, as a child of the Congregation of which you are the 
venerable Father. 
 
 I have but one goal, one desire, a sole ambition that I confide to 
the Immaculate Heart of Mary: to live and to die for the love and for 
the glory of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, to hasten His intimate and 
social Reign, there where obedience calls me. 
 
 Yes, it is for this reason that I wish to be a priest and apostle; it 
is for this that I wish, my very Reverend Father, to be all my life, the 
littlest, the most obedient, the most loving of your children. 

                   
                                                 Jean of the Heart of Jesus, SS.CC. 
 
  
 Having received the consent of the Very Reverend Father Superior 
General, Brother Jean thought of the preparations for our great day. He 
remained the same as he had always been: always considering only the 
essential without ever neglecting any detail that might be important. He asked 
me to choose an image that we could offer to our families and to a few intimate 
persons in memory of our perpetual vows, something that would mark our 
double, unique vocation with a definitive seal. 
 
 I chose the image of Jesus showing his Heart to his Divine Father and to 
the world that he wished to save. It is the work of a Spanish painter who 
worked, as the Reverend Father Mateo prayed, bearing in mind and nurturing 
the work of the Enthronement of the Sacred Heart in the homes which had 
already been approved by the Holy Father, Pius X.  
 

Brother Jean fully agreed but further asked me to obtain from Father 
Mateo, the text to be printed on the back. The text follows: 
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Heart of Jesus 
You have blessed our marriage, at the prayer of Mary, 

as at Cana… 
but, in your immense mercy, 
you have wished to convert 

the pure water of our temporal happiness 
into the generous, heavenly wine of 

two religious professions.   
Be a thousand times thanked, 

O Heart of Jesus! 
You have deigned, to unite two creatures,  

and it is You, yourself 
and no one but You 

who has separated us for your glory, 
for You alone, 
the Creator… 

Oh!  Bless the Magnificat of praise 
of the happy immolation 
of two voluntary hosts 

for which eternity will be too short to thank, 
to sing of the gratuitous mercy which 

Your Heart has filled! 
The two of us, 

the future priest-apostle 
and apostle-host 

ask you a single reward: 
You, yourself, Jesus 

your love, 
your glory, 

the intimate and social Reign of your Sacred Heart… 
Magnificat… 

May your Kingdom come! 
 

Souvenir of our perpetual vows 
December 28, 1924 

 
         Masnuy-St.-Pierre              Louvain 
Scholasticate of the Sacred Heart       Monastery of the Carmelites 
Brother Jean du Cœur de Jésus            Sister Claire-Marie du Cœur de Jésus 
(Cte Claude d’Elbée)                  (Ctesse Claude d’Elbée, born Louise de Sèze) 

 
Happily, we knew a clever and kind printer who marvelously understood 

how to highlight passages so that they evoke a song of thanksgiving echoing 
the heartfelt joy of the self-donation that filled our souls. 
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Brother Jean invited one of our cousins, Father Roland-Gosselin, then a 
professor at the Dominican Convent of Saulchoir, to give the homily at his final 
profession. He had the kindness to accept to preach also at Carmel when I 
received the veil, which would take place on December 29, the day after our 
double perpetual professions. Our mother, St. Teresa, had decided that a 
Carmelite’s reception of the veil could take place as a public witness even 
though the vows would have been pronounced in the presence of their 
community only.  

 
 The ceremony at Masnuy-Saint-Pierre was simple and beautiful, a fully 
spiritual beauty that spoke of the grandeur of the act that it signified: the total 
donation of a life totally at the service of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, 
of an apostolic life where the flame would be drawn in adoration of the Heart of 
Jesus at the foot of the tabernacle, under the radiant protection of the 
sorrowful and Immaculate Heart of Mary… 
 
 It was also at the foot of the tabernacle of Louvain, surrounded by my 
dear community, that I, at the same time as Brother Jean, had the joy to make 
my final vows. It was with my heart full of gratitude and in conformity to the 
will of God for my Brother Jean and myself, that I, prostrate in accordance to 
the ceremony of Carmel, offered myself without reserve, during the chanting of 
the Te Deum by the Sisters, while at the same hour he also offered himself in 
the chapel of the Scholasticate. 
 
 The next day, a solemn Mass was first celebrated at the student house in 
Louvain by the Fathers of the Assumption of France, who were always devoted 
to Carmel. Then followed the imposition of the great black veil by our 
Provincial, Father Gerard, in the presence of Brother Jean, of our two families, 
and several intimate friends, a ceremony always impressive because of the 
simple liturgy marked by the total gift of the Carmelite to God alone and the 
separation from the world that she embraces to be better available for prayer.  
During the singing of the Te Deum, she prostrates herself, in her great white 
cape, with her face to the ground and her arms in the form of the cross. 
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X 
THE BENEDICTION OF THE HOLY FATHER 

 

 
 We entered immediately into the “great year” of the priestly ordination of 
Brother Jean: 1925. In the month of February, an unexpected joy, that was 
above all a very great grace, awaited the two of us. 
 
 One morning, our Mother Prioress gave me a very large envelope 
addressed to me, a letter coming from Rome… As emotional as surprised, I 
opened it. It contained a second envelope on which was also inscribed in 
beautiful and firm writing: “Sister Claire-Marie du Coeur de Jésus”. I read the 
letter that was enclosed: 
 
 On the part of the Holy Father 
 Monsignor Carlo Confalonieri, Cameriere Segreto  
         Participatant of the Holy See 

Ossequiando, 7-2-1925 
 
 My heart beat in opening the second envelope with the coat of arms of 
the Pope: I found an admirable illuminated border, painted by hand, framing a 
portrait, also painted by hand, a striking resemblance of our Holy Father, Pius 
XI. Under the portrait, I found in the hand of the Pope this verse of the 
Apocalypse that has never been erased from my memory: 

 
Blessed are those who have been called to the wedding feast of the Lamb.  

(Apocalypse XIX, 9) 
Pius P.P. XI 

to bless the entire community. 
6.II,1925. 

 
 I meditated a long time on this inspired word, chosen by the Holy Father, 
and which appeared to me a consecration of our vocation, by the Vicar of 
Christ himself…” Blessed are those who have been called to the wedding feast 
of the Lamb”, having renounced here below, by His grace, that of earth. It was 
we, poor and little, that had heard this call and that the Holy Father called 
“blessed”, inviting us to respond in thanksgiving to this divine choice… It was 
too beautiful…too moving, for our whole life… 
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 I could not detach myself from contemplating this marvelous parchment!  
At the top: the profile, at the same time energetic and reflecting the goodness of 
Pope Pius XI, and further down, after the date, a very fine miniature of the 
“Holy Door” between the words, “Holy Year”, reminding us that our great 
celebration took place in the Holy Year, a year of so many graces for the whole 
world. 
 
 Two days later, Brother Jean told me that he had received the same gift, 
the same parchment, the same portrait, surrounded by a beautiful illumination 
framing the “Holy Door” and, above all, the same verse of the Apocalypse: 
Blessed…  The Pope, like Jesus, granted us the same favors… 
 
 Brother Jean reminded me of the date, February 6, so delicately chosen 
by the Holy Father to so kindly testify to us, the anniversary of his election as 
Sovereign Pontiff!... 
 
 How did he know us? (It was Pope Benedict XV who had, in 1920, signed 
our indult.) Through Cardinal Mercier? … or through Father Mateo whose 
apostolate he had encouraged so much?... Pius XI had spontaneously written 
to Father Mateo, confiding certain worries to him and asking his prayers. We 
were at the time of the sad affair of the French Action, when the disobedience 
of his supporters caused the Holy Father a profound pain, mixed with anxiety.  
In one of his letters54 the Pope asked Father Mateo “to never cease praying and 
to make others pray for this dear France and for the Pope also. As you see, he 
continued, afflictions are not lacking for the heart of the Father…But neither 
consolations, and your letter, with that of the good Father Jean du Coeur de 
Jésus, increase them. May the Good God repay you.” Then the Holy Father 
confided to Father Mateo “that he had asked God not to spare him the 
afflictions provided they hasten the triumph of His cause, that of His Church, 
of souls, and of France also.” And this Pope of such a great heart added that 
the first part of his prayer having been answered, he hoped with greater 
confidence that the second would be also… 
 
 Then, like a true father, the Pope added to his letter three small images 
“as visible witness of all the blessings that I send to you and to all your dear 
children the divine blessings that the divine Spouse has bestowed, here below, 
to the marriage supper of the Lamb…”  After two years, the Pope had forgotten 
nothing… What price we attached, all our lives, to this memory from the heart 
of so great a Pope! 
 
 I was not mistaken, however, in attributing a part to Cardinal Mercier in 
the attention that the Holy Father Pius XI granted us… Because I found a 

                                                           
54 This letter is dated Holy Thursday 1927, that fell on April 14.  Thus, the reflection of Mother 
Claire a little further on, that after two years the Pope had not forgotten.” (Note of M.T.) 
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moving note, in the hand of the Cardinal that he wrote to me in December 
1924:  

“My child, if God wishes, on the great day of both your professions, 
yours and Brother Jean’s, I will be in Rome. I will remember both of you 
very specially on that day. I will hold your names in my heart and place 
you, in spirit, on the paten at the moment of the Consecration. I bless 
you, from today. I hope to have an audience with the Holy Father before 
the 28 and will ask the Vicar of Jesus Christ for a blessing for both of 
you.” 
 
 Long live the Sacred Heart of Jesus! 
       D.J. Cardinal Mercier 
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XI 
THE HOUR APPROACHES… 

 
  

A month passed. Towards the end of spring, Brother Jean wrote me one 
day: “I will be ordained a sub-deacon on the day of Pentecost, perhaps at the 
Cathedral of Tournai, at the Jesuit Fathers of Enghien; it is not certain.” I saw 
this, however, as a very advanced notice of the great day of the priestly 
ordination… Brother Jean also… 

 
 My dear mother, who loved him as a son, wished to offer him the chalice 
for his first Mass. She had also promised one to Brother Longin, her youngest 
son, whom she had already generously sacrificed to God, but he still had two 
years to wait. The two Brothers began to look for a goldsmith who was truly an 
artist who wished to truly understand their opinions and intentions. 
 
 As for me, I had, through the grace of an abundant goodness of our 
Mother Prioress, the permission to dedicate myself totally to the making of a 
white chasuble and alb, as well as all the altar linens to be used at the 
ordination and first Mass of my Brother Jean. This Mother Prioress left me 
completely free as to the style that I wished to use. 
 
 Through the attention of Providence, I had received from my mother – in 
February of this great year 1925, the anniversary of the death of my father as if 
he wished to join in the offering of my mother – a large piece of flexible silk of 
which I could not have chosen anything more beautiful. 
 
 I put myself to the task. It was the first time that I found myself alone at 
such work. Confident in the help of heaven, I decided to begin with the altar 
cloth, the amice and the altar linens for which I had samples in the sacristy. A 
long time ago, my mother had the joy of providing our sacristy with the lace I 
might need. For the chasuble, I decided to ask advice of the Benedictines, 
known for the beauty of their liturgical work, a sure taste always in conformity 
with liturgical norms.  I was grateful to them for guiding me. 
 
 I worked without pause, with all my heart, with all my love for Jesus, 
whose redemptive sacrifice would one day be actualized for the salvation of the 
world, at the word of Him who would have made his priest, his other-self 
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through the condescension of infinite love… It was so great that I was 
completely immersed. 
 
 One day a thought came to me: instead of embroidering a medallion, as 
is frequently done, to paint it on white satin bordered with dark red velvet. The 
chasuble itself was white, the liturgical design was pale green with a gothic 
cross in red velvet, the lining of green was slightly deeper but discreet. I knew 
the taste of Brother Jean. 
 
  I would have liked to evoke “Jesus-Priest” holding, as He had done on 
Holy Thursday, the Bread and the Wine, allowing His Divine Heart to show 
through after being offered to His Father as a Host of propitiation, giving 
himself in communion to His apostles on this last night on which he made 
them “priests forever” … The sacrifice of Calvary was present, as He knew, until 
the end of time, on our altars, under the holy transubstantiated species offered 
each day by our priests: the true Body and Blood of Our Immolated Savior, but 
also glorified, always, by His Father and our Father… (cf. Jn. 20:17) But how 
do we express these ineffable realities? 
 
 I prayed and I worked, very humbly… 
 
 To associate myself to the sacrifice of Christ and that of His Immaculate 
Mother at the foot of the Cross offering her divine Son for our salvation. I 
permitted myself to draw inspiration from a very beautiful work of Maurice 
Denis: Mary, near the Cross, supporting her painful forehead on the Heart of 
her crucified Son, while He, Himself, rested His head crowned with thorns on 
Her… This unique scene was placed on a small medallion in the front of the 
chasuble. 
 
 I sent Brother Jean a photograph that a friend of Carmel had taken of a 
medallion of “Jesus-Priest”. Brother Jean was pleased with this very modest 
design for such a subject; he asked me to reproduce it, if possible, for his 
souvenir of ordination. Father Mateo graciously composed the text: a new joy 
for his spiritual son! Father Mateo guided his son well! He knew how to present 
profound dispositions very simply: 
 

 “I desire to present myself to You, Jesus-Host, with empty hands, 
because You know how much I wish to despoil myself of everything, to 
be in truth, Alter Christus (Another Christ). This is why, in ascending 
the altar: Offering and oblation, priest and host, I place into the hands 
of Mary Immaculate, with as much humility as confidence, my 
Consummation est for your glory.  
 
Penetrated with my littleness, but impelled by my priestly ambition, I 
ask only one grace: that of loving You to folly, to pour upon souls the 
fullness of Your Heart become mine…”  
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King of Love, grant that I may always say: For me to live is Christ55… in 
order to be able to say to souls: The love of Christ urges us!56 
 

Fiat… Magnificat… Adveniat!.. 
August 2-3, 1925 

 
Brother Jean du Cœur de Jésus 

                    Father of the Sacred Hearts 
 

It was necessary to continue to be patient to learn the venue of the 
ordination… Jesus has his designs… 
 
  

                                                           
55 Saint Paul, Phil. 1:21.   
56 Saint Paul, 2 Cor., 5:14. 
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XII 

CARDINAL MERCIER 
 
 One day, Father Jean remembered that the venerable Cardinal Mercier 
told him, during a conversation a long time ago, that he would be happy to 
ordain him in the private chapel of the Archbishopric and that there would be 
place for his family… He deserved a response with as much gratitude as 
confidence. 
 
 Brother Jean wrote to the Cardinal that the great day of his life was now 
near; he announced that he had been ordained deacon, and respectfully asked 
if his offer to ordain him was still possible. The holy Cardinal, with heartfelt 
tact and extreme delicacy, sent a letter that Brother Jean immediately 
communicated to me and that filled us with happiness!... 
 
 With joy, His Eminence accepted to ordain Brother Jean as he had 
agreed, but in his paternal goodness, proposed to proceed with the ordination, 
not in the chapel of the Archbishopric of Malines, but in the chapel of the 
Carmel of Louvain, “surrounded by the angels of Carmel” – these were his very 
words – in order that Sister Claire could follow closely the grand ceremony we 
had prepared for so many years… Brother Jean sent me the letter. 
 
 I hurried to communicate this response, which I received as a message 
from the Heart of Jesus, to our good Mother Prioress and Mother Mistress who, 
filled with joy, told me to send quickly their full agreement to Brother Jean, 
and to personally write to the Cardinal how his goodness profoundly touched 
us and all of Carmel.  
 
 The Cardinal proposed Sunday, August 2, the day that he would be free.  
Thanks to God, August 3, was a day when a votive Mass was permitted; this 
fulfilled the great desire of Brother Jean to celebrate the liturgy of the Heart of 
Jesus for his first Mass… Everything seemed providential: the letter of His 
Eminence reached Brother Jean on the octave of the feast of the Sacred Heart.  
How could we not see, in all of this, another loving grace of our “King of Love” 
as the Cardinal loved to name Christ-King?... 
 
 His Eminence, in his desire “to make everyone happy” went as far as 
proposing to enter in the cloister, with the family present, on the day of the 
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ordination. But Brother Jean, approved by Father Mateo, respectfully 
requested not to do so: “Our Lord,” he wrote, “was pleased to accept our total 
donation… He placed the grill of Carmel between Sister Claire and I. The day of 
my priestly ordination, that would achieve our consecration and seal our self-
donation in profound gratitude for his infinite mercy, we wished, with the 
blessing of His Eminence, that all be for Him alone.” The cardinal understood… 
and blessed us with all his big heart… 
 
 He attended to everything: Brother Jean’s chalice, purchased at the last 
moment, had not been consecrated. His Eminence, having been advised, 
wished to consecrate it before the ceremony; so that he could use it…The 
Fathers of the Assumption had prepared everything… 
 
 My Brother, Brother Longin, who had received the minor orders and who 
had permission to come to Louvain for the ordination of Brother Jean, ardently 
wished to receive the last two Orders57, which would open the way to his 
diaconate. The Cardinal, to whom Brother Jean had spoken, replied that he 
would willingly confer the Orders. 
 
 The very Reverend Father Flavien Prat, Superior General of the religious 
of the Sacred Hearts, who was also profoundly good and fatherly, told Brother 
Jean that, not only would he be present at his ordination, but he proposed to 
be the archdeacon, to present him and also declare him worthy of being raised 
to the priestly order. All these attentions filled both of us with a gratitude that 
is impossible to express: the Heart of Jesus witnessed to us that He achieved 
His work of merciful love… 
 
 The Fathers and Brothers of the Assumption took care of all preparations 
for the great day in our little chapel at Carmel. My role as sacristan was so 
much simplified that after the arrival of my mother, Brother Jean, his two 
sisters and brothers and mine, I was granted several days of retreat, in union 
with Brother Jean at Masnuy-Saint-Pierre. He also in solitude and silence. 
 
 August 2, 1925 was a cloudless day… 
 
 Shortly before the ceremony, the community was gathered in the choir 
with the curtains of the grill lowered, because of the presence of the Cardinal. I 
was permitted to kneel very close to the grill so that I might not lose anything 
of this great ceremony of the ordination of Brother Jean… 
 
 The priests, who were to impose their hands on the ordinand, at the 
given moment were ranked, face to face, at the front of the chapel and I had the 
joy of recognizing the habit and white cloak of the Father General of the 
                                                           
57 Exorcist and Acolyte 
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Congregation of the Sacred Hearts and, next to him, that of Father Mateo… I 
also had the surprise of seeing the brown habit and the white cloak of Carmel 
and recognizing Monsignor Benziger, missionary Bishop to India, who knew us 
well and being in transit through Belgium, had the kindness to join Reverend 
Father Gerard, our Father Provincial. 
 
 The choir of religious was in obscurity. The chapel being well lit, I could 
see, without being seen, and follow in contemplation the admirable ceremony. 
The Cardinal brought with him his master of ceremony who assisted the 
members of the Assumption Order. His Eminence officiated in a manner that 
touched the witnesses. It was, one can say, with majesty and profound 
recollection. He went from the throne on the side of the Epistle, where he 
vested with the signs of his dignity: the miter and the pallium, toward the 
raised seat prepared for him before the altar, for conferring the different orders. 
 
 After being called, Brother Longin, who was to be raised to the order of 
exorcist, approached first, dressed in surplice with a candle in his hand, 
ascended the altar and knelt before the Cardinal who read the monition which 
explains the power he was receiving and the obligations that result. The 
Cardinal placed the right hand of the kneeling ordinand on the book of 
exorcisms while the Cardinal, standing, prayed for the ordinand and ended the 
prayer with a very beautiful formula of benediction.  
 
 For the ordination of acolyte, not less solemn, the Cardinal returned to 
the throne, replaced his miter, and listened to several readings interspersed by 
liturgical chants. He read the last reading. Having read, the Cardinal rose, 
returned to the throne, still wearing the miter, ascended the chair before the 
altar, while the ordinand knelt before him. 
 
 A long, touching monition followed: “The Truth says: “May your light 
shine before others, that they may see your good deeds and glorify your Father 
who is in heaven” (Mt 5:26), calling the newly elected to be, in all his life, the 
watchman of the light of the Church destined to this divine worship… He will 
also be “charged to present the wine and water for the holy sacrifice”: You will 
do it with dignity if you offer yourself in sacrifice to God, by a chaste life filled 
with good works.  May God, in his mercy, grant you this.” 
 
 The Cardinal then received the chandelier carrying the candle, and the 
vial of oil that he touched to the right hand of the ordinand, indicating the duty 
that will be his, “in the name of the Lord” … Then the Cardinal, standing and 
facing the acolyte who remained kneeling, prayed for him. Following the 
directions of the archdeacon the ordinand returned to his place. 
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XIII 
PRIESTLY ORDINATION OF BROTHER JEAN 

OF THE HEART OF JESUS 
 

August 2,1925 
 
 

 All was ready… The Assumptionists had brought all that was necessary 
for the consecration of the chalice to be done by the Cardinal before the 
ceremony. For the anointing of the hands, they had also prepared the “oil of the 
catechumens”, an ewer with the linen needed for the hands of the consecrator 
after the anointing. The ordinand, himself carried the linen to tie his hands; 
another followed to dry his hands. 
 
 Brother Jean was kneeling on the floor of the sanctuary.  I saw him from 
afar, calm as always, totally absorbed in prayer, very pale… The Cardinal, 
seated on the throne, listened to the chanting of the response of which he 
reads the last verse. Then, wearing his miter, he ascended the altar and sat on 
the chair prepared for him. The Archdeacon called the ordinand: “May the 
person to be ordained priest come forward!” Brother Jean advanced, dressed as 
a deacon, with amice, alb with the cord, stole worn on the left shoulder in the 
manner of deacons, maniple, carrying the chasuble on his left arm, a lighted 
candle in his right hand, knelt before the cardinal. 
 
 The Archdeacon then presented him to the consecrating Archbishop 
saying: “Very Reverend Father, our Holy Mother the Catholic Church asks you 
to raise this deacon, present here, to the order of priesthood.” The consecrating 
Archbishop asks: “Do you know that he is worthy?” The Archdeacon replied: 
“To the degree that human weakness allows me to know, I know and certify 
that he is worthy to receive this office.” The Archbishop replied: “Thanks be to 
God!” And, according to the ancient custom, he announced in Latin, the 
ordination to the clergy and the faithful, and asked their consent. Then he 
paused for a few moments, then turned to the ordinand, pronounced a long 
and admirable monition which can be summarized in a phrase: “Consider the 
step you are about to take, imitate the Sacrifice which you offer in celebrating 
the mystery of the death of the Savoir…”  And he ended by saying: “May the 
Lord grant you this by His grace! Amen.” 
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 The Archbishop and his ministers, kneeling, recited the Litany of the 
Saints to which all responded.  The ordinand was prostrate on the floor, face to 
the ground where he had been kneeling in the choir. At the end of the litany, 
the Cardinal rose and stood in front of the chair. The ordinand also rose, 
ascended the altar and genuflected at the feet of his consecrator who in a 
solemn gesture placed his hands on the head of the ordinand, neither 
pronouncing any prayer nor word. 
 
 The priests, who were present, dressed in alb and stole left the place that 
had been reserved for them in the chapel, entered the sanctuary and in turn 
performed the same gesture of placing their hands on the head of the ordinand 
who knelt before each in turn. 
 
 It is then that the Cardinal, attentive to everything, made a gesture that I 
will never forget… The priests were standing in front of the grille behind which I 
was. His Eminence, realizing, without doubt, that I could not follow the 
ceremony, gestured them to move a little so that I could see better. This simple 
gesture inspired by his goodness touched me very much… 
 
 After the imposition of hands of the priests, the Cardinal recited the 
following prayer while he and all the priests extended their right hand toward 
the ordinand: “Listen to us, Lord our God, we pray and extend on your servant 
the benediction of the Holy Spirit and the sacerdotal grace; that he whom we 
present before you to be consecrated always rejoice in the abundance of your 
favor.  Through Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you, in the unity 
of the Holy Spirit for all ages. Amen. 
 
 The cardinal extended his hands and began the long and eloquent 
preface of consecration; not a word escaped me: “Give to your servant the 
dignity of the priesthood: renew in his heart the spirit of Sanctity, that he 
sustain with honor this dignity that you confide to him and that the example of 
his life bring about the reform of morals; that in him all justice shine…And, on 
the day that he renders an account, he receive the recompense of eternal 
beatitude. Through the same Jesus Christ, your Son, who being God lives and 
reigns with you…Amen. 
 
 “Here, oh my God, you have received our offering”, I said to myself, 
“deign to make your priest for eternity him whom I have given to you without 
return…My God, thank you!” 
 
 The admirable and powerful consecratory preface achieved, the Cardinal 
sat, received the miter and proceeded to impose the sacred vestments of 
ordination. Brother Jean, having the stole on his left shoulder in the manner of 
a deacon, the Cardinal took the other part of the stole, placed it on his right 
shoulder saying: “Receive the yoke of the Lord, because His yoke is sweet and 
His burden light.” 
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 The Cardinal then vested the new priest with the chasuble and said: 
“Receive this sacerdotal vestment, symbol of charity, because God is powerful 
to increase charity in you and his work is prefect. – Give thanks to God.”  Then, 
standing, having removed the miter, and the ordinand kneeling before him, the 
consecrating Archbishop said this prayer: 
 
 “O God, author of all holiness, who alone give the true consecration and 
full benediction, bless your servant, that we raise to the eminent dignity of 
priest:…that meditating, night and day on your law, he believe what he reads, 
teach what he believes and practices what he teaches. May justice, constancy, 
mercy and the strength of all virtues shine in him. May he give example and 
confirm by his words. May he guard without stain his sacerdotal character.  In 
favor of your people, may he bring about by his holy benediction the 
transubstantiation of bread and wine into the body and blood of your Son, and 
on the day of your just and eternal judgment, arrive by an inviolable charity to 
the state of a perfect man, to the age of the fullness of Christ, he rise with a 
pure conscience, a true faith and filled with the Holy Spirit.  Through Our Lord 
Jesus Christ.” Amen. 
 
 Then turning toward the altar, the Cardinal knelt and intoned in a loud 
voice the hymn, Veni Creator Spiritus, that the choir continued. 
 
 After the first stanza, he rose and, putting on his miter, sat in the 
armchair, took off his gloves, received the gremial on his knees, takes again his 
pastoral ring, and proceeds to the consecration of the hands of the new priest, 
by an anointing with oil of the catechumens, saying: “Deign, Lord, to 
consecrate and sanctify these hands, by this anointing and benediction, in 
order that all that they bless be blessed and that all that they consecrate be 
consecrated and sanctified, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.”  
 
 The new priest, kneeling before his consecrator, opens his two hands one 
next to the other. With his right hand, the prelate makes the signed of the 
cross on the hands of the ordinand, who responds, “Amen.” Then the Cardinal 
closes and joins the two consecrated hands that one of his assistants binds 
with a small white linen and the ordinand returns to his place until his 
consecrator recalls him to have him touch the chalice which contains wine and 
a drop of water, surmounted by a paten with a host: he touches the chalice: 
the cup of the chalice with his fingers, the paten and host with the index finger 
of each hand while the Cardinal says: “Receive the power to offer the Sacrifice 
to God  and to celebrate the Mass for the living and the dead, in the name of 
the Lord.  Amen.” 
 
 Before returning to the throne, the Cardinal washes his hands while the 
choir chants the Gradual and Alleluia; then a deacon proclaims the Gospel. In 
kissing the book of the Gospels of salvation and pardon, the Cardinal says: 
“May our sins be washed away by the holy Gospel.” 
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 Then the Creed is sung, none other than the profession of faith 
composed by the Council of Nicea (in the year 325) and somewhat completed 
later by that of Constantinople.  
 
 The young priest, whose hands are untied, so that he can also wash 
them and prepare himself to begin his “first Mass” that will be concelebrated 
with the Cardinal. The Cardinal ascends the altar. The new priest stands next 
to him. The Cardinal says the prayers slowly, loud enough so that the new 
priest pray them at the same time as he, especially the words of consecration. 
 
 The chalice had been prepared on the altar, as well as the paten with the 
large host and a ciborium with the hosts for the communion of the faithful.  
The two voices unite for the Suscipe: “Receive, O Holy Father, all powerful and 
eternal God, this spotless host that I, your unworthy servant, offer to You, my 
God living and true… 
 
 The celebrant adds a drop of water into the wine of the chalice to recall 
the blood and the water flowing from the transpierced side of Jesus on Calvary.  
The sense of this gesture is profound: it evokes also the two natures of Jesus 
Christ, because the priest asks at the same time, that by the consecration, “like 
this water mixes with the blood for the sacrament of alliance, we have part in 
the Divinity of Him who deigned to take on our humanity…” 
 
 The Holy Spirit is also invoked as “all powerful sanctifier that He bless 
the sacrifice offered in His name”. Then the Trinity is invoked that it may deign 
to receive this holy oblation fully ratified and agreeable, in order that it become 
the Body and Blood of your beloved Son Our, Lord Jesus Christ.   
 
 In the Assembly, the silence is absolute… Vested in the priesthood of 
Jesus Christ, each priest, in repeating His same gestures and words truly 
renews the transubstantiation of the Last Supper and thus accomplishes the 
essential action of the sacrifice. This instant is unforgettable for the new priest 
who says in unison with the celebrant: “Who, on the eve of His Passion, took 
bread in his holy and venerable hands, and, His eyes lifted to Heaven toward 
You, God His Almighty Father, giving You thanks, He blessed, broke and gave 
it to His disciples, saying: “Take and eat because This is my body.” 
 
 At the profound genuflection of the Cardinal and of his concelebrant, one 
witnesses in their soul, all the adoration of the apostle, St. Thomas, recognizing 
his divine Master: “My Lord and my God…” (Jn 20:28). Rising, the two, after 
the elevation of the Holy Host, leaning toward the chalice continue: “In a 
similar way, after the Supper, taking the precious chalice into His holy and 
venerable hands, and once more giving thanks, He blessed and gave it to His 
disciples, saying ‘Take this, all of you, and drink for this is the chalice of My 
Blood, the Blood of the new and eternal Covenant (mystery of faith), which will 
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be poured out for you and for many for the forgiveness of sins. Each time you 
do this, do it in memory of Me.” 
 
 Again, after the Cardinal raised the chalice very high for the adoration of 
the assembly, he and his concelebrant prostrated themselves to adore the 
precious Blood of the divine Lamb, whose immolation at the altar and on the 
cross took away the sins of the world… and together they made a profound 
genuflection. 
 
 The Church never forgets any of its children. In the following prayers, 
one is reserved for the suffering souls in purgatory, so that they partake in this 
Holy Sacrifice. It is the moment of our remembrance of our dear ones to whom 
we have a special debt… Then, confident in the divine mercy, we humbly ask 
that we too, one day, may participate with the saints, not because of our merits 
but by divine indulgence and by the merits of Jesus Christ Our Lord. 
 
 The Canon ends with the doxology to the Holy Trinity, that receives all 
the glory of Jesus Christ, victim of Calvary and of the Altar, redemptive Host… 
  

Then the Our Father, taught by Jesus Himself. The prayers and the 
ceremonies that follow are a preparation for communion. The Holy Sacrifice, 
like the Last Supper, is a meal, and it would not be truly complete or achieved, 
if we do not participate. Like Jesus at the Last Supper, the celebrant breaks 
the Host saying, “May the peace of the Lord be always with you.” And we 
respond, “And with your spirit.” The part of the host which he puts in the 
chalice represents the reunion of the Body and Blood of Christ, at the 
Resurrection, and also the union of the faithful with Him58. These then address 
three times the “Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the world”, in asking 
the He have pity on us, and the third time: “to give us peace.” We ask peace 
and union for the entire Church. The new priest approaches and kisses the 
altar to the right of the celebrant, from whom he receives peace: Pax tecum 
(peace be with you) and he responds Et cum spiritu tuo (and also with you).  The 
concelebrant continues with the same gestures and the same words. 

 
 The Cardinal then prepares to receive communion. Taking the sacred 
Host, he gives a part to his concelebrant, they strike their breasts with their left 
hand in repeating three times the humble words of the centurion of the Gospel: 
“Lord, I am not worthy that you should enter under my roof, but only say the 
word and my soul shall be healed.” Then, “May the Body of Christ keep me safe 
                                                           
58 Mother Claire probably refers here to an ancient custom of the ancient Church: the Pope or 
the Bishops carried a fragment of the consecrated host from the Mass they had celebrated, to 
priests who celebrated in other Churches, in their name. These priests placed this fragment 
called fermentum (leaven), in the chalice which they consecrated as a sign of union with the 
pope or their bishops, at the celebration of the Eucharist which is, precisely, the sacrament of 
the unity of the Church.  (Note of M.T.) 
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for eternal life.” They add, “What shall I give to the Lord for all that he has 
given to me?”  “I will take the chalice of Salvation, and I will invoke the name of 
the Lord, that I be delivered from my enemies.” In taking the chalice, each says: 
“May the Blood of Our Lord Jesus Christ guard my soul for life everlasting. 
Amen.” 
 
 Then, they made a sign to my young brother who had just received the 
orders of acolyte and exorcist, indicating that he could also approach. He knelt 
on the last step of the altar, at the foot of the Cardinal, who gave communion to 
the acolyte/exorcist, after he had kissed the ring of the Cardinal who held the 
sacred Host in his hand. 
 
 After the ordained had received communion, his Eminence wished to 
distribute communion, from his hand, to Sister Claire and all the Carmelites; 
then to the members of the family of Father Jean and Sister Claire…  
 
 Returning to the altar, the Cardinal completed the final ablutions and 
with the new priest said aloud: “May your body, which I have received, Lord, 
and your blood that I have drunk attach my entire being to you; and grant that 
the stain of sin never live in me who has been nourished with these pure and 
holy mysteries.  You, who being God, live and reign forever and ever. Amen.” 
 
 Then, the Cardinal intoned the beautiful response that the choir 
continued: “I no longer call you my servants, but my friends because you know 
all that I have done among you. Alleluia.  Receive the Holy Spirit, the Consoler: 
He who my Father sends to you.  Alleluia.  You will be my friends if you 
accomplish my commandments; Receive… Glory be to the Father, and to the 
Son and to the Holy Spirit; He who…” 
 
 Having intoned the Response, the Cardinal turns toward the new priest, 
who standing before the altar and facing the officiant, makes the profession of 
faith that he must teach, in reciting the Symbol of the Apostles, in a loud voice 
to be heard by all. Then the Cardinal, wearing his miter, sits on the armchair 
placed before the altar. 
 
 The new priest kneels at his feet, the Cardinal imposes his two hands on 
the head of Father Jean, and says: “Receive the Holy Spirit; whose sins you 
forgive will be forgiven, whose sins you retain will be retained,” and adds: “May 
the Lord clothe you with the robe of innocence.” 
 
 Then the new priest, still kneeling puts his two joined hands in those of 
the Cardinal, who tells him because he is a religious: “Do you promise respect 
and obedience to your superior all the days of your life? He responds: “I 
promise.” Then, the Cardinal, still holding the hands of the new priest, 
embraces him saying: “May the peace of the Lord be always with you.”  He 
answers: “Amen”. 
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 The Cardinal stands, removes his miter, and blesses the new priest 
kneeling before him, saying aloud: “May the blessing of almighty God, Father, 
Son and Holy Spirit descend upon you, that you may be blessed in the 
sacerdotal order and that you be able to offer, for the sins and the offenses of 
the people, pleasing hosts to almighty God, who is worthy of all honor and 
glory forever and ever. Amen.” 
 
 The armchair is removed, and the Cardinal, having removed his miter, 
turns to the altar to complete the Mass. They sing the communion and post 
communion prayers of the day, and add the post communion for the new 
priest, with the same conclusion: “Sustain, Lord, by the incessant action of 
your grace, he who, in your bounty, you fortify by your sacraments, so that we 
feel the effects of your Redemption, not only in celebrating the sacred 
mysteries, but in all our life. You who live and reign with God the Father in the 
unity of the Holy Spirit, God forever and ever. Amen.” 
 
 Then, with the new priest the Cardinal continues: 

 “The Lord be with you 
  -And with your spirit. 
 Let us bless the Lord. 
 -And give Him thanks. 

 
 May the homage of our service please you, O Holy Trinity, and grant that 
the sacrifice offered by me, though unworthy before your Majesty, be received 
by You and that, through your mercy, it be a source of graces for me and for all 
those for whom I offered it: Through Christ Our Lord. Amen.” 
 
 The Cardinal alone gives the Pontifical Benediction: 

 “May the name of the Lord be blessed. 
 -Now and forever.” 
 
He then makes an ordinary sign of the cross on himself and continues: 
 “Our help is in the name of the Lord, 
 -Who made heaven and earth.” 
 

 Then, lifting and joining his hands, and inclining his head toward the 
altar, he continues: 

“May Almighty God bless you…” and, turning to the faithful having 
before him the archiepiscopal cross, the Archbishop continues in 
blessing the assembly: “…Father, Son and Holy Spirit”. 
 

 The Cardinal turns toward the altar and says in a low voice the Dominus 
vobiscum (the Lord be with you) and the Gospel of Saint John, after having 
made the sign of the cross on the altar and on himself. The new priest recites 
the same Gospel. 
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 The ordination is finished: the Cardinal, his assistants and the new 
priest, after this first concelebrated Mass, retire to the sacristy. The choir 
intones the thanksgiving… 
 
 The Cardinal comes to his kneeler to reflect. But seeing Father Jean, he 
motions to him and whispers in his ear: “Go and give your first blessing to 
Sister Claire… I know that she is waiting for you, behind the grille in the choir”. 
He thought of everything; he forgot nothing… 
 

Then he went to the parlor, with Father Jean. The D’Elbée and Séze 
families, and several friends were gathered there; the Cardinal and the new 
priest gave their blessing together…  

 
 Then the Cardinal gave to Father Jean a letter with a joy, not hidden, a 
letter that he had received from Cardinal Gasparri, the Secretary of State of His 
Holiness Pope Pius XI, through which the Pope sends Father Jean his heartfelt 
congratulations and a special blessing for himself and his family.  
 
 Sister Claire, having come to the parlor, the Cardinal greeted her 
paternally through the grille and wished to translate himself the letter from 
Rome that was in Latin. He spoke then with the Marquise d’Elbée, the 
Vicomtesse de Sèze, Father Mateo and Brother Longin, who encircled Father 
Jean until his departure. It was a great joy for Father Jean and for Sister Claire 
to be reunited with them, on this unique day, to Cardinal Mercier and Father 
Mateo, who was their guide in the first hours of their vocation, who introduced 
them to the Cardinal, and about whom his Eminence wrote, one day: “he was 
honored to be his confidant and his friend…” 
 
 Cardinal Mercier seemed profoundly joyful to have crowned, in such a 
beautiful fashion, so complete, so divine, the project approved and blessed by 
him, five and a half years earlier, at Malines, and that the world had treated as 
folly. 
 
 The Heart of Jesus received all the glory, from his poor children, guided 
and blessed by his great Cardinal, their venerated father and friend. 
 
 Magnificat! 
 May Your Kingdom Come! 
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XIII 
FIRST MASS OF FATHER JEAN OF THE HEART OF JESUS 

AFTER HIS ORDINATION 
 

August 2, 1925.  
In the chapel of the Carmel of Louvain 

August 3, 1925. 
 

 
 Father Jean had, for a long time, the desire that his first Mass be of the 
Sacred Heart of Jesus. The Assumptionist priests proposed to solemnize this 
first Mass. They chanted admirably, on the eve, the Mass of ordination and the 
entire ceremony. They were fervent liturgists. They hesitated a little. “It is a 
ferial Mass on the 3rd, they told us. But, learning that Father Mateo would be 
the homilist and all would certainly be for the glory of the Heart of Jesus; that, 
also, the young priest expressed to his superiors, without opposition on their 
part, the desire that his first Mass be the Mass of the Sacred Heart, they willing 
yielded and the Mass that they solemnized (according to the rubrics), was of a 
piety and beauty that touched all who were present and filled Father Jean with 
joy. 
 
 Father Mateo, wearing the surplus and stole, was throughout the Mass 
at the side of the new priest to give him more confidence, made a sign to him to 
take the chair prepared for him in the sanctuary, and he, from his place before 
the altar, preached with an inflamed eloquence and ardor with which we were 
familiar… He addressed Father Jean as a son, but also as a brother, reminding 
him of the way of the total gift of self, without any reserve, which is that of the 
apostle called by the Master to attach oneself to no one but Him, to have a sole 
divine obsession: “To know Him, to Love Him, and to make Him known and 
loved… From now on, here is your life with the great duty of gratitude! … to 
bless Him for the call that he impelled you to listen to and the grace that He in 
His mercy, deigned to grant. And you have not been alone, neither to listen, nor 
to respond… Yes: bless Him...” And the Mass was completed in recollection and 
thanksgiving. 
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 The new priest had the joy of distributing holy communion to our 
families, to the Carmelites and to an assembly much larger than expected. 
 
 In leaving the chapel, Father Jean, with Father Mateo, thanked the 
priests and Brothers of the Assumption for their dedication on the two days to 
render these ceremonies unforgettable. Thanks to them, nothing was lacking. 
They expressed all the satisfaction of Cardinal Mercier, as well as that of Father 
Jean, our families, the Carmelites of Louvain who assured them of their 
prayers… But not wishing to delay meeting with the family group who awaited 
them at the home of our dear friend whose hospitality had been so cordial 
during their entire stay in Belgium, they hurried to Mont’Saint-Antoine, for the 
feast. 
 
 Then Father Mateo and Father Jean returned in the afternoon to 
Masnuy-Saint-Pierre where they were welcomed with joy by the Father General, 
the Fathers, their professors and the student Brothers of the scholasticate 
where Father Jean was loved and appreciated.  
 
 In the silence and recollection of my little cell, I did not know how to 
express my happiness and gratitude to the Heart of Jesus…But He knew it 
well!...  
 

Always with Father Mateo, Father Jean did not delay to leave for Paris, 
the first step. As he had not yet received his obedience, the good Father 
General granted him considerable time to visit his family, most of them living 
in the Basque Country. His oldest brother with his wife and children, already 
having left Paris for Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port where he had received the mother 
of our sister-in-law, left his apartment in Paris to Father Jean, his mother and 
sisters so that they could spend a few days there. 

 
 Very close to Saxe Avenue there was a monastery of “Poor Claires” whose 
chaplain was absent. Thus, the first day, Father Jean could say the Mass.  
They asked him to take communion to a sick person at the end of the 
monastery… After the Mass, he exposed the Blessed Sacrament… 
 
 The next day, he said the Mass at Saint-Philippe-du-Roule, where Abbé 
Lepetit knew him and wanted to help him. Monday evening59 he went to visit 
Father Mateo in Picpus. Spontaneously Father told him, “How about going to 
Lisieux tomorrow? … Leave tonight! … He obeyed. 
 
 In the evening, it was eleven thirty when he arrived in Lisieux…Still a 
room in a hotel!... (I borrow the details that follow from the letters of Father 
Jean: they are authentic…) 

                                                           
59 This must have been August 10 (Note of M.T.) 
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 “I met three priests on the way…I explained my case. One of them said: 
“Come with us, my parents have a family hostel. We have asked little Thérèse to 
bring all the people she loves…” I was admirably treated! 
 
 The next day with a note from Father Mateo, I went to find “Pierre, the 
happy sacristan of Carmel” (Father had formulated the address thus!), “a saint 
to be canonized”, said the Father who received me with affection, I would even 
say a tenderness which I had not expected, after I had told him two words of 
our history. He put me at the altar of Châsse (that ordinarily is reserved for the 
Cardinals and Bishops). 
 
 After my thanksgiving, the good “Pierre” came to tell me that Mother 
Agnes awaited me in the parlor: she spoke to me with an affection, a trust of 
which Father Mateo was surprised, when I told him of it later. I confess that I 
was less surprised than Father, because I knew Mother Agnes for some time. 
 
 I had the permission to write to him, especially in view of the great events 
that, very soon, would mark my religious life, and for which, in order to better 
prepare myself, I hoped for so much help of prayers of her in whom I saw, “the 
little mother” of my dear Saint Thérèse of the Child Jesus…She always answered 
me with as much heart as simplicity, as much affection as goodness. She even 
received me at the parlor on occasions of pilgrimages to Lisieux.  And I kept as 
relics all that I had from her…How could she have been less trustful with the 
priest of whom Father Mateo must certainly have spoken?... 
 
 Father Jean, as long as he remained in Paris, liked to say the Mass in 
the sanctuaries that were dear to him because of remembrances of graces that 
he received…The eve of the Assumption, August 14, 1925, year of so many 
graces, he was able to say the Mass at the altar of the Blessed Virgin where we 
both had loved to pray together, there where the Blessed Virgin was pleased to 
grant to her poor children on earth, if one judges by the quantity of ex-votos 
that surround the altar and her statute… at Our Lady of Victories. 
 
 The next day, feast of the Assumption, he went to Montmartre, and chose 
the altar of the Blessed Virgin to say a thanksgiving Mass in remembrance of 
graces received on June 29, 1918, when the Heart of Jesus made us hear the 
first echoes of His call, at the height of the war, and where Father Jean wished 
to witness our gratitude, to both, for the fidelity of the love of Jesus, the King of 
our hearts, and of Mary, the Queen of the poorest and littlest. 
 
 “As you were with me, he then added, as you are present everywhere as I 
relived our pilgrimages in the blessed places, and thanked for so many graces 
that we have received.” 
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“Another day, I was invited by our Visitation cousin, Sister Marie-Thérèse 
Dauphinot, to say the community Mass at Visitation of Rue Denfert-Rochereau, 
an immense monastery, where there are 70 Sisters…,” 

 
After the Mass, breakfast in the parlor…at which assisted the Reverend 

Mother Superior, a religious from d’Annecy and our cousin Sister Marie-
Thérèse. Through the grille they passed images, relics and a small document, a 
copied for you by Sister Marie-Thérèse, about a very ancient union – that must 
still exist in the archives – between Carmel and the Visitation, a pact of prayer 
and spiritual communication to which the Visitation and Carmel hold much.  
And, suddenly, the Mother Superior told me: “All the community is here 
together, next to us. They are waiting for you to give them your benediction and 
to say a few words…” It was my first sermon…It was not long, (you can 
imagine)…but finally, I spoke of our Jesus, “King of Love”, of His Heart, of His 
merciful love…You helped me because I remembered, at the hour, that it was 
the feast of Saint Claire!...” Father Mateo was delighted, when, I told him in the 
evening of my little sermon, before 70 Sisters of the Visitation, for the Saint 
Claire!... 

 
Write a word to our cousin, Sister Marie Thérèse. She is a beautiful soul, 

a soul of desires…a short word of thanks that she can transmit to her superior. 
 
After his mother and sisters had left Paris, Father Jean did not delay to 

return to his dear house of Masnuy-Saint-Pierre, to await the visit with his 
family in the Basque Country, as the good Father General had promised him. 

 
I wrote to him that we were preparing at Carmel to make our “solemn 

vows”, a favor that had been denied to the great orders after the troubles of the 
Revolution: the conditions of the cloister, radical poverty of each member of the 
community which could no longer be assured because of the government laws; 
the Church, always wise, had judged it good to modify her laws a little until 
this moment when it is possible to apply these in conformity with the laws of 
the State. 

 
From Masnuy-Saint-Pierre, Father Jean wrote me toward the end of 

December 1925, in response to my Christmas greetings:  
 

“I do not cease to be very near you on our anniversaries: the 8th - 
your entrance into Carmel, the 25th - our Christmases of yore, the 27th 
- the taking of the habit, the 28th - both our professions, you at Carmel 
and I at the novitiate of Montgeron… As we will be together, the 31st, 
for your solemn vows: there is nothing, is it not so, for one or the 
other, that one or the other does not participate…The 31st is the day 
where the Holy Father, by a very beautiful inspiration, wished that the 
renewal of the Consecration of the Human Race to the Sacred Heart of 
Jesus proclaim that His Kingship is, above all, a Kingship of Love… 
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  Now, you will never imagine where I spent this Christmas!... In 
the world!...The Marquis of Boëssière, who lives in a magnificent 
chateau near here, is very eager to know me. The Father Superior has 
ceded to his requests and has sent me to say the Midnight Mass there. 
 
  He is an old gentleman, very pious and original… His wife is 
deceased… With him are his daughter-in-law and his two grandsons, 
one of his sons, his oldest daughter, the Baroness of Schilde, whose 
husband was the governor of d’Anvers (deceased two or three years 
ago), the Marquis and the Marquise of Bourdonnaye and their six 
children… The mother of the Marquis is a cousin of Aunt Claire 
d’Elbée. A third daughter is a Canoness of Saint Augustine in Bruge (I 
think they are called the English Women). All these curious people 
question, worry, are troubled by gossipers… 
 
  I stayed with them from Thursday until Saturday. I did not 
disturb them: I spoke of the rights of Our Lord, of the power of His 
grace…of true love. They seemed sufficiently touched, especially the 
baroness of Schilde, to ask me to invite my mother to spend some time 
with her, at Anvers, hoping that I would also go and that we could go 
to visit you with her and the old marquis, because she dreams of 
knowing you…These are extremely “well placed”, very influential…But, 
how Our Lord is less known, less loved, even among the “good”!... 
 
  Thanks to them, I was able to say the midnight Mass, and two 
others following…There were people from the village, who dined at the 
chateau after. And there were children whom I love, so many 
children!... At the chateau of Lombise, I was able to speak a lot about 
you, and to realize how much Jesus has protected us as “one” in 
separating us for his love, for his glory…Magnificat!” 
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AFTERWORD 
 

 The story of Mother Claire ends, without premeditated design, at the 
moment when her strength left her. She, then, asked me to come and gave me 
the text in the state that it is published. Her health continued to decline and 
she died on Saturday morning, March 1, 1980, last Saturday of the month, day 
dedicated to the Virgin Mary, and the first day of the month dedicated to St. 
Joseph. Several days later, Father Jean addressed this brief note to Carmel 
where he comments the date on which God called Mother Claire to Him: 
 

“Saint Joseph & us 
Our petition to Pope Benedict XV, 
to permit us to enter into religion, 
although married, was written 

by us on March 1, 1920. 
We chose this date 

(the first day of the month of St. Joseph) 
to place ourselves under the protection 
of this great saint whom we cherished. 

And Mother Claire died on March 1, 1980. 
It is moving.” 

 
 God wished that the story finish on a letter by Father Jean, at the end of 
December 1925, whose last phrase deserves attention because it says 
everything: their love, their separation and their “unity” in the name of Jesus, 
finally the Magnificat – which reflects their common image of religious 
profession of December 28, 1924 – and that they often recited on earth before 
chanting it together in eternity. 
 
 Mother Claire who pronounced her perpetual vows at the same time as 
Father Jean – that was a requirement of the Church – December 28, 1924, and 
who remained in the Novitiate until the end of 1925, was elected sub-prioress 
several months later, at the end of 1925. She became the Prioress, for the first 
time in 1933, and was reelected eight times during her life, the last time in 
1964, for three years. Besides she assumed the task of Mistress of Novices 
from 1937 to 1959.  She became a councilor of the Federation from 1963 to 
1969. 
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 One of her Sisters, in the message that is written for each Carmelite, on 
her return to God, recounts the last days of Mother Claire in the following 
terms: 
 

  “During her last illness, for three months while she was bed-
ridden, she manifested a patience, gentleness and docility that 
profoundly edified us and left us an unforgettable memory.  Totally 
abandoned to God, she never complained, never asked for anything, 
had great respect and consideration for her Prioress, witnessed 
affection and gratitude to her infirmarians. 
 
  Slowly we saw her decline; Friday, in the morning of February 
22nd, after having a strong crisis the previous evening, she regained 
her strength and energy for several hours. Our Mother called the 
community. She spoke to us with ardor, firmness and great humility. 
With her we recited the Creed and renewed our vows. She 
recommended to us obedience to our superiors, unity, charity, fidelity 
to the Rule, confidence and abandonment. She thank the Sisters with 
so much goodness. 
 
  During her last eight days, the crises continued. On the 
morning of March 1st, after Lauds, we recited the prayers for the 
dying. The entire community was together in the small infirmary and 
prayed. Her eyes were wide open and her head slightly inclined like 
Jesus on the Cross. At 6:45, she lowered her eyelids, drew a last 
smile and serenely and peacefully rendered her soul to God. It was a 
first Saturday of the month and the first day of the month 
consecrated to Saint Joseph. 
 
  Her funeral, Wednesday March 5th, was a ceremony of 
simplicity and fervor. Ten priests concelebrated the Mass and our 
chapel was filled with people. 
 
  May God grant us the grace to remain faithful to her example 
and her teachings. Her memory, full of tenderness and abandon will 
remain living in our grateful hearts.” 

 
 Father Jean, who was ordained a priest on August 2, 1925 at Louvain, 
was named the assistant Novice Master in September 1926 at Montgeron in 
l’Essonne. He became professor of history in the major seminary of Poitiers in 
September 1928, and then missionary of the Enthronement of the Sacred 
Heart in France with residence in Paris in September 1931. He was sent to 
Spain as superior of the house of Fontarabie in 1934, but was recalled in 
October 1935 as Novice Master at Montgeron. He was served as Novice Master 
for twenty years. He was Superior General of the Brothers and Sisters from 
1938 to 1958. On his election, he addressed several words to the Sisters: 
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  “I have often preached confidence and abandonment. Our Lord 
has now given me a great occasion to live this confidence that I have 
preached to you. After my election, I recalled the great theology of 
Saint Paul saying that he gloried in his weaknesses and infirmities 
because, he said, my strength “is of Christ”, the very strength of 
Christ. I confide myself to Him, and it is thus that I am strong… (2 
Cor. 12:5-10). 
 
  I needed to recall this doctrine to accept my election. When 
they asked me if I accepted, I responded this: “I wish only the will of 
God; I see it by your votes; in the spirit of the abandonment of 
submission, I accept. I place all my confidence in the mercy of the 
Heart of Jesus, I expect all from the Sacred Hearts.” 

 
 In 1969, Father Jean published a book, Believe in Love, dedicated to 
“Mother Claire Marie of the Heart of Jesus”, under the editor to whom he 
recommended that I confide the story that you have just read. To this book he 
gave a subtitle: Retreat of the Interior Life. The work is presented to the public 
very modestly – in the manner of its author. Father d’Elbée did not consider a 
preface signed by an illustrious theologian or solicit encouraging words to the 
reader from a representative of the hierarchy. The press, without exception, 
does not speak of this publication. However, the book has been very 
appreciated notably by Cardinal Journet, and the French edition spread 
rapidly, nearly 40 million copies. One must dream of editions in foreign 
languages; it has already appeared in Italian, German, English, Portuguese, 
Spanish and Polish.  One can say of this book what Saint Paul, whom Father 
Jean particularly loved, wrote of the spread of the Gospel when he was in 
chains in prison: “The word of God is not chained.60” 
 

From 1958 to 1982 Father Jean lived in the Provincial House of France, 
in Paris.  Hospitalized on August 12, 1982, he would be called home to God on 
December 3rd of the same year. 

 
At the end of his life, Father Jean spent several days each year in Carmel 

near Mother Claire. Their reunions were moving with human and religious 
fervor. He spoke for hours. They listened to Mozart, remembering the times 
when Father Jean played Mozart on the flute61, with talent. This inspired the 
word that one or other loved to say: “Together, we are a harmonious chord, 
even better than a harmonious chord of Mozart!   
                                                           
60 Saint Paul, II Timothy 2:9. 
61 Father Jean was always fond of this flute, because he was a great musician, but especially 
because it reminded him of the infinite number of delightfully exquisite hours in the company 
of his young woman. Father Jean gave up this flute when he was Superior General ... he gave it 
to one of his priests that he sent on a faraway mission so that he could distract himself in 
particularly austere conditions. 
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In a very intimate notebook, Mother Claire confided her most precious 

memories and saved a short note of Father Jean – as he addressed her 
sometimes – dated June 8, 1975, written after a stay at Carmel, which begins 
with these words,62 “I go back in my memory, to prolong these marvelous 
moments with Jesus that we prepared with so much love…Oh! Render Him 
love for love…Our unity always more unique…In transforming us into Himself, 
He makes us always more alike. What agreement on everything, what 
agreement (even more perfect than a harmony of Mozart!)…  
 

Already in a letter of April 26, 1942, Father Jean recorded one of his 
visits in these terms: “I had the joy of seeing Mother Claire at some length. It is 
a Magnificat always more profound and more convincing that springs from our 
hearts, on each side of the grille, each time that we find ourselves again under 
the gaze of Jesus, so faithful, who has loved us to folly. And we bring here the 
souls that he has united to ours in this love.” 
  

                                                           
62 The ellipses are Father Jean’s. The citation at the end of the note is integral 
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